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Abstract 
The literature review shows that practice schedules may affect problem-
.so lv ing performances such as acquisition, retention and transfer. In this study, the 
effect of two practice schedules on the problem-solving performance in high school 
genetic knowledge was examined. Null hypotheses were set in view of contrasting 
view points in the literature review. Methodology of cognitive research such as 
protocol analysis was adopted to investigate the problem-solving procedure in 
acquisition performance and the problems subjects met in transfer problems. 
Two pilot studies which involved the development of practice schedules 
exercises and written tests were conducted. Seven Form 5 classes from five 
schools participated in the main study. Half of the students in each class had block 
practice (practising the same type of problems in each practice session) and the 
remaining half had random practice (practising two different types of problems 
randomly appeared in each practice session). 
It was found that the block practice group performed better in the 
immediate acquisition posttests while the random practice group performed better 
in the immediate and delayed transfer posttest as well as the delayed acquisition 
posttest. A pretest had been conducted before the practice schedule experiment 
iii 
and the pretest scores had been used to control initial differences among the 
� . 
subjects statistically. The results of statistical analysis indicated that block practice 
facilitated learning while random practice enhanced retention and transfer. 
Protocol analysis in this study revealed that chunking of productions into 
macroproduction occurred in subjects of both practice groups. Higher level 
consistency such as consistency in "hierarchical goal structure" (Anderson, 1987) 
might be enough to produce learning effects that match the ACT* theory. 
In this study, as revealed in the protocol, poor performance in lateral 
transfer was due to the fact the subjects were confined by the typical conditions 
they learnt during the practice. In problems for lateral transfer, Einstellung effect/ 
set effect (appling productions learnt in unsuitable situation) was observed in the 
subjects of the block group. 
« 
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1. Background to the study 
Studies in cognitive psychology in the last century lead to numerous 
educational reforms (Glaser, 1976; White & Tisher，1986). There are many 
prominent examples, like the contribution of the learning taxonomy of Benjamin 
Bloom to the improvement in the areas of learning curriculum, textbook design 
and evaluation (Bransford & Vye，1989; Resnick & Klopfer，1989). Research 
focus has been on metacognition and learning strategies. Teachers are now more 
aware that teaching students how to leam and their instructional methods are 
equally important (Ahn, Brewer & Mooney，1992; Ayres, 1993; Barba & 
Merchant, 1990; Briscoe & LaMaster’ 1991; Gagne, 1966; German, 1991; Ploger, 
1991; Semb, Ellis & Araujo，1993; Solso, 1988; Weinstein & Mayer，1986; 
White, 1988). Recently, cognitive psychologists are concerned about how students 
solve problem (e.g. Anderson, 1987; Lavoie, 1991; Palmer & Kimchi, 1986; 
Tallent, 1993; Wenestam. 1993). 
Problem-solving research started with artificial tasks like Tower of Hanoi 
and games like chess playing (DeGroot, 1965; Ernst & Newell, 1969; Simon & 
Gilmartin, 1973). Domain general problem-solving strategies such as means-ends 
1 
analysis, working backward and solving by analogy were discovered. Then 
domain specific thinking skills, especially in areas of mathematics and physics, 
have received much attention (e.g. Cratsley, 1991; Gayford, 1989; Gick, 1986; 
Lock, 1991; Nolan, 1990; Perkins & Salomon，1989; Resnick & Klopfer，1989; 
Stencel, 1991). Cognitive psychologists are trying to explain the learning 
behaviour during the process of problem solving and there are divided viewpoints 
(e.g Anderson 1989; Carlson, Sullivan and Schneider, 1989b, 1989c). 
In the study of problem solving, learning how to solve a problem 
(acquisition), remembering the skill and using it again in similar situations 
(retention) as well as using the skill to solve new problems (transfer) are equally 
important (Ennals, 1988). Researchers persist in their efforts to identify conditions 
that allow flexible transfer of learning. A lot of the findings were, however, very 
disappointing (Bassok, 1990). It was discovered that learning situations 
(acquisition context) can affect retention and transfer. Although there were a 
number of studies probing into factors facilitating acquisition as well as retention 
and transfer (e.g. Catrambone & Holyoak, 1989; Kotovsky & Fallside, 1989; 
Perkins & Salomon，1989), much research focused on the learning of motor skills 
(Shea & Kohl, 1990; Shea & Zimny, 1983); domain general area such as critical 
thinking skill (e.g. Riesenmy, Mitchell & Hudgins，1991) or artificial cognitive 
tasks (Carlson & Lundy，1992). Still, the most suitable acquisition context, such 
as the level of consistency during practice, in many domains awaits to be explored 
(Kramer, Strayer & Buckley，1990). 
2 . 
In high school biology, students' performance in problem-solving is 
unsatisfactory, especially in the area of genetics. In A-level Biology, students find 
genetics the most difficult topic (Johnstone & Mahmound, 1980). Concepts and 
• adequate use of methods were essential in solving genetic problems (Steward & 
Dale, 1981). Studies of the learning in genetics still focus on two areas: (1) 
Identifying students' misconcepts and finding instructional methods to correct or 
avoid them (Brown, 1990; Browning & Lehman, 1988; 1991; Kindfield, 1991; 
Lawson & Weser，1990; Macnab, Hansell & Johnstone, 1991; Shemesh & 
Lazarowitz, 1989; Smith, 1991; Stewart & Maclin，1990) and (2) developing a 
model for instruction through distinguishing the differences in thinking processes 
between successful and unsuccessful genetic problem-solving (Smith, 1988; Smith 
& Good, 1984; Thomson & Stewart, 1985). 
/ • 
2. Purpose of the study 
The purpose of this study was two-fold. First, this study investigates how 
different levels of consistency in genetic problem-solving practice influence the 
process of skill acquisition and the process of retention and transfer as measured 
by achievement tests. Second, it investigates the thinking processes subjects 
employed in solving different genetic problems. 
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3. Limitations of the study 
This study has the following limitations: 
(i) The sample size (264 subjects) was not sufficient for generalization of 
findings beyond the target sample. 
(ii) Random sampling was not possible and intact classes were used. However, 
subjects in each intact class were randomly assigned into the two experimental 
groups. 
(iii) As typical among the science classes in Hong Kong high schools, it was 
found that 70% of the subjects were students of the high ability group and only 
30% of the subjects were students of the medium and low ability groups. 
However, subjects in each class were similar in their learning ability. 
(iv) Subjects in the protocol interviews were all girls. This further limits the 
generalization of findings. 
(V) With regard to transfer, this study aimed to compare the transfer 
performance between two practice conditions. Transfer problems did not appear 
on the pretest of this study. There was no record on the problem solving ability 
about the transfer problems before the practice schedules. Analysis could not be 
made on the extent to which the practice affect the transfer. 
4 
(vi) Protocol interviews were performed after the practice schedules and the 
� - . 
immediate posttest were carried out. Subjects' performance in their first trial of 
the problem was not known. 
4. Significance of the study 
High school biology students have a lot of practice on genetic problem-
solving before they sit for public examinations. It is reviewed that consistent 
practice facilitates acquisition and random practice enhances retention and transfer. 
• Yet, the best practice schedule for each ability group is still unknown in genetic 
. problem-solving. This area needs exploration. In order to improve on 
instructional methods in genetic problem-solving, understanding how students solve 
genetic problems and what their problems are, will certainly be of help. 
At present, the theoretical explanation with respect to the processes in the 
brain that bring about problem solving behaviour is still debatable. Findings of 
this research, though limiting in its generalization, may be of help in enriching 
behaviourial data for further investigations and interpretations. 
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Chapter II 
Review of related literature 
1. Definitions of problem and major approaches in problem-solving research 
Psychologists have commonly agreed that problems exist in relation to the 
problem solver's point of view. If a person has a goal and has some obstacles to 
attain the goal, he is said to have a problem (Duncker，1945; Gagne, 1985; Newell 
& Simon，1972). A problem also exists when someone figures that situation to be 
in a different state and has not yet found a way to change it (Mayer, 1989). If the 
human brain is viewed as an information-processing system, a problem can be said 
to exist when a goal condition in the system cannot be attained without a search 
process (Gilhooly, 1989). Therefore, it is all agreed that adding one to one is not 
a problem to a normal adult as the solution can be accessed easily. However, a 
little child requires cognitive search to find the solution to a simple addition 
question, so it is a problem to him. 
In the studies of problem-solving, four major approaches have been 
attempted by psychologists. They are: the Gestalt approach, the behavioral 
(associationist) approach, the psychometric approach and the information 
processing approach (Greeno, 1978; Mayer, 1983; Rowe, 1985). 
6 
Gestalt psychologists like Dunker(1945), Kohler(1927) and 
Wertheimer(1959) are the pioneers in this area. A problem exists when cognitive 
representation has gaps and problem solving is the process of cognitive 
organization to restructure the elements in the problem situation in order to attain 
the goal. Their studies provide insightful analysis of thinking processes to 
successors. Behavioral and associationist psychologists, on the other hand, 
emphasize the need for the problem solver to perform a variety of responses before 
the problem could be solved. Although problem solving is taken as trial-and-error 
activities and the behavioral approaches rarely analyze the component structure of 
the problem-solving performance, (see e.g., Skinner, 1966) conditions that 
facilitate or hinder problem solving behaviours have been identified (Greeno, 
1978). 
f • 
The psychometric research links problem solving behaviour to intelligence 
factors through correlation models (see e.g. Rowe，1985). The information 
processing approach is of more recent origin. It believes that the human mind 
behaves as an information-processing system when engaged in problem solving. 
The human brain is conceptualized as capable of manipulating symbols, switching 
methods and representations, and making decisions (Newell & Simon，1972). 
Information-processing psychologists have taken up the detailed analysis of 
problem solving process that has been originated by Gestalt psychologists in a 
more vigorous and systemic way. Theories have been put forth in explaining the 
problem solving performance (Greeno, 1978). 
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2. Information-processing theory of problem solving 
Human information-processing system is subdivided into sensory input unit, 
central processing unit, motor output unit and memory or storage unit which 
encompasses a small capacity of short-term memory for input and output and an 
essentially unlimited capacity of long term memory (Plainer and Kimchi, 1986). 
Except for the sensory inputs, the system operates serially (Simon, 1978). The 
problem solving processes are described as an interaction between the information 
processing system of the problem solver and the task environment. Problem 
solving processes consist of two major phases: (1) Understanding and representing 
the problem and (2) solving the problem. First the problem solver tries to 
understand the problem. This is to encode and translate the structure of the task 
environment into internal representations which are called problem space. The 
problem solver then searches for a solution from within this system. Knowledge 
and procedures are selected and applied adequately toward the goal of solving the 
problem (Simon, 1978; Mayer, 1989). 
Problem space can be analyzed into three components: (1) the initial state 
which is the starting situation conceived by the problem solver, (2) the operators 
which are the methods applied in the way of removing the obstacles, and (3) 
finally the goal state which is the problem solver's desired condition. New 
problem states which are also called intermediate states may be created before 
reaching the goal state (Gagne, 1985; Mayer, 1989). Problem solving is a 
cognitive process which constructs the problem space and searches for possible 
8 
solution paths by converting the initial state to the goal state (Mayer, 1989; Newell 
and Simon, 1972). 
Studies in problem solving have revealed that the internal representation is 
very important in determining the possibility of success as the internal 
representation influences the selection of operators. It is generally agreed that 
formation of internal representation and application of knowledge are not single 
direction processes . Each of them is an interactive process in which both the 
internal representation and application process are evaluated after each trial. 
Internal representation will be modified or rebuilt or new operations will be 
selected if necessary (Gagne, 1985; Mayer, 1989; Simon, 1978). Though details 
and steps have changed as knowledge of problem solving processes increases, the 
overall organization of the problem solving process is much the same as depicted 
in Figure 1 by Newell & Simon in 1972. ” 
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Note: the eye -<5 indicates that input represen ta t ion is not 
unde r cont ro l of input t ing process. 
Figure 1. General organization of problem solving with reference to the 
information processing model of Newell & Simon (1972). 
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3. . Cognitive theories and the acquisition of procedural knowledge in problem 
solving 
In developing a learning theory to explain the acquisition of cognitive skills, 
psychologists observe and compare the problem solving processes of novices and 
experts in areas such as decision making, mathematics problem solving, computer 
programming and language generation. 
Fills (1964) distinguished three stages in skill acquisition: cognitive stage, 
associative stage and autonomous stage. A problem solver is in the cognitive stage 
when he/she encodes facts needed for solving the problem and tries to solve it 
when first encountering it. The associative stage designates the smoothing out of 
problem solving performance by practice. The problem solver detects and 
eliminates errors and successfully finds the way to solve the problem. At this 
stage, verbal rehearsal also disappears gradually. The autonomous stage denotes 
the continuous improvement in speed and accuracy with further practice performed 
by the problem solver as developed from the associative stage. Through extensive 
practice, direct and immediate retrieval of solution may occur (Fitts, 1964; Fitts 
& Posner, 1967). 
Though Fitts and Posner's interpretation is generally agreed by cognitive 
psychologists, arguments exist in theoretical explanation. There are different 
positions about the cognitive structure, in explanation for cognitive processes that 
bring about problem solving behaviour as well as the gradual reaching of the 
11 
autonomous stage (e.g Baddley, 1986; Clark, 1990; Fish, Oransky & Skedsvold， 
1988; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Klapp, Marshbum & Lester, 1983; Knapp & 
Robertson, 1986; Logan, 1988，1990; Mackay, 1982; McClelland, 1986; 
McClelland & Rumelhart, 1986; Monsell, 1984). However, few have developed 
explanations for the complex cognitive skill of problem solving processes (Kramer 
et al, 1990). 
Among them, Anderson's ACT* theory (1983; 1987; 1990a) and Schneider 
& Detweiler's explanation of how automatic processing developed has received 
much attention. Anderson has put forth the ACT* theory to explain acquisition 
of cognitive skill. It tries to explain high level cognitive activities by sets of 
condition-action pairs called productions (Anderson, 1983; 1987; 1990a). 
Schneider & Detweiler (1987: 1988) have been developing a skill acquisition 
theory to explain performance of single task as well as dual tasks. 
(i) Anderson's ACT* theory 
ACT* is a theory of cognitive architecture where ACT stands for Adaptive 
Control of Thought (Anderson, 1983; 1987). According to ACT* theory, memory 
can be classified into declarative memory and procedural memory (Anderson, 
1983; 1990a). Besides, memory can also be classified into working memory and 
long term memory by two concepts: activation and strength. Activation is the 
transient factor that determines the momentary availability of the memory trace. 
12 
Memory in high activation can be accessed quickly and reliably. Strength is the 
long-term durability of the memory trace�Activation a d strength have great 
difference in their durability. Activation can decay from high level to low level 
in a second while strength takes some memory years to decay. Working memory 
are memories that are currently active and so the knowledge can currently be 
worked with. Long term memory are memories which have sufficiently strong 
encodings that they can be reactivated or can be recalled at long delays (Anderson, 
‘ 1990a; Anderson & Pirolli, 1984). 
Anderson (1987) uses ACT* production system as the framework for 
explaining cognitive performance. Knowledge stored in our memory is classified 
into declarative knowledge and procedural knowledge. Declarative knowledge is 
the knowledge about facts and things. For example, the knowledge about the 
different inheritance patterns in genetics. It can be represented in the form of 
temporal string, spatial image or abstract proposition. ACT* theory is based 
mostly on propositions. Procedural knowledge is the knowledge about how to 
perform cognitive activities and how to represent them in rules called productions. 
In the ACT* theory, cognitive processing occurs as a result of firing of 
production. For example, Smith (1988) also thought that students had to recognize 
common genetic patterns or other critical cues (i.e. conditions in production rule) 
from the problems and make appropriate genetic inferences (cognitive action) in 
genetic problem-solving. Anderson's production rules are condition-action pairs. 
For example, one of the "Englishified" version (Anderson, 1987) of productions 
for solving genetic problems is: 
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If an individual is a pure breeding of a trait 
� . 
Then the two allele for the trait are the same. 
Productions are relatively well structured, simple and homogenous, and 
independent of one another. Production is interpreted as the unit of procedural 
knowledge in the ACT* system. Productions control over all cognitive processes 
and activities. They are the units in which knowledge is acquired and the steps 
that define and determine the problem solving procedure. 
When the problem solver first confronts a problem, information or 
instruction for solving the problem is first encoded as a set of facts in the form of 
declarative knowledge. ACT* system assumes that declarative knowledge is 
available for processing when it is activated. Main concepts in the instruction are 
sources of activations. Activation spread runs rapidly through the declarative 
network, setting up various levels of activation. The activation level determines 
the probability of access to memory and the rate of access. Memory which is in 
a high level of activation can be accessed rapidly and reliably. Thus spreading 
activation can be conceived as a process that identifies knowledge relevant to a 
current focus of attention and that favours the processing of that knowledge. 
After the encoding of the information needed, knowledge is converted from 
declarative mode to procedural mode. This is the knowledge compilation stage in 
which productions are matched to the active declarative knowledge. When a 
novice is attempting the problem, he/she uses domain-general problem-solving 
‘productions to interpret the declarative knowledge. The declarative knowledge is 
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used as the source of information for identifying suitable problem solving 
procedures. Children are, therefore, believed to be able to bring in plenty of weak 
but general problem-solving methods to initiate the problem solving in new 
domains. Activation level will rapidly decay for the unattended items and items 
have to be maintained in high active state for matching to be completed. The 
problem solver sometimes needs to rehearse the information required verbally. 
Productions which are indexed by the factual part are matched and joined in a 
novel sequence. As matching poses a heavy workload on the working memory and 
there are limits on the amount of information to be maintained in a high activation 
level, slow and piece-meal application of problem solving method can be detected 
and errors can be observed in problem solving in this stage. 
As all procedures are organized to reach the goal state in problem solving, 
there is a hierarchial goal structure. For example, the goal state in genetics 
problem-solving is to find out the genotype of all the individuals in a family. To 
solve a problem, the first subgoal is to find out the genotype of the parents. Then, 
what follow is getting the genotype of the progenies by making genetic cross. The 
stacks of goals for solving the problem are sequenced in a hierarchial goal 
structure. Further practice of the same problem will lead to the collapse of 
productions in the sequence into a single production. This chunking process which 
.creates macroproductions is called composition. Declarative knowledge will also 
build into the productions to form steps for guiding how to do things and this 
process is called proceduralization. After compilation of the productions, the 
problem solver can simply retrieve the single production formed and the retrieval 
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of declarative knowledge is no longer needed in the execution of the production. 
There will be a dramatic one-trial speedup in solving the problem and verbal 
mediation in performing the task also disappears. As the demand on working 
memory is reduced, the problem solver can also perform a second concurrent task 
that demand attention. Problem solving performance in this stage is said to be 
autonomous. 
Still further practice will lead to improvement in behaviour by the 
mechanism called strengthening. Successful applications of the new production 
will increase its strength which makes it easier to be retrieved when the same 
condition is met again. Unsuccessful applications, on the other hand, will decrease 
its strength which makes the production less accessible when facing the problem 
afresh. The whole process which enables the problem solver to recognize 
situations suitable for reapplying the productions is called tuning of the production. 
The effect is more autonomous and precise response ensure on the part of the 
problem solver. Anderson formulates a general equation which he calls the power 
law (see Appendix A for details). This equation shows how ACT* predicts a 
power function about the effect of practice on speed of performance (Anderson, 
1976; 1982; 1983; 1984; 1987; 1990a). 
(ii) Schneider & Detweiler's Model 
Architectural structure of the brain as proposed by Schneider and Detweiler 
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Schneider and Detweiler have proposed an architectural structure of the 
brain which they think is derived from the present understanding of attention 
literature, neurophysiology and communication theory (Schneider & Detweiler, 
1987, 1988). 
Information processing is assumed to occur in networks of neural-like units. 
Units are organized into modules that process a particular class of inputs so each 
module contains a vector of output units (the micro level). The message is 
represented by the state of the output units of the modules. The set of activities 
of the output units of a module is the "message vector" (MV) for that module. 
Information flow (output) from a module is regulated by an "attentuation unit" (an 
implementation of attention, see Schneider & Detweiler 1987 for details) within 
the module. Each module's activities is regulated by a control structure and 
module will report its activity to the control structure. There is also a control 
circuit which ensures messages from a set of modules to be delivered sequentially. 
When one module is transmitting message, neighboring modules' transmission is 
inhibited. This avoids interference and loss of information. 
Though all modules in the brain are similar in structure, they are organized 
into levels and regions (the macro level) according to their functions (see Figure 
2). Levels represent successive processing stages within a region. For example, 
in the visual module, there may be a "level one" for processing features, "level 
two" for characters and "level three" for words while in the motor module, there 
is a "level one" for processing movements, "level two' for sequences and "level 
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three" for tasks. Regions represent sets of levels specializing in a particular type 
or mode of processing, for example, "visual region" for vision inputs, "semantic 
region" for associative processing and "motor region" for motor outputs. The 
innermost levels of each region communicate with other regions by passing vector 
messages. Regions are connected to and communicated with one another by 
associative connection in such a way that each region can communicate with other 
regions directly. This enables faster single-message transmission and allows 
multiple regions to jointly activate a region. However, parallel transmission on 
the inner loop does not imply parallel processing. 
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Figure 2. A system-level discription of the model with reference to Schneider 
& Detweiler's architecture for working memory. Figure 2A is a top-down view 
of the regions of processing within the system. Figure 2B illustrates interactions 
among sets of modules in the macrolevel structure (Schneider & Detweiler，1987; 
1988). 
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All the message vectors coming to a module are summed and this causes 
intermessage interferrence. So it is the number of competing messages received 
that determines limits on the number of concurrent message transmissions. 
Control processing is the mechanism that moderates message transmission on the 
inner loop. Two categories of information, message and control information, flow 
in the system. Message flow involves the transmission of a vector representing a 
code from one module to another. Control flow involves exchanges of control 
information between the modules and the control structure of the module. Control 
information denotes the importance of messages waiting to be transmitted and the 
transmission state of any modules. So information flow is modulated at the macro 
level. At the system level, there is a central control structure which receives 
activity reports from each region and modulates the output of regions transmitting 
the central innerloop. 
The strength of the synaptic dendrite connections between neurons is called 
connection weight. Connection weights operate under the influence of a variety 
of learning-rate constants. These constants determine the rate of change and 
duration of retention of the change. Knowledge or memory is stored in the 
connection weights between neural-like units in the system and so learning involves . 
changing these connection weights. As Schneider and Detweiler hold a temporal 
point of view for working memory in the system and adapt Baddeley's saying "a 
system for the temporary holding and manipulation of information during the 
performance of a range of cognitive tasks such as comprehension, learning, and 
reasoning. “ (Baddeley, 1986). Working memory is, therefore, multifaceted in this 
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architecture. They include areas with fast learning, fast decay connection weights •V 
such as code maintains in module after transmission and the regional controllers 
in modules which hold connection weights about priority of the messages waiting 
to be transmitted. Besides, much of the knowledge is stored as slow rate 
connection weights in the network and could be considered as the long term 
memory of the system (Schneider and Detweiler, 1987; 1988). 
Skill acquisition as explained by Schneider and Detweler's model 
When a novice first confronts a problem, controlled processing is used. 
Controlled processing is conceived as a central processing mechanism with limited 
f • 
capacity. It does not directly send messages between units but regulates the 
transmission of messages between units. He serially compares the input pattern 
to a rule and to perform the appropriate response based on the match. 
To solve a task, it is necessary to keep the instruction and task-relevant 
information in working memory. This involves loading and maintaining memory 
vectors in modules. To solve a genetic problem, the system must store the genetic 
rule, e.g., "if a third character appears between cross of two pure breedings, then 
it is a codominance inheritance pattern.". The problem solver first rehearses the 
rules concerned to enable the context to load the buffers. The context would load 
into appropriate modules at the first hand. For example, load the target state 
(e.g., appearing of a third character) in the context modules, the response on a 
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match (e.g., judgement of codominance inheritance pattern) in the motor module. 
When a problem is presented, a controlled comparison would occur 
between the input and the target output. To perform a comparison, two vectors 
are added together. If the two vectors are similar, the added vector is nearly twice 
as long. If the two vectors are dissimilar, a vector shorter than the sum of the two 
vectors is produced. Processing is serial as paired comparsion is needed for 
accurate result. It is effortful as many shifts of attention are needed in monitoring 
the process. When the matching is identified, message will be transmitted for the 
appropriate response. As a result of these controlled processing operations, the 
input pattern will be transmitted followed by the output pattern being transmitted. 
Connection weights in the transmitting modules will change as a consequence. So 
learning can be said to occur after a vector of activation is transmitted and a 
second vector of activation is output. 
If the problem solver practises in a way that there is a consistent 
relationship between the message transmissions, improvement in performance will 
be observed. Controlled processing will shift to context-maintained controlled 
comparison. Information will be maintained in fast learning weights that associate 
vectors stored in modules to the context. Activating the context module can 
refresh information in modules�Further p actice will develop the goal-state-
maintained controlled comparison in which the goal state can reload the modules 
in addition to the context-base reloading. More gaining of connection weight with 
practice will eventually lead to automatic processing. This occurs when automatic 
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processing substitutes for attentional/controlled processing. 
Automatic processing develops as a function of two types of learning 
mechanisms: Associative learning mechanism and priority learning mechanism. 
Associative learning mechanism modifies the unit to unit associative matrix. The 
association matrix encodes associations by storing the strengths of connections, i.e. 
the connection weights between the input and output units. In consistent practice, 
discriminative associations will develop in the connection weights such that a 
stimulus vector will evoke an appropriate response vector. Priority learning 
mechanism tunes the units transmission so that important messages are transmitted 
at high gain and unimportant messages are transmitted at low gain. When there 
is a consistent relationship, the priority learning mechanism will tune the network 
discriminately. The target stimuli become foreground and "pop out" of the 
display. The distractor stimuli become background and, in a sense, disappear 
from the display. Automatic processing occurs when the connection weights 
gained from associative learning mechanism and priority learning mechanism have 
sufficiently developed. At this time, one vector will evoke a following-on vector 
without controlled processing (Schneider, 1985; Schneider & Detweiler, 1987; 
1988). 
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(iii) Research in skill acquisition 
Criticism about composition of productions into a single production 
Carlson, Sullivan and Schneider (1989b) have performed experiments to 
examine the acquisition of procedural skill. Digital logic gates were used as tasks. 
Subjects had to predict or judge the output from the inputs according to the rule 
about the gate. The main reason for choosing this task was that the variables 
describing gate type and judgement type had consistent effects on latency. This 
characteristic could be used to track changes in the structure of cognitive 
processes. More time was required for negated gate as one more step was 
required. Verification judgements required more time than prediction because of 
the same reason. 
Subjects had more than 8,000 trials of practice, latency for all logic gates 
judgements declined with practice, following approximately the power-law function 
(see Appendix A). However, the effect of gate type and judgement type did not 
disappear. As the tasks differed in just one step and Anderson had stated that with 
extensive practice, composition collapsed the sequences of productions for the task 
into a single production. Carlson, Sullivan and Schneider expected that 
composition would eliminate the negation effect and judgement effect with 
practice. As predicted by Schneider's theory (1985), task complexity would be 
reflected in the autonomous stage as extended practice might simply increase the 
speed of a cascade of sequential processes during processing. The persisting effect 
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of gate and judgement type reflects that complexity of the cognitive processes 
remain unchanged. The explaination regarding automatic processing proposed by 
Schneider was more logical in interpreting the result of their study (Carlson et al., 
1989b, 1989c). 
Anderson explained that task complexity will not be eliminated after 
composition. The conditions are larger for the composed productions that deal 
with more a complex task. Anderson also queried whether composition had 
happen in the experiment of Carlson et al. and said the best experiment he knew 
about composition was that of McKendree and Anderson (1987). They had 
subjects evaluating combinations of a programming language - LISP functions for 
4 days. Subjects evaluated more rapidly for the combinations which were 
encountered more frequently. Subjects' performance did show evidence of 
composing the basic LISP functions into combinations and differential 
strengthening of these combinations as predicted by the power law (Anderson, 
1989). 
Criticism about working memory as the single work place 
At two points in learning (after 336 and 1,232 trails of practice per rule 
about logiic gate, in Carlson et al 1989b). Subjects were tested on the retention 
of a "memory set" while making logic gate judgements. The "memory set" was 
presented in three conditions: "Irrelevant", "access" and "expected" (see Appendix 
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B or Carlson et al 1989b for details). In both the "irrelevant" condition and 
"expected" condition, the clues provided were not designed helpful to solve the 
logic gate problem. However, in the "access" condition, the clues were designed 
helpful to solve the logic gate problems. 
The procedures for the task was that a "memory set" was presented first. 
The "memory set" was presented in one of the three conditions as discussed above. 
After that a logic gate problem appeared. As before, subject had to tackle the 
logic gate problem immediately. Then a memory probe was presented and subject 
had to indicate whether the probe was correct or incorrect immediately. The 
latency and correctness of the solutions for the two tasks were recorded. Result 
showed that at either level of practice (after 336 or 1,232 trails of practice), short 
r -
term memory loads had little effect on logic gate problem solving latency except 
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for the "access" condition. 
Carlson et al. believed that this result indicated that there were different 
capacities for storage and processing in the working memory as in distributed 
models of working memory. The single working memory as implied in 
Anderson's ACT* theory in 1983 was disconfiraied (Carlson et al.，1989b, 1989c). 
Anderson argued that the relevant factor was not how much information was 
maintained in working memory, differences in the level of activation of the piece 
of information which was used to match a condition was the major factor. So 
there was little effect in the "irrelevant" condition and the "expected" condition. 
In the "access" condition, memory load had to be maintained in high activation for 
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matching. The amount of activation diminished as a result of fan effect. Fan 
effect means the amount of activation reaching a proposition is inversely related 
to the number of links leading from it (Anderson, 1990a). This resulted in longer 
gate judgement time (Anderson, 1989). 
Comments on the two divided views on acquisition of procedural knowledge 
In explaining automatic processing, both Schneider & Dentweiler's 
explanation and Anderson's theories can explain the improvement in performance 
as predicted by the power law (see Appendix A). Schneider & Dentweiler 
explains the drastic speed up as input directly evokes output while Anderson 
attributes this fact to proceduralization and composition. In fact, Anderson's 
"composition" which takes productions in to a sequence is comparable to Schneider 
& Dentweiler's association learning in which appropriate modules were joined by 
connection weight. Schneider & Dentweiler's priority learning which "pop out" 
important stimuli is also in some way similar in function to Anderson's 
proceduralization. 
• The main difference between them is that Anderson's composition will 
finally "collapse" the sequence of productions into a single production while 
messages in Schneider & Dentweiler's model have to pass through all the modules 
to produce the response. In other words, processing is not seen as a single 
production. That may be the reason why Carlson, Sullivan & Schneider 
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challenged Anderson through their experiment. The interpretation of Carlson, 
Sullivan & Schneider seems to be more favored in light of the evidence produced. 
If composition cannot eliminate the complexity difference between task to the 
extend it cannot reduce latency of just a single step, it is very questionable about 
the meaning of putting forth this idea. Besides, it is very difficult to accept that 
8,000 trials of practice is not enough for composition to occur if productions can 
really collapse into a single production. 
As Anderson has defended that ACT* predicts a complexity effect before 
and after composition (Anderson, 1989), we can, however, accept the final single 
production from an abstract point of view. The meaning of putting all the 
conditions in the 'if clause and all the response in the 'then' clause to construct 
a single production is to emphasize the one step retrieval of the rule when 
executed. 
It is very interesting to note that as the amount of information needs to be 
retrieved from the different modules (Schneider & Detweiler，1987; 1988) 
increases, the latency for finishing the task will increase. It is true that memory 
that has to be matched with the "production" have to be kept in higher activation 
(Anderson, 1987). However, as the different kind of memory loads got similar 
result in the memory probe test that followed, difference in activation level of 
Anderson is adequate in explaining the result. On the other hand, behavioral data 
provides informations about what goes into the information processing system and 
what comes out ("what comes out" means behaviours like response latency or 
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intensity, Anderson 1990b). There is an infinite number of mechanisms that can 
represent the same input-output functions. Mechanistic implementations (e.g. 
Schneider & Dentweiler，s models) which try to find what is inside the head have 
identifiability problems (Anderson, 1990b; 1991; Anderson & Milson，1989). 
An overall critique 
Schneider and Detweiler are coimectionists who are concerned about 
matching of cognitive theories with our understanding of the physiology of neural 
processes. Anderson holds the conventional sequential processing view in 
cognitive processing. In discussing skill acquisition, however, both Anderson's 
ACT* theory and Schneider and Detweiler's explanation are about serial 
processing. This is not surprising as coimectionists believe that only processing 
that happen very quickly - less than .25 to .5 seconds - occurs essentially in 
parallel. Processes that take longer will have a serial component and can more 
readily be described in terms of sequential information-processing models 
(McClelland & RumeUiart，1986). As skill acquisition takes time, it is basically 
serial. 
Though the two theories seem very different at first glance, they are very 
similar when examined in detail. While Anderson has stated the skill acquisition 
mechanism in abstract form, Schneider & Dentweiler try to concretize it in their 
architecture of the brain. In fact, Schneider has said that the mechanism for 
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changing the controlled-processing gain that allocates to unit in his theory is 
represented as a sequence of steps of a program. This program is the series of 
productions in Anderson's theory (Schneider, 1985). 
4. Cognitive therov and transfer of problem solving performance 
In most domains, learning which attains greater generality is more useful. 
As transfer has such great value in problem solving, it has received much attention 
and has been tackled in various domains in a number of ways (e.g. Bassok, 1990; 
Gick, 1990; Gick & McGarry，1992; Kotovsky & Fallside，1989; McDaniel & 
Schlager, 1990; Lehrer & Littlefield，1993; Niedelman, 1991; Picerce, Duncan, 
Gholson, Ray & Kamhi，1993; Riesemny, Mitchell, & Hudgins, 1991). Transfer 
is the activation and application of knowledge in new situations (Gagne, 1985). 
Transfer is also a phenomenon involving change in the performance of a task as 
a result of the prior performance of a different tasks (Gick & Holyoak，1987). 
Transfer can be classified into self transfer, near transfer, far transfer, vertical 
transfer and lateral transfer according to the degrees and types of similarity 
between the learning task and the transfer task. Transfer can be either positive, 
nonexistent or negative depending on its direction of effect on the transfer task. 
Early educational psychologist believed that the mind was composed of a 
collection of general faculties, such as observation, attention, discrimination and 
• reasoning. The Doctrine of formal discipline (Angell, 1908; Pillsbury, 1908; 
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Woodrow, 1927) claimed that studying such esoteric subjects as Latin and 
geometry was of significant value because it served to discipline the mind. 
Transfer was, therefore, thought to be broad and across diverse disciplines. 
Thorndike, on the other hand, thought that transfer was very specific. In his 
"theory of identical elements", transfer would only occur between activities which 
had common situation-response elements (Thorndike, 1906). Though 
experimental investigations could not demonstrate the existence of general transfer, 
more transfers were observed than could be explained by common stimulus-
response elements alone. 
(i) Transfer and Anderson's ACT* theory 
Singley & Anderson apply ACT* theory to the study of transfer. The 
elements of transfer are subsets of elements of learning. Single productions, being 
the unit of cognitive skill, serve as the identical elements in Thomdike's theory. 
They believe that productions have four desirable features that make them suitable 
for this purpose: (i) productions are leamt independently, (ii) compilation process 
in productions is one-trial, (iii) production rules have strength accrual upon 
successful application and (iv) production rules have a desired level of abstraction 
(Singley & Anderson, 1989). 
In the identical-productions model, transfer is a function of overlapping in 
productions between two tasks. Positive transfer of skill will occur when there is 
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overlapping in productions between two tasks. Zero or no transfer occur when 
there is no overlapping in productions between two tasks. While interference is 
well documented in declarative knowledge, it is not suggested in procedural 
knowledge. Negative transfer is either the transfer of nonoptimal methods or the , 
transfer of productions whose conditions match but whose actions are completely 
inappropriate. For example, Einstellung effect (set effect) of Luchins (1942) is 
one well documented kind of negative transfer (Anderson, 1990a; Singley & 
Anderson, 1989). 
The condition for vertical transfer in Anderson's ACT* theory suggests the 
benefit of part-task practice for complex tasks. It is because compilation can only 
occur between the productions which are in the working memory at the same time. 
,• 
Complex tasks which have too many productions for them to reach high activation 
level at the same time will limit the chance for compilation. Part-task practice of 
component procedure helps to speed up the component procedure's execution, to 
reduce the demand of working memory capacity in running the task as well as to 
encapsulate the component procedures so that it is more context free. All these 
can facilitate composition of complex tasks. As transfer of skill will occur when 
there is overlapping in productions between two tasks, learning two tasks have no 
advantage over learning one task regarding lateral transfer. Besides, identical goal 
structure is not necessary for lateral transfer to occur (Anderson, 1987; Singley & 
Anderson, 1989). 
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(ii) Other study and explanation about transfer 
Gick and Holyoak (1987) believed that transfer depended on the recognition 
of similarity between tasks and the successful retrieval of knowledge from 
memory. They were interested in the conditions in which transfer could occur. 
The condition at encoding during training was one of the factors which was said 
to determine transfer. Studies from different domains have indicated that positive 
transfer increases with the number of instances provided during training 
(Weisberg, 1991; Shea & Kohl，1990). 
In word recall, it is well known that spacing repetition (repetitive practice 
with another task interventing in between) is better than mass repetition (repetitive 
practice with no interventing task) (Jacob, 1978). Melton (1967) described the 
facilitating effect of spacing repetitions as phenomenon which seemed to suggest 
that forgetting helps memory. Cuddy and Jacoby (1982) also believed that the 
condition of repeating a problem in which the solution was not readily accessible 
would enhance mental processing. Retrieval would be easier as a result. They 
conducted a study using pairs of related words. When subjects had to restore the 
missing letters for a word twice, it was found that decreasing the similarity of the 
repetition enhanced learning. Similarity were reduced by having missing letters 
in one of the words in the pairs on its second presentation. This dissimilar 
repetition was said to have advantage because the subjects' had to solve problems 
on their first presentation as well as on their second. Cuddy and Jacoby (1982) 
concluded that both encoding variability and strengthening accounted for the 
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learning effect. 
Catrambone and Holyoak (1989) performed five experiments to probe ways 
of overcoming the limitation of context or delay on transfer. Subjects were 
presented with analog stories in the treatment section. The problem solving task 
was given immediately or in a delayed situation. Subjects were said to have 
transfer if they could produce convergent solutions to solve the task. It was found 
that giving more examples during training facilitated transfer even in the delayed 
test condition. Multiple analogies might help to form general rules or form 
internal representation which resulted in more retrieval paths. 
Experiments found that practice schedule could also affect retention and 
transfer. In the learning of motor skills, many studies have revealed that practice 
in high contextual variety facilitates retention and transfer (Lee & Magill, 1983; 
Shea & Morgan, 1979; Shea & Zimmy, 1983; 1988). Wrisberg and Liu (1991) 
investigated the effect of block and varied practice on the retention and transfer in 
badminton tasks. The study was conducted in a physical education class and long 
service and short service in badminton task were examined. Students were divided 
into the experimental and control groups (block vs. alternating practice) according 
to pretest scores. After five class periods of practice, a retention test and transfer 
test were conducted. Alternating practice group performed better in the retention 
test for both the long and the short services. However, only the results in the short 
service were significant. In the transfer test, varied practice group was better than 
the block group significantly in both long and short services. 
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Elaboration and action plan rkonstruction are enhanced in alternating or 
varied practice schedule. In block (same variation repeating) practice, subjects had 
to construct the process mentally only in the first trial. In varied practice, action 
plan of previous movement was more likely to be forgotten. Subjects had to 
reconstruct the action plan for each trial. Items of the action plan would be in the 
working memory and this facilitated elaboration of the items and strengthens 
flexibility of the memory representation concerned (Wrisberg and Liu, 1991). 
t 
(iii) Research in transfer 
/ -
Transfer of part-task practice 
The implication of the part-task training benefit, however, has received 
little experimental support. Carlson, Sullivan and Schneider (1989a) studied 
part-task effect in learning logic gate. Subjects had practised on the component 
process before solving complex problems which required the component 
knowledge. Even after large number of trials, there was no significant effect of 
component practice on the complex task. On the other hand, having leamt the 
complex task followed by a few trials on the complex task improved not only the 
performance of the complex task but the component skill as well. The difficulty 
level of the component process was exaggerated in performing the whole task 
showing that there was no encapsulating effect of the component task even after 
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extended practice. Elio's (1986) study on mental arithmetic procedure got similar 
result. It seems that cognitive context like information and workload may 
influence some overall problem solving strategies. Preserving this context is very 
important for the success of segmentation learning approach. 
Acquisition context and transfer 
Carlson and Yaure (1990) examined the contextual effect of practice 
schedules in learning cognitive procedural skill. Equation-chaining task of Boolean 
logic functions was used as the learning task. Three experiments were conducted. 
In each experiment, subjects first practised individual logic functions and then 
solved equation-chain problems. Presentation of the tasks and collection of 
. responses were controlled by computers, so reaction time and accuracy could be 
precisely measured. In all the experiments, subjects had practice for at least eight 
times and there were forty-eight trials each time. 
Skill acquired under random practice schedules showed superior transfer 
to problem solving in experiment 1 and 2. In experiment 3, subjects practised 
component skills in a blocked schedule with an intervening task between each trial. 
Intervening tasks which required active processing, the same-different judgements 
and mental arithmetic tasks, produced transfer similar to random practice. Neither 
short-term memory nor long term memory intervening tasks which required 
storage demand produced transfer effect. Thus, random practice was said to 
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produce contextual interference effect like the spacing effect. 
Two cognitive processes could be concluded from explanations which were 
put forth to explain how random practice facilitates transfer. One of them focused 
on the schema structure in the long term memory. In random practice, 
consecutive productions could be in the working memory at the same time. 
Subject could be able to contrast the productions to be learned. These interitem 
processings encoded the similarities and differences between the to-be-learned 
items, resulting in better organization of the skills in the long term memory. 
Recognition and retrieval of appropriate skills thus would be better (Shea & 
Morgan, 1979; Shea & Zimny，1983, 1988). 
Some cognitive psychologists thought that increase in the fluency of 
accessing and using component skills was more important. In block practice, 
productions for the execution of the task or even the solution of the task was in the 
working memory. The level of processing was thus reduced in block practice. In 
random practice, active retrieval of appropriate production for solving the problem 
from the long term memory was needed in every trial. Random practice had the 
advantage of spacing effect. It provided more practice of intraitem processing such 
as reconstructing the movement plan in motor skills or loading the procedures in 
verbal task as well as cognitive skills. Processing efficiency was increased as a 
result (Lee & Magill，1983; Cuddy & Jacoby, 1982). 
Carlson and Yaure (1990) suggested that interitem processing and intraitem 
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processing were both needed to account for the phenomena associated with skill 
acquisition in random practice. Interitem processing accounted for the slower 
acquisition. Acquisition of the task itself as well as tuning of the tasks occurred 
at the same time. Based on the fact that intervening tasks could produce learning 
effect as random practice, the researchers concluded that intraitem processing 
produced the transfer benefit. 
Carlson and Schneider (1989) examined the development of procedure for 
using causal rules. University students learned to use causal rules describing 
digital logic gates. Subjects received instruction with either verbal rules or truth 
tables and practised, either predicting or verifying logic-gate outputs. Subjects 
were transferred to the untrained judgement task after 200 trials of practice with 
each rule. It was found that judgement and prediction showed asymmetric transfer 
with verification judgements better transferred than prediction judgements. The 
acquisition context - representations used for initial instruction affected both the 
initial acquisition of and the procedure for using causal rules. Truth-table showed 
advantages especially for verification judgement. From the above result, Carlson 
and Schneider thought that the asymmetries observed in causal judgement might 
result in part from lasting effects of acquisition context, although some asymmetry 
might be inherent in the requirement of alternative judgement tasks. 
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5. Research in genetic problem solving 
Genetics is a problem-solving science which is included in all high school 
Biology courses (Hong Kong Examination Authority, 1992a; 1992b; Okebukola, 
1990; Slack & Stewart，1990). However, many studies review that students 
perform poorly in genetics (Walker, Mertens & Hendrix, 1979; Longden, 1982; 
Radford & Bird-Stewart，1982; Pearson & Hughes, 1986; Kindfield, 1991) or even 
avoid this field of biology (Johnstone & Mahmound, 1980; Thomas, 1983). When 
first-year university students were asked to list out topics of A-level Biology that 
they found most difficult, genetics appeared high in the list (Johnstone & 
Mahmound, 1980). 
Genetics is a fruitful area in biology to study problem-solving performance 
(Simons & Lunetta，1993; Smith, 1992; Smith & Sims, 1992). Steward and Dale 
(1981) have identified that meaningful genetic problem-solving required both 
procedural knowledge and conceptual knowledge. Procedural knowledge involves 
the strategies and specific steps concerned in attempting to solve the given 
problem. Conceptual knowledge is the declarative knowledge that is needed for 
the decision in the employment and rejection of steps. Research in genetic 
problem solving has identified component steps for successful solvers. It models 
the problem-solving procedures which help in developing effective instruction 
method (Smith, 1988). Analysis of the inappropriate steps in genetic problem 
solving can also review the misconceptions of the solvers (Borwn, 1990). With the 
understanding of the nature of genetic problem solving, diagnostic and tutorial 
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genetic computer programs may be developed to assist in teaching genetics. 
Research-based recommendations for teaching genetic problem solving can also be 
tested in the classroom. 
Smith and Good (1984) had a study on expert-novice performance in 
genetic problem-solving. In the study, novices were undergraduate students and 
experts were graduate students and instructors. Problems were difficult enough 
to require the experts to process other than just to recall and yet simple enough to 
allow novices to have a chance for solution. Detailed analysis of the protocols 
identified 32 problem-solving tendencies used by successful problem solvers. They 
included: seeking a solution rather than an answer, checking for consistent logic, 
working forward, checking for one trait (variable) at a time and looking for 
evidence that would invalidate previous assumptions. 
In 1988，Smith did another study. He interviewed 16 undergraduates and 
11 genetics graduate students and Biology faculty members. Think-aloud 
techniques were used to examine the difference in cognitive processes between the 
successftil and unsuccessful problem solvers in solving genetic pedigrees. After 
analysis of the protocols, fifteen distinctions which were thought to cause failure 
in the problem solving were listed. As pedigree problem had not been used in 
previous studies, this study extended researchers' understanding of genetic 
problem-solving performance. 
Slack and Stewart (1990) had studied the problem-solving performance of 
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30 high school students. Subjects were students from grades 9 to 12 who had 
completed a three to four week genetics course. One hundred and nineteen 
realistic genetics problems generated by a computer program "Genetics 
Construction Kit developed by Jungck and Galley (1985)" were used as tasks. The 
think aloud protocols and the printout records of the subjects were analyzed. Three 
trends in general problem-solving procedures were concluded from the experiment. 
They were: (1) an unplanned approach, (2) working backward and (3) emphasis 
on quantitative level of counting number and using ratios in individual cross. 
6. Brief summary of literature review 
t • 
The related literature review in this chapter covered two aspects of 
learning: Acquisition and transfer. Anderson's ACT* theory can explain and 
predict learning behaviour such as acquisition of procedure knowledge. However, 
"overlapping in productions between two tasks" does not seem to be adequate to 
account for positive transfer of skill. Acquistion context (Carlson，Sullivan & 
Schneider, 1989a; Carlson & Yaure，1990) which affects interitem processing and 
intraitem processing during learning have great influence on transfer. 
Among variables that determine learning, consistency is one of the most 
widely studied ones (e.g Carlson & Lundy，1992; Duncan, 1986; Neves & 
Anderson, 1981). In motor and verbal learning, research found out that random 
practice schedules produced poorer acquisition performance but superior retention 
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and transfer relative to block practice (e.g. Cuddy & Jacoby, 1982; Shea & 
Morgan, 1979). Recent studies have extended to the study of learning cognitive 
procedural skills (e.g. Carlson et al.，1989, Carlson & Yaure，1990). 
Nevertheless, the most suitable level of consistent practice in knowledge specific 






Problems exist in relation to the problem solver's point of view. If a 
person has a goal and has some obstacles to attain the goal, he / she is said to have 
a problem (Newell & Simon, 1972). 
Problem-solving: 
Problem-solving is the process of assembling an appropriate sequence of 
component procedures (or operators) to accomplish a goal. It is said to be fluent 
when component skills can be accessed and used efficiently (Carlson & Yaure, 
1990). 
Practice schedule: 
Practice schedule means that the practice is scheduled in terms of variations 
both in content and sequence. In this study, there are two types of practice 
schedule: block practice and random practice. Block practice is the practice with 
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repeating practice of the same variation while varied / random practice is 
practising with trials of different variations (Wrisberg & Liu, 1991). 
Transfer: 
Transfer is the activation and application of knowledge in new situations 
(Gagne, 1985). Vertical transfer is the transfer between lower-level and higher-
level skills that exist in a part-whole, prerequisite relationship to one another. 
Lateral transfer is the kind of transfer that spreads over a broad set of situations 
at roughly the same level of complexity (Gagne, 1966). Transfer can also be 
classified into near transfer and far transfer according to the degree of similarity 
between the learning task and the transfer task (Gick & Holyoak，1987). 
Protocol: 
Protocol is a record to transcribe the verbalization of a subject's thinking 
processes during the course of problem-solving activities. In order to increase the 
density of observation and to externalize the invisible thinking processes, the 
subject is asked to tell everything he/she is thinking of while performing a task or 
interviewed retrospectively (Ericsson & Simon，1980; Lester, 1980; Leinhardt, 
1988; Miller & Caimdl, 1988; Simon, 1978). 
Protocol analysis: 
一 Protocol analysis is the qualitative and quantitative analysis made on the 
think-aloud protocols transcribed from recordings of the thinking-aloud 
problem-solving interview (Ericsson & Simon，1980; Leinhardt, 1988). 
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2. Hypotheses 
(i). There is no significant difference between the two practice schedule groups 
and between the immediate posttest and delayed posttest when the result of 
acquisition scores and transfer scores are used as dependent variables with the 
pretest scores as a covariate. 
(ii). There is no significant interaction between the groups and posttests when 
the result of acquisition scores and transfer scores are used as dependent variables 
with the pretest scores as a covariate. 
3. Sampling 
In this study, five schools were selected. Different types of Anglo-Chinese 
grammar schools were included: a boys' school, two girls' schools and two 
coeducational schools. The schools' performance in the Hong Kong Certificate of 
Education Examination ranged from good to poor. However, only two of the 
seven classes from the selected schools had students whose abilities were average 
and below average. The other five classes had students whose abilities were above 
average. Hong Kong students like to study science and competition into the 
science classes is very keen. Average and high ability students are more likely to 




There were altogether 264 subjects from 7 intact classes. Half of the 
subjects in each intact class were randomly assigned into block group and the 
remaining half were in random group. 
0 
4. Subjects 
The subjects were secondary 5 science students. They had just leamt the 
knowledge and concepts about the "simple dominance inheritance pattern in 
monohybrid cross" and "codominance inheritance pattern in monohybrid cross" in 
genetics. However, they had not applied such knowledge in solving any genetic 
problems. 
There were 264 subjects participating in the practice schedule experiments. 
Six of them were selected to participate in the task-based interview for obtaining 
the protocol data. 
5. Materials 
Problems given to the subjects were constructed to be parallel with the 
genetic topics that they had just leamt. The researcher had meetings with each 
participating teacher before genetics was taught. Simple dominance inheritance 
pattern in monohybrid cross is the topic included in the Hong Kong Certificate of 
Education Examination. Consensus was made to ensure that the topics were all 
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taught with the same depth and width. Codominance inheritance pattern in 
monohybrid cross is actually not necessary for the Hong Kong Certificate of 
Education Examination so supplementary note (see Appendix C) was given to 
them. 
Three types of problems were used in the pretest (see Appendix D), the 
exercises in the treatments (see Appendix E) and acquisition posttests (see 
Appendix F) of the study: 
(i) Monohybrid cross with simple dominance inheritance pattern in which the 
type of dominance and parents' genotypes were given (MSI). 
(ii) Monohybrid cross with simple dominance inheritance pattern in which 
parents and progenies' phenotypes were given (MS2). 
(iii) Monohybrid cross with codominance inheritance pattern in which 
phenotypes of parents and progenies were given (MC). 
Four types of problems were used in the transfer tests (see Appendix E) of 
the study: 
(i) Monohybrid cross with codominance inheritance pattern in which only 
phenotypes of progenies were given (MCT). 
(ii) Monohybrid cross of simple dominance inheritance pattern shown in the 
form of pedigree. In these questions, the type of dominance and parents' 
genotypes were given (MPl). 
(iii) Monohybrid cross of simple dominance inheritance pattern shown in the 
form of pedigree. In these questions, parents and progenies' phenotypes 
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were given (MP2). 
(iv) Monohybrid cross with inheritance patterns codominance and multiple allele 
(MC&MI). 
f 
Questions from the same types of problems were constructed in a way that 
the same procedural knowledge was needed in solving them. 
6. Procedure 
This research involved two pilot studies and a main study. 
(i) Pilot studies 
Two pilot studies were conducted. They tried to assess: (1) the validity and 
appropriateness of the practice materials and the test materials. (2) the number of 
problems of the same type that were needed within a practice block. (3) the 
degree of variability of the practice schedule arrangement that should be 
conducted. 
The pilot studies with totally 43 subjects were carried out. A-level classes 
from Anglo-Chinese secondary schools in Kowloon and the New territories were 
involved. Subjects in each intact class were randomly assigned to different 
practice groups. Subjects had two / three days' practice of about an hour each 
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day. Suggested solutions were given immediately after each practice. One day 
•V 
after the practice, a posttest was administered. Through these two pilot studies, 
six types of practice schedules and two sets of practice materials had been tried. 
Two subjects were invited to participate in task-based interviews. The 
posttest materials were used in the interviews. They were asked to solve the 
problems in the "think-out-loud" mode and protocol sessions were audio-taped. 
The records were transcribed and analyzed. 
The researcher analyzed the result of the pilot studies. The results of the 
pilot tests together with data gathered from the think-aloud interviews provided 
useful and valuable information for the design of the present research. As a result, 
important experimental factors such as the grade of subjects chosen, degree of 
randomization and length of treatment were taken into consideration in the main 
study. 
(ii) The main study 
The main study began once subjects had leamt the knowledge and concepts 
concerned. The main study was divided into pretest, practice schedule experiment, • 
posttests and delay posttest. All the 264 Form five students in the study had the 
same pretest and delay posttest. The exercises and immediate posttests for the two 
groups were also identical in content. The exercises and immediate posttests for 
the two groups were different in arrangement only. 
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The pretest 
The pretest (see Appendix D) was given a day before the practice schedule 
experiment and contained problems as shown in the table below: 
Table 1 
Types and number of problems appeared in the pretest 




[M=monohybrid cross; S=simple dominance； C=codominance; 1= question in 
which the type of dominance and parents' genotypes were given; 2=question in 
which parents and progenies' phenotypes were given]. 
The results of the pretest were used to adjust the posttest scores only. 
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The practice schedule experiment 
Participating subjects in each class were randomly assigned into two 
groups: the block practice group and the random practice group. In the block 
practice group, similar problems appeared in sequence in each practice. In the 
random practice group, two types of problems appeared at a random sequence in 
each practice. These formed the two independent variables (see Appendix E). 
There were three days of practice. In each day, subjects solved five problems 
which required about 35 minutes. Suggested solutions for the problems were 
given immediately after each practice. After the first and second practice, a 
posttest which took about 7 minutes were given. The posttests had questions testing 
acquisition. After the final practice, a posttest which tapped acquisition as well 
r • 
as transfer was given (see Appendix F). The scores of the acquisition questions 
and transfer questions of the posttests formed the dependent variables. The tables 




Types and number of problems appeared in the practice sections and posttest of the 
block group 
day 1 day 2 day 3 
type no. type no. type no. 
practice MSI 5 MS2 5 MC 5 





[M=monohybrid cross; S=simple dominance; C=codominance; C&MI= 
codominance and multiple allele; 1 = question in which the type of dominance and 
parents' genotypes were given; 2=question in which parents and progenies' 
phenotypes were given; T=question in which only progenies' phenotypes were 




Types and number of problems appeared in the practice sections and posttest of the 
random group 
day 1 day 2 day 3 
type no. type no. type no. 
practice MSI 3 MC 3 MS2 3 
MS2 2 MSI 2 MC 2 
posttest (A)MSl 1 (A)MC 1 (A)MS2 1 





[M=monohybrid cross; S 二simple dominance; C 二codominance; C&MI二 
codominance and multiple allele; 1 = question in which the type of dominance and 
parents' genotypes were given; 2=question in which parents and progenies' 
phenotypes were given; T=question in which only progenies' phenotypes were 
given; P=pedigree question; (A)=question test for acquisition; (T)=question test 
for transfer] • 
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The delay posttest 
A delay posttest (see Appendix F) was given a week after the third posttest. 
The delayed posttest contained problems as shown in the table below: 
Table 4 
Types and number of problems appeared in the delay posttest 








[M=monohybrid cross; S=simple ' dominance; C=codominance; C&MI = 
codominance and multiple allele; 1 = question in which the type of dominance and 
parents' genotypes were given; 2=question in which parents and progenies' 
phenotypes were given; T=question in which only progenies' phenotypes were 
given; P=pedigree question; (A)=question test for acquisition; (T)=question test 
for transfer]. 
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The experimental manipulations, therefore, resulted in a 2(practice 
conditions) X 2(test types) X 2(test time) factorial design with the pretest as a 
covariate. 
Collection of protocol data 
Interviews were performed with six of the subjects. Only subjects who had 
tried to answer all transfer questions in the immediate posttest were considered. 
Three of them were selected from the block group and the remaining three were 
from the random groups. Owing to the administration difficulty, all subjects were 
girls.' They were selected according to their scores in the posttests. It was 
expected that subjects in the block group were comparable to subjects in the 
random group. In each group, there were two students with high scores and a 
student with an average score in the acquisition tests. Their scores were either 
fairly good or moderately poor in the transfer tests within their group. 
Two task-based interviews were held for each subject. The first interview 
was administered within the week just following the three-day treatments. 
Problems in the delay posttest were used as task in the first protocol sessions. 
These six subjects were not required to sit for the delay posttest. Their delay 
posttest scores were regarding as missing in statistical analysis. The transcripts 
of the think-aloud record (see Appendix H) and the worksheets used by the 
students were analyzed. Problems for the second interviews (see Appendix G) 
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were constructed to clarify the problem-solving patterns of the acquisition 
problems only. In the second protocol, subjects solved three lengthened questions 
which were similar to the acquisition problems. Their protocols were audio-taped, 
transcribed and analyzed as before. 
The protocol analysis aimed at exploring problem-solving procedures only. 
Patterns of problem-solving procedures in the acquisition problems were analyzed. 
Effects of training on transfer performance were also examined. The problem-
solving processes of subjects were analyzed in the following manner: 
(i) initial data interpretation 
(ii) factors in the initial data that influenced hypothesis generation 
(iii) when and on what basis hypotheses were generated 
(iv) the means (qualitative or quantitative) that subjects used to interpret data 
(V) the inferences subjects made 
(vi) the nature of the justifications and solution confirmation procedures 
(Slack and Steward, 1990). 
7 Data analysis 
(i) The practice schedule experiment 
The following procedures for data analysis were taken: 
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1. The reliability of the pretest and the posttests were analyzed. 
2. A one-way MANCOVA with treatment as between-group factor, type of 
tests (acquisition and transfer) and time conditions (immediate and delayed) as 
within-group factors was conducted using scores in the posttest as dependent 
variables and scores in the pretest as covariate. In view of the result, the 
following analyses were conducted: 
(i) A one-way MANCOVA was conducted on the immediate posttests 
scores with treatment (block and random) as between-group factors and 
type of tests (acquisition and transfer) as within-group factors using the 
pretest scores as covariate. 
(ii) A one-way MANCOVA was conducted on the delayed posttests 
scores with treatment (block and random) as between-group factors and 
type of tests (acquisition and transfer) as within-group factors using the 
pretest scores as covariate. 
(iii) A one-way MANCOVA was conducted on the acquisition posttests 
scores with treatment (block and random) as between-group factors and 
time conditions (immediate and delayed) as within-group factors using the 
pretest scores as covariate. 
(iv) A one-way MANCOVA was conducted on the transfer posttests 
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scores with treatment (block and random) as between-group factors and 
time conditions (immediate and delayed) as within-group factors using the 
pretest scores as covariate. 
(V) One-way ANCOVA was conducted o n the acquis i t ion scores of the 
immediate posttest between the two groups using the pretest scores as 
covariate. 
(vi) One-way ANCOVA was conducted on the transfer scores of the 
immediate posttest between the two groups using the pretest scores as 
covariate. 
r • 
(vii) One-way ANCOVA was conducted on the acquisition scores of the 
delayed posttest between the two groups using the pretest scores as 
covariate. 
(viii) One-way ANCOVA was conducted on the transfer scores of the 
delayed posttest between the two groups using the pretest scores as 
covariate. 
(ii) The protocol 
The audiotaped protocols were transcribed and the written answers were 
matched with the transcripts. The actions and comments generated by the subjects 
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were noted. Steps such as data redescription, hypothesis generation, performing 
cross and giving solution were identified (Collined 1986; Slack and Steward, 1990; 
Smith, 1988). Problem-solving procedures were examined carefully to determine 
whether goals or subgoals were formed in the process. Common patterns such as 
working forward and means-ends analysis were analyzed. Differences between 
subjects from the two groups were distinguished. 
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Chapter IV 
Analysis and Result 
1. Statistical analysis of tests scores 
The 264 subjects from 7 intact classes were randomly assigned to the two 
experimental groups. The block group had 133 subjects with 61 boys and 72 girls. 
The random group had 131 subjects with 70 boys and 61 girls. The marks in all 
the tests were adjusted into percentage scores before analyzed. 
(i) Reliability 
The reliability of the tests was conducted to test the internal consistency of 
the questions. Results indicated that Cronbach alpha of pretest, acquisition 
posttest, transfer posttest, delayed acquisition posttest and delayed transfer posttest 





Cronbach alpha for the reliability of the pretest, immediate acquisition posttest, 
immediate transfer posttest, delayed acquisition posttest and delayed transfer 
posttest 
Test Number of ALPHA 
items 
pretest 3 .8068 
,-
immediate acquisition posttest 6 .8025 
immediate transfer posttest 4 .7010 
delayed acquisition posttest 4 .8129 
delayed transfer posttest 4 .7379 
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(ii) Comparison of the problem solving test scores between the two groups 
The first two posttests and the first two questions in the third posttests and 
the first four questions in the delayed posttest tested for acquisition. Subjects 
generally performed very well in the acquisition tests. Performance in the simple 
dominance monohybrid cross with parents and Fl's phenotype given (MS2) were 
not so good as the other two types of problem (see Table 6). 
Table 6 
Means and standard deviations for the acquisition posttests 
Question M SD N 
， s 
Immediate acquisition posttest: 
MSI - Q1 8.36 2.76 256 
MS1-Q2 8.92 2.13 255 
MS2 - Q1 7.51 2.57 258 
MS2 - Q2 8.20 2.32 260 
MCI - Q1 8.43 3.11 262 
MCI - Q2 8.46 2.76 259 
Total Average 8.33 1.85 247 
Delayed acquisition posttest: 
MSI Q1 8.67 2.68 246 
MSI - Q2 8.80 2.45 246 
MS2 6.65 2.79 246 
MCI 8.68 2.82 246 
Total Average 8.02 2.21 246 
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The last four questions in the third posttest and delayed posttest tested 
transfer. Question 3 and question 5 in posttest 3B and 3R, and question 8 and 
question 6 in delayed posttest were designed to test for vertical transfer. While 
questions 4 and 6 in posttest 3B and 3R, and questions 5 and 7 in delayed posttest 
were designed to test for lateral transfer. 
Question 3 in posttest 3B and 3R, and question 8 in delayed posttest were 
designed to test for near transfer. They were "monohybrid cross with 
codominance inheritance pattern" in which only phenotypes of progenies were 
given (MCT). Question 5 in posttest 3B and 3R, and question 6 in delayed 
posttest were designed to test for far transfer. They were exactly the same 
question in both tests and the question was "monohybrid cross with inheritance 
patterns codominance and multiple allele" (MC&MI). 
� 
Questions 4 and 6 in posttest 3B and 3R, and questions 5 and 7 in delayed 
posttest were "monohybrid cross of simple dominance inheritance pattern shown 
in the form of pedigree". For question 4 in posttest 3B and 3R, and question 5 
in delayed posttest, the type of dominant and parents' genotypes were given 
(MPl). Only parents and progenies' phenotypes were given for question 6 in 
posttest 3B and 3R, and question 7 in delayed posttest (MP2). It was expected that 
question 4 in posttest 3B and 3R, and question 5 in delayed posttest (MPl) were 
easier than question 6 in posttest 3B and 3R, and question 7 in delayed posttest 
(MP2). 
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The statistical analysis of the scores coincided with the researchers' 
expectation in terms of item difficulty (see Table 7). 
Table 7 
Means and standard deviations for the transfer posttests 
Question M SD N 
Immediate transfer posttest: 
MCT 6.81 3.52 263 
MPl 4.39 2.69 263 
MP2 3.11 2.13 263 
MC&MI .94 .92 263 
Total Average 3.18 1.92 263 
Delayed transfer posttest: 
MCT 5.91 4.21 244 
MPl 4.07 2.37 244 
MP2 3.85 2.77 244 
MC&MI .70 .63 244 
Total Average 3.63 2.17 244 
To compare the general performance of the two groups, mean and standard 
deviation of the percentage scores of all the tests for the two groups were 
computed. The results are shown in Table 8. 
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Table 8 
Means and standard deviations for pretest, immediate acquisition posttest, 
immediate transfer posttest, delayed acquisition posttest and delayed transfer 
posttest performance in each group 
Test Group M SD N 
pretest block 5.48 2.99 132 
random 5.59 2.65 131 
immediate posttests: 
acquisition block 8.66 1.65 125 
random 7.98 1.99 122 . 
transfer block 3.35 1.91. 133 
random 4.29 1.81 130 
delayed posttests: 
acquisition block 7-94 2.35 122 
random 8.10 2.06 124 
transfer block 3.19 2.07 122 
random 4.07 2.18 122 
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(iii) Effects of treatment groups, test types and time conditions on the 
performances 
As mentioned earlier, the results of the pretest were used to control the 
initial differences statistically. A one way - Treatment groups (block and random) 
MANCOVA with repeated measure on the Type of tests (acquisition and transfer) 
and Time conditions (immediate and delayed posttests) was then conducted using 
scores in the posttests as dependent variables and scores in the pretest as a 
• covariate. In the MANCOVA test, 229 cases were accepted and there were 116 
cases in the block group and 113 cases in the random group. 
For both groups, the immediate posttest performances were better than the 
delayed posttest performances and the difference was statistically significant 
[F(l,227)=9.76, p<.005]. Acquisition was better than transfer in the two tests 
for both groups and the difference was statistically significant as well 
[E(l，227)=36.39 pC.OOl]. There was significant three-way interaction 
[£(1,227)二 15.69 pC.OOl] in treatment groups (block and random) by time 
conditions (immediate and delayed) by type of tests (acquisition and transfer). 
This result indicated that the practice schedule (block and random) had different 
effects on different types of tests (acquisition and transfer) at different points of 
time (immediate and delayed) (see Table 9). 
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Table 9 
Means and standard deviations for immediate acquisition posttest. 
Immediate transfer posttest. delayed acquisition posttest and delayed 
transfer posttest 1n each group 
Immediate posttest delayed posttest 
M SD N M SD N 
block 
acquisition 8.774 1.493 116 acquisition 7.995 2.335 116 
transfer 3.568 1.821 116 transfer 3.258 2.051 116 
random 
acquisition 8.108 1.934 113 acquisition 8.157 2.063 113 
transfer 4.369 1.789 113 transfer 4.051 2.235 113 
One-way MANCOVA with repeated measure was conducted. There was 
no significant difference [F(l ,243) = .01，p�.05] between the two treatment groups 
(block and random) when the two types of tests (immediate acquisition posttest and 
immediate transfer posttest) were analyzed together. There was significant 
difference [F(l ,244) =2618.84, p < .001] between the two types of tests (immediate 
acquisition posttest and immediate transfer posttest) when the two treatment groups 
(block and random) were analyzed together. There was significant two-way 
interaction [F(l,244) = 68.59 p < .001] in treatment groups (block and random) by 
the type of tests (immediate acquisition posttest and immediate transfer posttest). 
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It was found that block group had higher score in the immediate acquisition 
posttests but got lower score in the immediate transfer posttest when compared 
with the random group (see Figure 3). 
1 0 " 
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immediate immediate 
acquisition posttest transfer posttest 
Figure 3. Mean scores for immediate acquisition posttest and immediate transfer 
posttest in each group. 
There was no significant difference [£(1,240)=3.78, p>.05] between the 
two treatment groups (block and random) when the two types of tests (delayed 
acquisition posttest and delayed transfer posttest) were analyzed together. There 
was significant difference [£(1,241)= 1686.40, p<.001] between the two types 
of tests (delayed acquisition posttest and delayed transfer posttest) when the two 
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treatment groups (block and random) were analyzed together. There was 
significant interaction [£(1,241)= 12.15 p < .005] in treatment groups (block and 
random) by the type of tests (delayed acquisition posttest and delayed transfer 
posttest). However, scores of the random group were higher than scores of the 
block group in both delayed tests (see Figure 4). ‘ 
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Figure 4. Mean scores for delayed acquisition posttest and delayed transfer 
posttest in each group. 
There was no significant difference [£(1,228)=2.63，p�.05] between the 
two treatment groups (block and random) when acquisition tests of different time 
conditions (immediate acquisition posttest and delayed acquisition posttest) were 
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analyzed together. There was significant difference [£(1，229)二 14.60，p< .001 
between the two time conditions (immediate acquisition posttest and delayed 
acquisition posttest) when the two treatment groups (block and random) were 
analyzed together. There was significant interaction [£(1,229) = 19.52 p < .001] 
in treatment groups (block and random) by time conditions (immediate acquisition 
posttest and delayed acquisition posttest). The block group got higher scores than 
the random group in the immediate acquisition posttest. In the delayed acquisition, 
the random group outperformed the block group. For the random group, scores 
in delayed acquisition posttest were a little higher than scores in the immediate 
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Figure 5. Mean scores for immediate acquisition posttest and delayed acquisition 
posttest in each group. 
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There was significant difference [£(1,239) = 12.99, p < .001] between the 
two treatment groups (block and random) when transfer tests of different time 
conditions (immediate transfer posttest and delayed transfer posttest) were analyzed 
together. There was also significant difference [£(1,240) 二20.0, p < .001] 
between the two time conditions (immediate transfer posttest and delayed transfer 
posttest) when the two treatment groups (block and random) were analyzed 
together. There was no significant interaction [£(1,240) 二 .08, p > .05] in 
treatment groups (block and random) by time conditions (immediate transfer 
posttest and delayed transfer posttest). Scores of the random group were higher 









transfer posttest transfer posttest 
Figure 6. Mean scores for immediate transfer posttest and delayed transfer 
posttest in each group. 
One way ANCOVA was conducted to verify the above findings. The block 
group performed better in the immediate acquisition posttest and the difference was 
statistically significant [F(l，244) 二 11.105 p < .001]. The random group performed 
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better in the delayed acquisition posttest, immediate transfer posttest and delayed 
transfer posttest. The differences of the two transfer posttests reached the level 
of statistical significance [F(l,261) = 15.399p< .001 in immediate transfer posttest 
and £(1，242)=9.351 p < .005 in delayed transfer posttest]. Whereas in the delay 
acquisition posttest, difference between the two groups did not reach the .05 alpha 
level of significance criterion. 
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2. Analysis of the protocol 
\ 
0 
(i) Problem-solving procedures 
(A) in acquisition problems 
In the first interview, the first four questions assessed acquisition levels. 
Question 1 and Question 3 were simple dominance monohybrid cross with type 
of dominance and parents' genotypes given (MSI). Question 1 stated the dominant 
character but Question 3 gave the recessive character. Question 2 was 
codominance monohybrid cross with parents and Fl's phenotype given (MC). 
Question 4 was simple dominance monohybrid cross with parents and Fl's 
1 ‘ 
phenotype given (MS2). The problem-solving procedure for these three types of 
problem are stated below. 
1 • "Simple dominance monohybrid cross" with type of dominance and 
parents' genotypes given (MSI): 
[1] assign symbols to represent genotypes of parents. 
[2] make the cross. 
[3] assign phenotypes for Fl. 
� 2 . "Simple dominance monohybrid cross" with parents and Fl's 
phenotypes given (MS2): 
[1] determine the dominant character. 
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[2] determine parents' genotypes and assign symbols to represent them. 
[3] make the cross. -
[4] assign phenotypes for Fl. 
3. "Codominance monohybrid cross" with parents andFl's phenotypes 
given (MC): 
[1] determine parents' genotypes and assign symbols to represent them. 
[2] make the cross. 
[3] assign phenotypes for Fl. 
(B) in transfer problems 
In the first interview, the last four questions tested transfer. Question 8 
was the "monohybrid cross with codominance inheritance pattern" in which only 
phenotype of progenies were given (MCT). Question 5 and 7 were both 
"monohybrid cross of simple dominance inheritance pattern shown in the form of 
pedigree". In Question 5, the type of dominance and parents' genotypes were 
given (MPl). Only parents and progenies' phenotypes were given in Question 7 
(MP2). Question 6 was on "monohybrid cross with inheritance patterns 
codominance and multiple allele" (MC&MI). The problem-solving procedures for 
these four types of problems are stated below. 
‘ • 
1. "Monohybrid cross with codominance inheritance pattern" in which 
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only phenotypes of progenies were given (MCT): 
[1] determine genotypes of Fl. 
[2] determine genotypes of parents. 
[3] determine phenotypes of parents and the kind of dominance. 
2. "Monohybrid cross of simple dominance inheritance pattern in 
pedigree" with the type of dominance and parents' genotypes given 
(MPl): 
[1] determine that genotype of 1 is Rr because 1 and 2 (rollers) 
produce a non-roller (recessive). 
[2] determine that genotype of 3 can be RR and Rr because both can 
produce a roller with 4. 
f • 
[3] determine that genotype of 4 (recessive phenotype) is rr. • 
[4] make the cross of 1 and 2. 
[5] determine the probability of 5 being heterozygote. 
3. "Monohybrid cross of simple dominance inheritance pattern in 
pedigree" with only parents and progenies' phenotypes given (MP2): 
[1] determine that normal is the dominant character because normal 
parent can produce short-sighted progeny. 
[2] determine genotypes of 1 and 2. 
[3] make the cross of 1 and 2. 
4. "Monohybrid cross with inheritance patterns codominance and multiple 
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allele" (MC&TvlI): 
[1] determine the kind of dominance. 
[2] determine genotypes of parents. 
[3] make the cross. 
[4] determine genotypes of Fl. 
(C) in lengthened acquisition problems 
In the second interview, the problems were lengthened acquisition problems 
(see Appendix G). Question 1 was simple dominance monohybrid cross with type 
of dominance and parents' genotypes given (MSI). However, it involved two 
successive generations and stated the recessive character . Question 2 was simple 
dominance monohybrid cross with parents and Fl's phenotypes given (MS2). 
Again, students had to solve two successive generations. Question 3 was about 
codominance monohybrid cross with parents and Fl's phenotypes given (MC). It 
also involved two successive generations. The problem-solving procedure for 
these three problems are stated below. 
夤 
1. "Simple dominance monohybrid cross" with type of dominance and 
parents' genotypes given-lengthen (L-MSl): 
[1] assign symbols to represent the genotypes of parents. 
[2] make the cross. 
[3] assign phenotypes for Fl. 
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[4] assign symbols to represent the genotypes of parents (which are Fl) 
in the second cross. 
[5] make the cross. 
[6] assign phenotypes for F2. 
2. "Simple dominance monohybrid cross" with parents and Fl's 
phenotypes given-lengthen (L-MS2): 
[1] determine the dominant character. 
[2] determine parents' genotypes and assign symbols to represent them. 
[3] make the cross. 
[4] assign phenotypes for Fl. 
[5] assign symbols to represent the genotypes of parents (which are Fl 
and a recessive) in the second cross. 
/ • 
[6] make the cross. 
[7] assign phenotypes for F2. 
3. "Codominance monohybrid cross" with parents and Fl's phenotypes 
given-lengthen (L-MC): 
[1] determine parents' genotypes and assign symbols to represent them. 
[2] make the cross. 
[3] assign phenotypes for Fl. 
[4] assign symbols to represent the genotypes of parents (which are Fl) 
in the second cross. 
[5] make the cross. 
[6] assign phenotypes for F2. 
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(ii) Problem-solving performance 
(Al) Acquisition in the block group 
Parents' genotype symbol chunked well with the cross and phenotypes of 
Fl. All 3 subjects were observed to "work forward" in solving these parts for 
both Question 1 and 3 (MSI). In assigning symbols to represent the genotypes of 
parents, subjects <B1> and <B2> were observed to "work forward" in 
Question 1 but only subject <B3> worked forward in Question 3. 
In Question 4 (MS2), subject <B3> worked forward for the whole 
problem. Subject <B2> worked by "means-ends analysis" in determining the 
kind of dominance and the parents' genotypes. Subject <B1> got the type of 
dominance once she read the question. However, she was considered to solve the 
whole problem by "means-ends analysis". She checked and copied answers from 
her previous work. 
In Question 2 (MC), subjects <B1> and <B2> worked forward for the 
whole problem. Subject <B3> showed chunking only in making the cross from 
parents' genotypes symbol. "Means-ends analysis" was used in deciding parents' 
genotypes and assigning phenotypes of Fl. 
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(A2) Acquisition in the random group 
In Questions 1 (MSI), all 3 subjects were observed to "work forward" for 
the whole problem. In Question 3 (MSI), only <R1> and <R2> worked 
forward for the whole problem. Subject <R3> had to use "means-ends analysis" 
f 
in finishing the cross. 
In Question 4 (MS2), subjects <R1> was observed to "work forward" for 
the whole problem. Subject <R2> and <R3> used "means-ends analysis" to 
determine the dominant character but worked forward for the rest of the problem. 
In Question 2 (MC), <R1> worked forward while <R2> and <R3> 
had to used "means-ends analysis" in deciding the parents' genotypes. Parents' 
genotypes symbols chunked well with the cross and all 3 subjects were observed 
to "work forward" in solving this part. In assigning phenotypes of Fl, <R3> 
worked forward while <R1> and <R2> used "means-ends analysis". 
(A3) Overall acquisition performance 
For subjects in both groups, parents' genotypes symbols seemed to chunk 
well with the cross for all types of problems. Subjects in the random group 
seemed to have greater difficulty in solving codominance problem. They were 
weaker in determining phenotypes from genotypes symbols for codominance 
problems (See Table 10). 
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Table 10 
A summary of the performance of interviewed subjects in acquisition problems 
Q1 (MSI) B1 B2 B3 R1 R2 R3 
[1] assign symbols to represent F F M F F F 
the genotypes of parents. 
[2] make the cross. F F F F F F 
[3] assign phenotypes for Fl. F F F F F F 
Solution R R W R R R 
Q3 (MSI) B1 B2 B3 R1 R2 R3 
[1] assign symbols to represent M M F F F F 
the genotypes of parents. 
[2] make the cross. F F F F F M 
[3] assign phenotypes for Fl. F F F F F F 
Solution R R R R R R 
Q4 (MS2) B1 B2 B3 R1 R2 R3 
[1] determine the dominant M M F F M M 
character. 
[2] determine parents' genotypesM M F F F F 
and assign symbols to 
represent them. 
[3] make the cross. M F F F F F 
[4] assign phenotypes for Fl. M F F F F F 
Solution R R R R R R 
Q2 (MC) B1 B2 B3 R1 R2 R3 
[1] determine parents' genotypesF F M F M M 
and assign symbols to 
represent them. 
[2] make the cross. F F F F F F 
[3] assign phenotypes for Fl. F F M M M F 
Solution R R P R R R 
Note. "F" represents "work forward". "M" represents "means-ends analysis". 
"R" indicates the solution is correct. "W" indicates the solution is wrong. 
"P" indicates part of the solution is wrong. 
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(Bl) Transfer in the block group 
In Question 8 (MCT), subjects <B1> and <B2> were observed to 
"work forward" for the whole question. Subject <B3> got genotypes of parents' 
and Fl immediately. But subject <B3> made mistakes in determining type of 
dominance and was wrong in parents' phenotypes. 
In Question 5 (MPl), subjects used "means-ends analysis" in most of their 
problem-solving. All 3 subjects got correct genotype for 1, but explanation of 
subjects <B1> and <B3> were incomplete. In finding genotype of 3, they all 
got one of the 2 possible answers (RR) only. Although all three subjects' answers 
for 5(ii) were incorrect, subjects <B1> and <B2> had right concepts about the 
cross concerned. Generally speaking, they all seemed to be firmly restricted by 
the typical progeny ratio of the cross especially for subjects <B1> and < B 3 � . 
Subject <B1> was the weakest among the three. She was misled by the male 
and female symbols. She got the wrong concept that the mother had greater 
influence on the daughter and the father had greater influence on the son. Subject 
<B3> was also confused when the ratio differed from the theory. She resolved 
this problem by avoiding using cross in her explanation. 
All three subjects used "means-end analysis" in solving question 7 (MP2). 
They were still affected by the typical progeny ratio of the cross especially for 
subject <B2> . They all got the right kind of dominance but their reason was not 
completely right. Subject <B1 > referred to her previous works in the acquisition 
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problems in her decision. In determining genotypes of 1 and 2，subject <B2> 
made one correct guess in the protocol. However, she could not make the final 
decision because she thought that information was insufficient. Subject <B3> 
was the best among the 3 in this problem. In addition to getting the right genotype 
for 1 and 2, her explanation was correct. 
In Question 6 (MC&MI), subject <B1> recognized the problem and 
retrieved the solution while subjects <B2> and <B3> used "means-end 
analysis". In the posttest, subject <B1> only knew that parents should be 
heterozygote and could not solve the problem. However, subject <B1> had 
found the solution before the interview. Subject <B2> also knew that parents 
should be heterozygote in the posttest but could not make a decision in the 
interview. Subject <B3> was very sure that parents were heterozygote. Her 
answer was only partly correct as she used only 2 kinds of genes. 
(B2) Transfer in the random group 
In Question 8 (MCT), subjects < R1 > and <R2> worked forward in part 
of their problem-solving. "Means-ends analysis" was observed when subject 
<R1> searched for parents' genotypes and subject <R2> got parents' 
phenotypes. Subject <R3> solved the whole problem by "means-ends analysis". 
In Question 5 (MPl), subjects <R1> and <R2> worked forward in most 
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of their solution. <R1> used "means-ends analysis" in finding the genotype of 
3 only while <R2> used "means-ends analysis" in finding the genotype of 1. 
They were not restricted by the progenies' ratio. Besides getting correct genotype 
for individual 1, their explanation was complete. They got both two possible 
answers for 3 and subject <R1> even answered 5(ii) correctly. Subject <R3> 
was very weak in answering this problem. She had no idea about how to solve the 
problem at first. At the beginning, when finding genotype for 1, she just guessed. 
Her concept in answering 5(ii) was wrong too. 
In Question 7 (MP2), subject <R1> worked forward to get all the 
answers except explaining the dominant character. Subject <R2> had to use 
"means-ends analysis" to find the genotype of 1. Subject <R3 > found all the 
/ • 
answers by "means-ends analysis". Besides, subjects <R2 > and <R3> ' s 
explanation for the dominant character were not completely correct. 
Subjects <R1> and <R3> worked forward while <R2 > used "means-
ends analysis" in solving Question 6 (MC&MI). Subject <R2> solved the 
problem correctly in both the posttest and interview. Subjects <R1> and <R3> 
only knew that parents should be heterozygote and could not solve the problem in 
the immediate posttest. But they had found the solution before the interview. 
} 
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(B3) Overall transfer performance 
In Question 8 (MCT)，training seemed to have positive effect on transfer 
in both groups. The block group, however, performed better. In Question 5 
(MPl) and 7 (MP2)，the effect of training on transfer was not so good for the 
three subjects in the block group. Set effect and confusion were observed. As for 
the random group, positive transfer occurred in Question 5 and 7 and they 
performed better. In Question 6 (MC&MI), though some subjects could not solve 
the problem, all six subjects knew that parents were heterozygote. Their 
performance could, therefore, be considered as positive transfer. 
(CI) Performance of the block group in lengthened acquisition problems 
Subjects <B1> and <B2> were observed to "workforward" in Question 
1. Subject <B3> had to use "means-ends analysis" in determining parents' 
genotypes in symbols and to decide Fl's phenotypes. Subject <B3> "worked 
forward" in both two crosses and in determining F2's phenotypes. 
In Question 2，all 3 subjects showed chunking in only part of the problem. 
Subject <B1> had to use "means-ends analysis" in determining one of the 
parents' genotypes in the second cross. Subject <B2> worked by "means-ends 
analysis" in determining the kind of dominance and also the parents' genotypes in 
the first cross. Subject <B3> got parents' genotypes in the first cross by 
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"means-ends analysis". 
In Question 3，subjects <B1> and <B3> worked forward for the whole 
problem. Subjects <B2> worked forward except for assigning the phenotypes 
of F2. 
(C2) Performance of the random group in lengthened acquisition problems 
In Question 1, all 3 subjects were observed to "work forward" for the 
whole problem. 
In Question 2，subject <R1> used "means-ends analysis" to determine the 
dominant character. Subject <R2> used "means-ends analysis" to determine the 
dominant character and parents' genotypes. Subject <R3> used "means-ends 
analysis" to determine parents' genotypes. They worked forward for the rest of 
the problem. 
In Question 3，subject <R1> had to use "means-ends analysis" to decide 
the phenotypes of F2. Subject <R2> had to use "means-ends analysis" to decide 
the parents' genotypes. Only subject <R3> was observed to "work forward" in 
all her solutions. 
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(C3) Overall performance in lengthened acquisition problems 
Question 2 was the most difficult for all the subjects. The original problem 
(MS2) involved the greatest number of steps among the three. Lengthening it 
might make it too complicated to be in the working memory at the same time. 
Again, parents' genotypes symbols seemed to chunk well with the cross for all 
subjects in all the problems. Subjects in the random group seemed to work better 




A summary of the performance of interviewed subjects in lengthen acquisition problems 
Q1 (L-MSl) B1 B2 B3 R1 R2 R3 
[1] assign symbols to represent F F M F F F 
the genotypes of parents. 
[2] make the cross. F F F F F F 
[3] assign phenotypes for F l . F F M F F F 
[4] assign symbols to represent F F F F F F 
parents' genotypes in the 2nd 
cross. 
[5] make the cross. F F F F F F | 
[6] assign phenotypes for F2. F F F F M F | 
� • I 
一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — 一 _ _ — 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 一 — 一 一 一 — 一 — 一 一 一 一 一 — 一 一 一 一 一 i 
Solution R R R R R R 
Q2 (L-MS2) B1 B2 B3 R1 R2 R3 
[1] determine the dominant F M M M M M 
character. 
[2] determine parents' genotypes F F M F M M I 
and assign symbols to 
represent them. 
[3] make the cross. F F F F F M 
[4] assign phenotypes for F l . F F F F F M 
[5] assign symbols to represent M M M M M F 
parents' genotypes in the 2nd 
cross. 
[6] make the cross. F F M F M F 
[7] assign phenotypes for F2. F F M F M F 
一 傳 一 一 一 一 一 一 _ 一 _ ^ • 一 一 一 — 一 • 一 一 ^ 一 — 一 一 — — _ 一 一 — 一 一 一 一 • 一 一 — _ 一 — 垂 — 一 一 一 一 一 
Solution R R R R R R 
« 
Q3 (L-MC) B1 B2 B3 R1 R2 R3 
[1] determine parents' genotypes F F M F M M 
and assign symbols to 
represent them. 
[2] make the cross. F F F F F F 
[3] assign phenotypes for F l . F F F F F F 
[4] assign symbols to represent F F F F F F 
parents' genotypes in the 2nd 
cross. 
[5] make the cross. F F F F F F 
[6] assign phenotypes for F2. F M F F F F 
Solution R R R R R R 
Note. "F" represents "work forward". 
"M" represents "means-ends analysis". 
"R" indicates the solution is correct. 
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3 Discussion 
Findings of this study are consistent with the prior research on the learning 
of motor skill (Shea and Morgan, 1979; Wrisberg and Liu, 1991) and the learning 
of cognitive procedural skill (Carlson and Yaure, 1990). Block practice in genetic 
problems produced better acquisition in immediate posttests. However, retention 
and transfer were better for subjects who received random practice during training. 
These results generalize the findings of previous research to classroom teaching 
and learning environment. They demonstrate the effect of practice schedule on 
genetic problems which is a domain specific problem solving task. 
(i) Acquisition 
Acquisition performance was better in block than in random practice 
schedule. In the block practice, subjects had to leam just one type of problem. 
Problems were consistent in their structure but varies in data e.g. parents' 
genotypes. As they required the same problem solving procedure, this condition 
facilitated learning particularly in acquiring the problem solving procedures. In 
the random practice, subjects had to solve two types of problems. Learning how 
to solve the problems as well as differentiating the type of problems occurred at 
the same time. Acquisition was, therefore, weaker in random practice schedule 
(Carlson and Yaure, 1990). 
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Protocol analysis were used to obtain information about the problem-solving 
procedure of the subjects. In the protocol analysis, "working forward" was 
frequently observed among the good performers in both two groups. "Working 
forward" was the result of knowledge compilation in ACT* theory. In the ACT* 
theory, practice will lead to proceduralization. Data in the question statement will 
build into the domain specific productions. After that, repeated practice of the 
same type will lead to collapse of productions in the sequence. Productions for 
solving the problem is chunked into a macroproduction (Anderson, 1987). 
If a subject read "In common pea, long stem is dominant to short stem", 
she immediately said "Big letter 'L' for long stem and small letter T for short 
stem". After reading "A heterozygous long stem pea is crossed with short stem 
plant", she could decide parents' genotypes, made the cross and determined 
phenotypes in Fl immediately. She is said to be "working forward" for the whole 
problem. This showed that data in the problem had stimulated retrieval of the 
marcoproduction in subject's mind. 
Lengthened acquisition problems were used to confirm subjects problem 
solving procedure in the acquisition problems. "Working forward" was observed 
in subjects from both groups. Evidence of "working forward" were also observed 
in the good performers in the random group. Higher order consistency such as 
consistency in hierarchical goal structure might be enough to produce learning 
effects that followed the ACT* theory (Anderson, 1987). The frequency of 
chunking also followed the amount of practice. As the same parents' genotypes 
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always follows the same type of cross for all problems. Chunking was most 
frequently observed between parents' genotypes and cross. 
• * 
(ii) Retention 
Performance in the delayed posttests were better in random than in block 
practice schedule. When delayed acquisition posttest and delayed transfer posttest 
was analyzed separately by ANCOVA, only the delayed transfer posttest reach the 




In the block practice, problems in each practice varied only in data. After 
the first trial, productions for solving all the problems were in the working 
memory. The level of processing was reduced. There was less training in 
I distinguishing between different types of problems. Whereas in each random i I 
I 毒 ！ 
practice, two types of problems appeared randomly. Procedures of productions • 
in the working memory might not be similar or suitable for solving the problems. 
Subjects had to retrieve appropriate productions from the long term memory for 
each problem encountered. This deeper processing may account for the better 
retention in the random group (Carlson and Yaure, 1990; Lee, 1983; Cuddy and 
Jacoby, 1982). Random practice also allowed the differentiated and consecutive 
production step to stay in the working memory at the same time. Subject could 
compare and contrast the productions to be learned and so advance the production 
organization and consolidation in the long term memory. Recognition and retrieval 
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of the productions would thus be facilitated (Shea & Morgan, 1979; Shea & 
Zimny, 1983, 1988). 
(iii) Transfer 
Transfer occurred in both groups. This result supported Anderson's ACT* 
theory. Anderson stated that transfer occurs when there is overlapping in 
productions between two tasks (Anderson, 1987). However, transfer performance 
of the random group was better than the block group in both the immediate 
-
transfer posttest and delayed transfer posttest. Transfer seems to be also greatly 
affected by the practice schedules in which component productions are acquired 
as discovered by Carlson and Yaure (1990). 
t • 
Carlson and Yaure (1990) suggested that intraitem processing and interitem 
processing were both enhanced in random practice schedule. Subjects in the 
random group had to retrieve appropriate productions from the long term memory 
in every problem solving practice. Processing efficiency of component production 
was increased and this facilitated transfer. Subjects had to distinguish two types 
of problems and this resulted in the "tuning" of the productions. Besides, 
productions for solving two different problems might be differentiated in the 
working memory at the same time. Subjects were able to contrast the productions. 
Encoding of the similarities and differences would enhance organization and tuning 
of the productions during application. Recognition and retrieval of appropriate 
skills would be better and, as a result, transfer would be easier. 
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Protocol analysis were also used to reveal the differences in transfer 
performances. For the four transfer problems, the two pedigree problems (MPl 
and MP2) were different in structure as compared with the acquisition problems 
while the other two differed in difficulty level (MCT) or required an additional 
concept while solving the problem (MC&MI). 
The strategy of "means-ends analysis" was more frequently observed for 
all the subjects. "Means-ends analysis" is generally applied when a subject first 
confronts a problem. Facts or information in the problems will act as source of 
activation. Subjects will try to match the facts in the problem with productions 
previously leamt (Anderson, 1987). "Means-ends analysis" is usually observed 
as subject has to restudy the problem to reconfirm facts or even compare possible 
I • 
answers with facts in the problem. 
If, for example, a subject read the whole Question 5 (MPl), then tried to 
find out the genotype of individual 1 in the question. She made a few crosses to -
represent the possible genotypes of individuals 1，2 and their progenies. She 
finally chose an answer which best fit the pedigree. She is said to solve the 
problem by "means-ends analysis". If a subject could deduce that the genotype of 
individual 4 is，rr，and genotype of individuals 1 and 2 are both 'Rr' when she 
reached the pedigree. She is said to solve the problem by "working forward". 
All six subjects had positive transfer in (MCT) and (MC&MI). Subjects 
seemed to be less affected by the practice schedule they received. Subjects in the 
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block group performed better in the near transfer problem (MCT). Problems 
(MCT) and (MC&MI) were designed to test for vertical transfer. When compared 
with the practice problems (MC), less information was given in problem (MCT) 
while an additional concept was required in solving problem (MC&MI). The 
"critical cues" and problem-solving procedure in these two problems were, 
however, very similar to the acquisition problems. 
Problems (MPl) and (MP2) were design for lateral transfer. In the two 
pedigrees (MPl and MP2), progeny ratios are of little value because of the small 
sample size of the population represented in the pedigree. The "critical cues" in 
solving these two problems differed greatly from the acquisition problems (MSI 
and MS2). Subjects in the block group were less aware of this constraint and were 
the weakest in solving these problems. Practice seems to produce the set effect 
(Einstellung effect or mechanization of thought) in them. Memory of the problem 
solving procedures for the acquisition problems blinded them from looking at other 
possibilities. On the other hand, subjects in the random group were not restricted 
by the progeny ratio leamt in the acquisition practice. Though <R3 > did not 
know how to solve (MPl) at first, she showed no sign of "set effect". Positive 
transfers could be said to observe in the three subjects from the random group. 
The difference in transfer performance was a point of interest in this study. 
ANCOVA was ran for each transfer problem. Results showed that the block 
group was weaker than the random group in every transfer problem. 
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(iv) General discussion 
Repeated practice of the same type of problem did facilitate learning. 
Block practice in genetic problems produced better acquisition in the immediate 
posttests. In the protocol analysis, some of the subjects "worked forward". This 
revealed that they simply retrieved the macroproduction in their solution. 
However, working forward was observed in subjects from both the block group 
and the random group. As Anderson's compilation of productions were also 
observed even in a block with two items each time, higher order consistency such 
as consistency in hierarchical goal structure might be enough to produce learning 
effects that matched the ACT* theory. 
/ -
Anderson's (1987) statement that overlapping in productions between two 
tasks is enough for transfer to occur has been supported. Nevertheless, as Carlson 
and Yaure (1990) discover, processing context in which component productions 
are acquired is also important in affecting transfer. In genetic problems, retention 
and transfer were better for subjects who received random practice during 
acquisition. Random practice schedule increased intraitem processing and led to 
fluent access of component skills. Interitem processing also has the effect to 
prevent mechanization of processing from occurring. In the protocol analysis, 
subjects in the block group were more restricted by the typical conditions they 
learnt during training. They were unable to distinguish differences between 
learning tasks and transfer tasks and so applied productions which did not fit into 
solution. This may account for the poor transfer for the block group in the 
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Chapter V 
Conclusions and suggestion for further investigations 
1. Conclusions 
In the present study, the effects of practice schedules on the problem-
solving performance in genetic knowledge were investigated. Null hypotheses 
were set on the bases of Anderson's theory and Carlson and Yaure's orientation. 
As significant differences were found in treatment effects and significant 
interaction discovered among treatment groups, type of tests and time conditions. 
Anderson's theory and Carlson and Yaure's hypothesis were supported. 
Effect of practice schedules on problem-solving performance in genetic 
knowledge. 
(i) There was significant difference in the immediate acquisition score between 
the block and the random groups, favouring the block group. 
(ii) There was significant difference in the immediate transfer score between 
the block and the random groups, favouring the random group. 
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(iii) There was significant difference in the delayed transfer score between the 
block and the random groups, favouring the random group. 
(iv) There were significant three-way interaction effects between the two 
treatment groups on the immediate acquisition scores, immediate transfer scores, 
delayed acquisition score and delayed transfer score. The block group got highest 
score in the immediate acquisition posttest and lowest score in the delayed transfer 
posttest. 
(v) There were significant two-way interaction effects between the two 
treatment groups on the immediate acquisition scores and immediate transfer 
scores. The block group got highest score in the immediate acquisition posttest 
and lowest score in the immediate transfer posttest. 
(iv) There were significant two-way interaction effects between the two 
treatment groups on the delayed acquisition score and delayed transfer score. The 
random group outperformed the block group in both two tests and the delayed 
-acquisition score of the random group was the highest. 
(vii) There were significant two-way interaction effects between the two 
* 
treatment groups on the immediate acquisition scores and delayed acquisition 
scores. The block group got highest score in the immediate acquisition posttest 
and lowest score in the delayed acquisition posttest. 
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(viii) In the protocol analysis, "working forward" was observed for subjects from 
�� 
both the block group and the random group. Higher order consistency may be 
enough to produce learning effects that match the ACT* theory. 
(ix) In the protocol analysis, subjects in the block group were observed to be 
more restricted by the typical conditions they learnt. Application of productions 
in unsuitable situation may account for poor performance in the pedigree problems. 
2. Suggestion for further investigations 
(i) If another study is performed, the sample should include equal number of 
subjects in all the ability groups. Analysis may take the three ability groups into 
consideration. The same experimental procedure can have statistical manipulations 
resulting in a 2(practice conditions) X 3 (ability groups) X 2(test types) X 2(test 
time) factorial design with pretest as covariate. 
(ii) If there is a large sample size, the experiment may be extended to four 
groups. The added two groups are identical with those in this experiment except 
that they also tackle the transfer problems in their pretest. This enable comparison 
to be made on how much the practice affect performance in transfer problems. 
(iii) If there is sufficient manpower, protocol analysis may also be carried out 
in various stages of skill acquisition. Subjects' performance in their first trial, just 
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after the practice schedule training as well as after seven days' delay were 
recorded. Comparison of problem solving performance among these three stages 
would be possible. Protocol interviews should have boys and girls as subjects. 
(iv) One of the best performers in the protocol used the same letter, "R" and 
"r", to represent any genotype she met. Further research may explore whether 
this would help in learning. An intervention program may be performed. , 
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Appendix A The power law 
Anderson (1983) had a study on how speed of retrival varies 
with practice. He had subjects practice sentences and looked at the 
effects of the practice on the time to recognize a sentence. The result 
of the experiment was as Figure 7 below: 
f I t 1 I I I I I I [ 1 1 I I I I I I I I I 'M I 
1 . 6 " ] 一 
1.4-1 -
Reaction time \ 
1•。—乂 J 
(seconds) 50— • •“ 
60 — 
I I . 1 I 1 I I I I I I ! I I i I ' ! I t ' ! ' ' 
5 10 15 20 25 
Days of practice 
Figure 7. Time to recognize a sentence as a function of the number 
of trials of practice (Anderson, 1990a). 
The data are nicely fit by a power function of the form 
RT = .36 + .96 ( D - 1/2 
where RT is the reaction time and D is the number of days of practice. 
I l l 
Appendix B 
i 
‘ . feedback-J co r rec t I 'ncor rec t l co r r ec t 
i RT = 1837 RT = 863 RT = 1131 
I Subject 's Subject 's Sub jec t 's 
1 response response response i ''' I probe - A = 0 E = 0 C= 7 
I I s u b j e c f s Sub jec t 's Sub jec t ' s 
i I response response response 
judgemenr bSZ^ "^  
F = 0 F = 0 F = 8 
E = 0 E = 0 E = 8 \ 
D = 1 D = 1 D = 7 \ Memory 
——~~L_ ^ ^ set 
cio ~~ C= 1 C=8 
B = 1 B = 1 B = 7 
A = 1 A = 0 A = 7 
ACCESS EXPECT IRRELEVANT 
Figure 8. Sequence of evens on each trial in memory load task in the 
experiment of Carlson, Sullivan and Schneider (1989b). 
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Appendix C Supplimentary note 
Codominance inheritance pattern 
Codominance means: A pair of genes which control the expression of a certain 
character are equal in their effect on expression. When a pure-breeding red flower 
plant (RR) cross with a pure-breeding white flower plant (rr), in this kind of 
dominance, all Fj (Rr) will have pink flower. 
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Appendix D Pretest 
Pretest 
l.In man the ability to roll the tongue is dominant to non-roller. 
A pure breeding tongue roller married a non-roller. Make a diagram 
to show the cross and the possible phenotypic and genotypic result in 
the Fl generation. 
2.A grey body fruit fly is crossed to a fruit fly with ebony colour. It 
was found that all the F l generation are grey body. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols G and g, state and explain briefly the genotype 
of (i) the parent flys, and(ii) the flys in Fl . 
3.The flower color of a plant is controlled by a pair of alleles which 
is codominance in inheritance pattern. When a pure breeding red 
flowers plant is crossed with a pure breeding white flowers plant, all 
the Fl plants have pink flowers. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and F! by means of 
a diagram. 
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Appendix E Practice schedule exercise 
There were two sets of exercise. Exercises IB, 2B and 3B were for 
students in the block group and exercises IR, 2R and 3R were for students in the 
random group. These exercises were given to the students in 3 sucessive day. 
Students in both groups solved the problems in the class. These two sets of 
exercise contained identical problems in different arrangements. Only suggested 
solutions of exercise IB, 2B and 3B were appended here. 
鲁 
Exercise. IB 
l.In rabbit long hair is dominant to short hair. 
A heterozygous long hair rabbit is mated with a short hair rabbit. Make a diagram 
to show the cross and the possible phenotypic and genotypic result in the F! 
generation. 
2. An extra finger in man is due to a dominant gene. 
A man who is homozygous with an extra finger married a normal woman. Make 
a diagram to show the cross and the possible phenotype and genotype of their 
children. 
3.In Dorsophila vestigial wing is recessive to long wing. 
A homozygous long winged fly crosses with a heterozygous long winged fly. Make 
a diagram to show the cross and the result (phenotypic and genotypic) in the Fi 
generation. 
4.In tomato white flower is recessive to yellow flower. 
A heterozygous yellow flower plant is self-pollinated. Make a diagram to show the 
cross and the result (phenotypic and genotypic) in the F^  generation. 
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5.In domestic fowl short leg is dominant to long leg. 
A heterozygous short leg fowl is mated with a long leg fowl. Make a diagram to 
show the cross and the possible phenotypic and genotypic result in the F^  
generation. 
Exercise. 2B 
1. A green maize plant was pollinated with another green maize plant of the same 
strain. A total of 136 grains were taken and allowed to germinate in light. It was 
found that 100 seedlings were green 32 seedlings were white. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols G and g, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent plants, and(ii) the seedlings. 
2. A black guinea pig is mated to a brown guinea pig. It was found that all the pig 
produced are black. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols B and b，state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent pigs, and(ii) the pigs in Fl. 
3.A pea plant with axil flower was pollinated with a pea plant with axil flower. 
The grains collected were planted and it was found that 25% of the new plants 
have terminate flower. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols A and a, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent plants, and(ii) the plants in Fl. 
4.A hornless bull is mated to a homed cow. It was found that all the cattle 
produced are hornless. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols H and h, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent cattle, and(ii) the cattle in Fl. 
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5.One of the five offsprings of a pair of short leg fowl has long leg. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols L and 1, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent fowl and (ii) the short leg and long leg offsprings. 
Exercise. 3 B 
1.The coat colour of guinea pigs is controlled by a pair of alleles which are 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When a pure breeding yellow coloured guinea 
pig is crossed with a pure breeding white coloured guines pig, all the F^  are cream 
coloured guiena pigs. 
Shows the phenotype and genotype of the parents and Fj by means of a diagram. 
2.The hair length of Angora rabbits are controlled by a pair of alleles which are 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When two intermediate silky fur rabbits 
mated, one long hair, one short hair and two intermediate silky fur rabbits were 
produced. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and F! by means of a diagram. 
3.In a certain species of bird, colour intensity of feather are controlled by a pair 
of genes which are codominance in inheritance pattern. When a pure breeding pale 
blue bird is mated with a pure breeding purple bird, all the Fj have deep blue 
feather. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and F! by means of a diagram. 
4.In light-skinned people, hair straightness is controlled by a pair of genes which 
are codominance in inheritance pattern. When a man with curly hair married a 
woman with straight hair, all their children will have wavy hair. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and Fj by means of a diagram. 
5.The flower color of a plant is controlled by a pair of alleles which is 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When a pink flowers plant is crossed with a 
pure breeding white flowers plant, there are 10 pink flower plants and 9 white 
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flower plants in the Fi generation. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and F! by means of a diagram. 
Exercise. IR 
l.In rabbit long hair is dominant to short hair. 
A heterozygous long hair rabbit is mated with a short hair rabbit. Make a diagram 
to show the cross and the possible phenotypic and genotypic result in the F! 
generation. 
2. A green maize plant was pollinated with another green maize plant of the same 
strain. A total of 136 grains were taken and allowed to germinate in light. It was 
found that 100 seedlings were green 32 seedlings were white. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols G and g, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent plants, and(ii) the seedlings. 
3.In Dorsophila vestigial wing is recessive to long wing. 
A homozygous long winged fly crosses with a heterozygous long winged fly. Make 
a diagram to show the cross and the result (phenotypic and genotypic) in the Fi 
generation. 
4.In tomato white flower is recessive to yellow flower. 
A heterozygous yellow flower plant is self-pollinated. Make a diagram to show the 
cross and the result (phenotypic and genotypic) in the Fj generation. 
5.A black guinea pig is mated to a brown guinea pig. It was found that all the pig 
produced are black. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols B and b，state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent pigs, and(ii) the pigs in Fl. 
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Exercise. 2R 
l.The coat colour of guinea pigs is controlled by a pair of alleles which are 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When a pure breeding yellow coloured guinea 
pig is crossed with a pure breeding white coloured guines pig, all the F! are cream 
coloured guiena pigs. 
Shows the phenotype and genotype of the parents and F^  by means of a diagram. 
2.In domestic fowl short leg is dominant to long leg. 
A heterozygous short leg fowl is mated with a long leg fowl. Make a diagram to 
show the cross and the possible phenotypic and genotypic result in the F^  
generation. 
3.The hair length of Angora rabbits are controlled by a pair of alleles which are 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When two intermediate silky fur rabbits 
mated, one long hair, one short hair and two intermediate silky fur rabbits were 
produced. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and Fj by means of a diagram. 
4. An extra finger in man is due to a dominant gene� 
A man who is homozygous with an extra finger married a normal woman. Make 
a diagram to show the cross and the possible phenotype and genotype of their 
children. 
5.In a certain species of bird, colour intensity of feather are controlled by a pair 
of genes which are codominance in inheritance pattern. When a pure breeding pale 
blue bird is mated with a pure breeding purple bird, all the Fi have deep blue 
feather. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and Fi by means of a diagram. 
Exercise. 3R 
l.The flower color of a plant is controlled by a pair of alleles which is 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When a pink flowers plant is crossed with a 
pure breeding white flowers plant, there are 10 pink flower plants and 9 white 
flower plants in the Fi generation. 
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Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and F^  by means of a diagram. 
2.A pea plant with axil flower was pollinated with a pea plant with axil flower. 
• The grains collected were planted and it was found that 25% of the new plants 
have terminate flower. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols A and a, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent plants, and(ii) the plants in Fl. 
3.A hornless bull is mated to a homed cow. It was found that all the cattle 
produced are hornless. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols H and h, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent cattle, and(ii) the cattle in Fl. 
4.In light-skinned people, hair straightness is controlled by a pair of genes which 
are codominance in inheritance pattern. When a man with curly hair married a 
woman with straight hair, all their children will have wavy hair. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and Fj by means of a diagram. 
5.One of the five offsprings of a pair of short leg fowl has long leg. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols L and 1，state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 




1. Let L represent the dominance gene for long hair 
and 1 represent the recessive gene 
The cross should be 
parents LI (long hair) X 11 (short hair) i gametes L I 1 
Fl LI (long hair) 11 (short hair) 
1 : 1 
Therefore, they will have long hair and short hair rabbit in the ratio 1:1. 
2. P EE X ee 
丄 I 
G E e 
\ / 
Fl Ee (extra finger) 
All children with extra finger. 
3. P LL X LI 
G L L I 
IX/ 
Fl LL LI 
All Fl are long winged fly. 
4. P Yy X Yy 
G Y 八 y Y ^ ^ y 
Fl YY Yy Yy yy 
Yellow and white will be in the ratio 3:1 in Fl. 
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5. P Ss X ss 
G S s s 
\ >Q 
Fl Ss ss 
1/2 of Fl will be short leg fowl and 1/2 be long leg. 
Answer. 2B 
1.(a) Green is the dominant character as Green and white are in the ratio 3:1 in 
the Fl generation. 
(b) Let G be the dominant gene for green 
and g be the recessive gene. 
(i) parents Gg X Gg 
gametes G^^^^^^g . 
Fl GG Gg Gg gg 
( 3 green ) : (1 white) 
2.(a) black, as all Fl are black. 
(b) (i) homozygous black (BB) and homozygous brown (bb). 
(ii) All Fl are heterozygous black (Bb). 
3.(a) axil flower, as axil and terminate flower plants in Fl are � in the ratio 3:1. 
(b) (i) both are heterozygous axil (Aa). 
(ii) homozygous axil flower (AA), heterozygous axil flower 
(Aa) and terminate flower (aa) are in the ratio 1:2:1. 
4.(a) hornless, as all Fl are hornless. 
(b) (i) homozygous hornless (HH) and homozygous homed (hh). 
(ii) All Fl are heterzygous hornless (Hh) 
5.(a) short, as short leg and long leg in Fl are 3:1 in ratio, 
(b) (i) both are heterozygous short leg (Ss). 
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(ii) homozygous short leg (SS), heterozygous short leg and 
long leg (SS) are in the ratio 1:2:1. 
Answer. 3 B 
1. Let Y represent gene for yellow coat 
and y represent gene for white coat. 
The cross should be: 
Parent YY (yellow) X yy (white) 
V I Gamete Y y , 
\/ ： Fl Yy (creamy) | 
2 . 丨 P LI (intermediate silky) X LI (intermediate silky) 
G L 1 L I 
Fl LL LI LI 11 
(1 long) : (2 intermediate) : (1 short) 
3. 
P PP (pale blue) X pp (purple) 
i i. 
G P p 
. . Fl Pp (deep blue) 
4. 
P CC (curly hair) X cc (straight hair) 
\r G C ^c 
\ z 
Fl Cc (wavy hair) 
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5. 
P Rr (pink) X rr (white) 
G R � r r \ jxri 
Fl Rr (pink) rr (white) 
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Appendix F Posttests 
Posttest IB, 2B and 3B were for students in the block group and posttest 
IR, 2R and 3R were for students in the random group. They were given after the 
practice schedule sessions. One week after the practice schedule exercises, the 
delayed posttest were given to students in both groups. 
Posttest. IB 
l.In common pea, long stem is dominant to short stem. j 
A heterozygous long stem pea is crossed with a short stem plant. Make a diagram ‘ 
to show the cross and the result (phenotypic and genotypic) in the F! generation. 
2.Blue eyes in man are recessive to brown eyes. 
A heterozygous brown eyes man married a heterozygous brown eyes woman. t 
Make a diagram to show the possible phenotype and genotype of their children. ; 
Posttest.2B � 
1.A white rabbit mates with a black rabbit are found to produce five offsprings 
which are all white. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols W and w, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent rabbits, and (ii) the white and black offsprings. 
2.Two red-eye Dorsophila were found to produce 35 red-eye and 12 white eye 
flies. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols R and r, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent flies, and(ii) the flies in Fl. • 
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Posttest. 3B 
l.In Angora rabbit, hair length is controlled by a pair of genes which are 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When a long fur rabbit mates with a short fur 
rabbit, all their progenies have intermediate silky fur. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and F^  by means of a diagram. 
2.The coat colour of guinea pigs is controlled by a pair of alleles which are 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When two cream coloured guiena pigs mate, 
2 yellow coloured guinea pig, 2 white coloured guines pig and 4 cream coloured 
guiena pigs are produced. -
I 
I 
Shows the phenotype and genotype of the parents and Fj by means of a diagram. 
I 
3.A pair of rabbits produces 6 rabbits with intermediate silky far, 2 with long fur 
and 3 with short fur. 
(a) Explain the genotype and pheontype of the parent and the progenies with 
the help of diagram. 
(b) What is the name of the kind of dominance in the above cross ？ 
4.The black hair of guinea pigs is produced by a dominant gene B and white by 
its recessive allele b. The following diagram shows a family tree of guinea pigs. 
^ represent male pigs with black hair. 
r y . represent male pigs with white hair. 
$ represent female pigs with black hair. 
W represent female pigs with white hair. 
A horizontal line is used to link up members of the same generation. 
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A double horizontal line indicates a mating. 
The offspring of a mating are connected by a vertical line to the mating line. 
Assume that individuals 3 and 6 do not carry the recessive allele. 
(i) State and explain the genotypes of individuals 
(a) 1 and 2. 
(b) 7. 
(ii) What is the probability that individual 5 is a heterozygote? Why? 
5.A man with blood group A married a woman with blood group B. They have 
four children of blood group A, B, AB and O. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and children by means of a 
diagram. 
6.In human, the presence of a six finger (Polydactyly) is a hereditary character. 
A polydactylous woman marries a normal man. The following diagram represents 
the resultant family tree. 
斗 
(5 • 6 • 今 一 — 一 一 
represent normal male. represent polydactylous male. 
Q) represent normal female. represent polydactylous female. 
A horizontal line is used to link up members of the same generation. 
A double horizontal line indicates a marriage. 
The offspring of a couple are connected to them by a vertical line. 
(i) Which character is dominant? Explain your answer. 
(ii) State and explain the genotype of 1 and 2 by diagram. 
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Posttest. IR 
1.Blue eyes in man are recessive to brown eyes. 
A heterozygous brown eyes man married a heterozygous brown eyes woman. 
Make a diagram to show the possible phenotype and genotype of their children. 
2.A white rabbit mates with a black rabbit are found to produce five offsprings 
which are all white. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols W and w, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent rabbits, and (ii) the white offsprings. 
Posttest.2R 
l.In common pea, long stem is dominant to short stem. 
A heterozygous long stem pea is crossed with a short stem pea. Make a diagram 
to show the cross and the result (phenotypic and genotypic) in the Fj generation. 
2.The coat colour of guinea pigs is controlled by a pair of alleles which are 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When two cream coloured guiena pigs mate, 
2 yellow coloured guinea pig, 2 white coloured guines pig and 4 cream coloured 
guiena pigs are produced. 
Shows the phenotype and genotype of the parents and Fj by means of a diagram. 
Posttest. 3R 
l.In Angora rabbit, hair length is controlled by a pair of genes which are 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When a long fiir rabbit mates with a short fur 
rabbit, all their progenies have intermediate silky fur. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and F^  by means of a diagram. 
2.Two red-eye Dorsophila were found to produce 35 red-eye and 12 white eye 
flies. 
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(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols R and r, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent flies, and(ii) the flies in Fl. 
3.A pair of rabbits produces 6 rabbits with intermediate silky fur, 2 with long fur 
and 3 with short far. 
(a) Explain the genotype and pheontype of the parent and the progenies with 
the help of diagram. 
(b) What is the name of the kind of dominance in the above cross ？ 
4.The black hair of guinea pigs is produced by a dominant gene B and white by 
its recessive allele b. The following diagram shows a family tree of guinea pigs. 
^ ^ represent male pigs with black hair. 
represent male pigs with white hair. 
^ represent female pigs with black hair. 
w represent female pigs with white hair. 
A torizontal line is used to link up members of the same generation. 
A double horizontal line indicates a mating. 
The offspring of a mating are connected by a vertical line to the mating line. 
Assume that individuals 3 and 6 do not carry the recessive allele. 
(i) State and explain the genotypes of individuals 
(a) 1 and 2. � 
(b) 7. 
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(ii) What is the probability that individual 5 is a heterozygote? Why? 
5.A man with blood group A married a woman with blood group B. They have 
four children of blood group A, B, AB and O. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and children by means of a 
diagram. 
6.In human, the presence of a six finger (Polydactyly) is a hereditary character. 
A polydactylous woman marries a normal man. The following diagram represents 
the resultant family tree. 
I I ' I I . f 
represent normal male. ^ ^ represent polydactylous male, 
represent normal female. 登 represent polydactylous female. 
A horizontal line is used to link up members of the same generation. 
A double horizontal line indicates a marriage. 
The offspring of a couple are connected to them by a vertical line. 
(i) Which character is dominant? Explain your answer. 




1. In fmitflies, grey body colour is dominant to ebony body colour. 
A generation of heterozygous grey body flies is crossed among themselves. Make 
a diagram to show the cross and the result (phenotypic and genotypic) in the F^  
generation. 
2. The flower color of a plant is controlled by a pair of alleles which is 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When a plant with pink flowers is self-
pollinated, 5 red flower plant, 5 white flower plant and 10 pink flower plant are 
found in the Fj generation. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and F^  progenies by means of a 
diagram. 
3. Brown hair in man are recessive to black hair. 
A brown hair man married a woman who is heterozygous black hair. Make a 
diagram to show the possible pheontype and genotype of their children. 
4. One of the five offsprings of a pair of white rabbits is black. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols W and w, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent rabbits, and (ii) the white and black offsprings. 
5. In human, tongue rolling is determined by the presence of a dominant gene (R), 
whose recessive allele is represented by (r). The following diagram represents a 
family tree for a number of individuals. 
: 0 . 0 Q j represent male roller. ^ ^ represent male non-roller. 
represent female roller. 穿 represent female non-roller. 
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A horizontal line is used to link up members of the same generation. A double 
horizontal line indicates a marriage. 
The offspring of a couple are connected to them by a vertical line. 
(i) State and explain the genotypes of individuals 
(a) 1. 
(b) 3 and 4. 
(ii) What is the probability that individual 5 is a heterozygote? Why? 
6. A man with blood group A married a woman with blood group B. They have 
four children of blood group A, B，AB and O. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents and children by means of a 
diagram. 
7. In human, the short sight is a hereditary character. A normal woman marries 
a short sight man. The following diagram represents the resultant family tree. 
^ 0 d 0 c3 ^ 
represent normal male. • represent short sight male. 
represent normal female. ^ represent short sight female. 
A horizontal line is used to link up members of the same generation. A double 
horizontal line indicates a marriage. 
The offspring of a couple are connected to them by a vertical line. 
(i) Which character is dominant? Explain your answer. 
(ii) State and explain the genotype of 1 and 2 by diagram. 
8. 21 seeds were collected from a plant and germinated. It was found that 6 of 
them have tall stem, 11 have stem with intermediate height and 4 with short stem. 
(a) Explain the genotype and pheontype of the parent and the progenies with 
the help of diagram. 
(b) What is the name of the kind of dominance ？ 
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Appendix G Problems in the second protocol interviews 
l.In garden pea terminal flower is recessive to axial flower. 
A pure breeding pea plant with terminal flower is pollinated with a pure breeding 
pea plant with axial flower. The seeds resulting from this cross are collected and 
sown. When these plants (F^ ) have flowers, they are self-pollinated. The seeds 
are collected and shown again and these are the (F?). 
Make diagrams to show the crosses and the possible phenotypic and genotypic 
results in the parents, the Fl generation and the F2 generation. 
2. An red-eyed fruit fly is crossed to a fruit fly with white eyes. It was found that 
all the 60 fruit flies in the Fl generation were red-eyed. The red-eyed fruit flies 
in the Fl generation were then crossed to white-eyed fruit flies again. In the F2 
generation, 178 red-eyed fruit flies and 180 white-eyed fruit flies were produced. 
(a) Which is the dominant character? Explain your answer. 
(b) Using symbols R and r, state and explain briefly the genotype of (i) the 
parent flies, (ii) the flies in Fl and(iii) the flies in F2. 
3.The flower color of a plant is controlled by a pair of alleles which is 
codominance in inheritance pattern. When a pure breeding red flower plant is 
crossed with a pure breeding white flower plant, all the F^  plants have pink 
flowers. The pink flower plants in F^  is then crossed between themselves. Red 
flower plants, white flower plants and pink flower plants are produced in the ratio 
1:1:2. 
Show the phenotype and genotype of the parents, F!，and F2 by means of 
diagrams. 
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Appendix H Transcripts of the protocols 
In the task-based interviews, the verbalizations made by subjects were in 
Cantonese together with English genetic terms. Protocols were orginally 
transcribed from cassette recordings in Chinese with English terms. Below are 
transcripts of the protocols of the six subjects. Records of two subjects (B3 and 
R2) were translated into English with Chinese transcribed for references. 
I and S stand for the interviewer and the subjects respectively. Dots are 
added to indicate periods of silence. Other comments are inserted by square 
brackets to make these sentences more intelligible. The delayed posttest was used 
as tasks for the first interviews and can be found in Appendix F. The problems 
for the second interviews can be found in Appendix G. 
Protocols of subject Bl 
(i) In the first interview: 
Q1 MSI 
s： j v u a t J^UU i 今 ij^丨I K i ( U m w u m t to 务母 " i ^ i h S v 
HIj鄉躲号 t版广火良叱命d寸cj,秘Bti-1} c m I Z ； , L M 






i 士玄 ^^s^ov 
II 营？一树
 U ⑷ SI - ？)
























ii冬空I 一 岁凌益 
Q3 MSI 
oLoM/ilAiBJUJe 
I：小1妒0各铜Ul,傾容/ofc j i .? . * 
s: % B^, P甘 l ^ ^ t l i U U l I Lia …bWW 
I : 涵 t 作脉？ U A t / i f e 咖 昨 命 响 ？ 
I: f^ l蜀 1 各 ) 
s： 
I ： 碎 巧 ， 务 ] 係 O U V U I ^ O M ^ . 
s： 
<0 
1: Hwvt. H^^vv, 
必 吧 i t t l i ^ k ] ： 缺 L J 時 … … 边 吃 爲 也 
u jWU 、 
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I : 也 倾 係 , 
I： l i t 角 4 � 浮 哼 V f r � 纽 b 純 b 叱： 
3 . - H i ^ m , 均 伍 ， t t fLOMW^ ^fo^^D 
午 b V D U V v WCU/V.. , 
T. r n ^^ \MhV\VjL 
rmwv j ^ i m M L 均 丨 倾 
？i ！ 
dow^'w^vvu L bmJVv] J 
Q4 MS2 
L g ^ u a f V i l 拷 ] 
I : 你 叶 條 , 谨 惱 你 H ： ? 
A M W ^ M i M — 蜀 純 诚 . 蔓 ‘ 年 - 倾 雜 棘 视 ， 艮 俗 
fe倾斜你鲍氣时寸颂你：i色iii^V勉选Hi 
i ^ a / w " ^ m 、 逾 律 l i ^ l t 岢 • 代 f e 空 丨 V b ^ ' h . ' i ] 4 ： . 
137 




係紐 M m ' t u V v a .广 r倾 c b u t l A . ？^t ？^捲老、K” 樣 
H 如1�自-1,象…i 1.彻t^l冬拘針奶島黎饥丨 ’ 
1 H i t H ^aa wm/ 
I ： 崎 辑 ^^ (Aiaavrnv? R ”人闲巧 1 人41 而明“ ‘ 
s： ？ c i t -作 � 4 , . 七崎一係,?v�it - r 社 勾 4 扭 
I : 勤裕 V / M - 作躲 • r t H l / ^ 
I：吃 J朋;係厂 g D k v d崎椒.你時V j i l i )鈔 r f以代作 
138 
6 e T 
n n r
 由
 焚 i 一
 V 
• T i 髮 雲 
〔 4 l ! 【 s
 I s
 长 〕 i 。 客
 一






 s v w ^
 - 评 涂 一 H
 ？ 1 I s
 -
 L ? 1 5
 豕言嫁" s 
軌 Hi @ bf iQ He. � � . 
I： 
I : 吃 
s：取;「芬 f A： ” ,杯時 f e f t � £ ? . 
I： l I V ^ I l l ^ l 時 i ? _ P CroM��丫、幻 
条 f e 倾冰叫 r 久 m ^ ] 砂聲滴 t j l 切丨 i l 封 L Q 5 ] 哨 P v S 
時 % ' f c i I I b f i m & 2 1 、 吻 、 k � * 有 f 扑 3 ,运 P�长 
4 到 制 . J 堆 芬 馆 伐 务 H V 推 特 哼 ， 
I : ？、钱 1IM丨in 阳 么、時 V f t ^ T l ^ ^ f e t f 丨 i U u M 
S ： 駄 像 印 • 
I ： 汰 係 1 咏 8 ] 斗 、 狗 • & 偏 询 CrD/V^  時、 
140 
s：系’>毛1�作叫iii”A丨4Hl黎沖！ 
時 吓 11 w s i j 喊 L rv 例 t 彻卜 L 11,1•哲 
_ 偷 ]拆闲 1 i m ^ 一糊 111 •崎 _ 
I：丨习丨4只R-fiS丨I'p],辦a�s74:计？ 




s : 係 i�y . 
I： f^Tvw不1 无 l b，刚 i D U Y U i ^ ^ ' M法缘颂傾？ 
S ： 4 束、〉y, T i p 耐增•！t：体 11 寺 傲 \ % �，i^^a.�一 
作 w o w - HlAev,i冲k作…牡•崎竿义條 
1 3 1 
丨 
S： 冷 t 線 视 . � U l ^ 拘 句 刘 I ] 
i 傳 j f c 倾 黎 版 啦 , 鳴 2 象 ] 
S： i 
傾务束,彳艮丨U束i!伸HiS, 
I： I功:MllVi主-他 歹 
s： /I組li^Ri辩、……I、、…。赵時下。厂Ft 右〕, 
ol间丨4吃的似iir,徘丫干作較Kuwui.ll 
H 洲 T O 让 。 济 彬 、 抹 V ^ 約 ， 
I : a , 付 决 怪 他 , 年 I 斜 ⑷ 议 为 、 十 、 计 
s:/4»>、[[彻正A：队woou 〔 _ ] • " W 禹释场] 
I ： f ^ ^ m fa 獲傾 is/、''F水作. 
142 
s : F ^ b r ^ n g z 0 V 5 1 . M c ^ ^ ^ ^ t & 
係 係 抖 p i i l i 找 剛 f 乞 _ 、 ] 終 刚 
I : 丨 i V 略 仔 f f / ^ i V A b f L ) 
s : 热卞呜略、I t: C ) v o�喊。. 
吻 時 叶 c 确 i f H i , 昨 ^ - J ^ i l啦 ' f t ci'T^ V•愤b巻係， 
Am, b U u � � ^ ^ 糾 頭 f p H e 倾 尚 i 狗 V • 览 
f i 战 l a f e w H ' U f V ^ J i i l i t 套m I r s ?项 
I ： 昨 极 琳 吸 K ] 丨 航 七 沟 ' H 怀 f 叶。7 
S： U 社吨 � M _ 納 , 每 制 R 「 化 
vta 1 0 V c V 4 ^ ^ . 
1= Hiayvi, 
Q6 MC&MI 
S : 义 [咏印句H)付对…[U) 
I : I 'rf/�/LI广各 t iwi倾钟 1 4 3 
作 uu 遂倘 ]1珍〉 1 丨 J ；树拔知、教、 ®、！ i i ' a 
o^^v^^fdh A 嗽如 r i l i 應 iz；^、份伐�Ife l o 
I： 
I : . : 
S： 狗後 ^ 1雕丄岗、 a抖擦、 i f t ； 
令如厂彳勤喊 � I P 骑斜伊敦、「齿艰本， ‘ 
1 
Q7 MP2 
S： c noAmoa 遏ClO)�冬 
vwm..�urKicK c k u 以Ht •傾(Aom/i\A(;iy\i 
J. -HlAh/i. 
s： Jf i樣作 WONmoi 
I： 发t時f^i/f:欠保. 
冲 f t � 线 侏 窄 似 八 




































































胁 u l 
I : - 怀 兔 估 作 
s： -？V 战i： H f i ^ h i s i紐 b 部故 i ] 丨 L v x ) < { \ i , 
m � iy^^)] 二 热 并 他 玛 I 释9 译J� 
吐 f 年寸傳 4 b , � …， i > 兮愚劲 A � 初‘脑 f l ^ U b 
I : 、 仗 訂 出 丨 f t f t 拟 色 i ^ 9 J H { � < 私 计 金 對 
I 和 砂 、 人 S 倾 . 然 4 後 节 
Q8 MCT 
S: l l ^ i ] ？、作1 +- 1冬械收丨傳隨视. 
I： Uwvn., HIAWV. 
i \ J 
I : 钟TH(舶辉7�)�TV)句‘略，娘. 
s： [i^J f j J i t \ ^WD/v+jlliJe^^awna'i^] 
146 
I ： 你 叶 咏 杉 故 。 
s : 攻吧 , ! t A ? � _ nlciCLm^-l f . GKt Ai 1 1 & b, 
s : 权捧 ] 
1 






(ii) In the second interview: 
Q1 MSI-LONG 
s： RU�Vii/g�七 l ^VvU 约 
例 . 
I： i V � i 
丨 I 
d o w v V O K W i l l ? A ： [ _。 術个il 
队mvh [而 
必r权I计雄,1各艇f购]再傳骑,很II A a : 
m I fft)'% oJUL [財树 
t f - i ^ i c t i Tz /VflfoAa 
总 ] 例 、He 1 A v i 明丨雄叫， 
I : 
S= 1% 丨>了. 
I : d 歹 不 窄 tl^ll坤命大 A t A f c ) , 
148 
S： 位丨)妇 if傳颂oU)iAAUA(Mt. 
I：冲dlS义你丨召勒仆if子,blAH巾A丨，价�T以脉 外 k t 呢 ’ 
s： i 4 t � i , 作 n "h 响!> ^ ^ ^ v � o j - …々 喊务 r'�"^ j 
� 
Q2 MS2-L0NG 
s： ^ d U ；^作 C r m (购 1进，欢下、作消趟…丨崎考。. ^ 
请、J f U V K年如 V W Vv^Kt fei行束，K年、…左 
^iJul^]等於 W1.1U U M o M i ^ ^ M uul又(Uy, 
‘ n 也 姻 這 紅 i i 顿 1 0 A 係 雜 掩 
I:丨)兴. 
1 4 9 
S 糊 . 
S: f f^KVilflt i/i^reavs：!/.。聲椒. 
I ： VWVH . W IM/vV . 
喊 t WcAiAO i V P c ^ T ^， S l i i l � K K A c ^ 啡飞(bfc j f i 料 
L t 像 颂 t i H l / t • ’ 
i t t l l ^ ^ V v C U u i v ]沙 1 緣 . H I A V W , E l i 
c-it i^h ⑷身 0。句 a , S 作 % L _ � 
工 - V\iAm, l^iAWi. 
s： bOLv ta ^tc, ^ (c^^fl ^ i i t i i k A . . , t i l ^ 
% % y W \ t a � “ t i 打斜係、出 t 来 
I : � v / U 作; f 丄樣崎良“哥）• 
s 对 紅 敢 斜 I 纟 紐 ^ t f W W . 
节丨丨扮作 l l h t 障 , a . 
150 
T5I 




•丨 dk^—lg 丨印力 fK-i 
1 了 邻‘^^ 长去一 约：S 
•L (��Q  6休q ' 冬 i兮…々：I 
I : 邓 邓 . 
s : � ,为勒？叫 i .吹 l i U u f U t V i ^ u m 1 吻|里 I f l CL] 
礼 , K i a M . , h ；Fv�)兮广…t. 
询 p … I 协 1 丨 1 ) … 转 U . I K 叶 c 傲 I t 拟 乡 么 . 
I： VUA-Vw^ Huwa.. 
S ： I I 卜 • � 吼 、 k i ^ i 啦 计 J " M 明 I � M 補 落 M 
^ 令il Cro；^! looLcwvAw队U •均所 I'k^Vj^O^ML 
p , ] b炉f j ,gTu�f(妳色‘形'為吐 .HIAWO^淨狐. 
133 
Protocols of subject B2 
(i) In the first interview: 
s : [ f e J f e R寸 f彻W a如構KmU o — . … A t M ^ m ^ M k 
吃 • 納 k大 l > t i i吨 a c w … 
I：细M)民 1 崎 ( W h ' o . 
s： o U i m a V v ^ i a I 'iiCi^qm/ iQvdM boMM 
RUL^ U- u I k i t • . I i^,叫 ^ ^ I'J 々丨 II . 胁！) i 视,... 
丨々改，ctvM iMk, , i k i L m m e 
对 jL,�p包.輩一；复^广月女L间紐 t ,帥探1 t i J f l � f V o i l 
t大L同邊 太 ^ L 紐 t , 秘 l i k 作 兩 询 純 妇 . H i m , 
所 从 , . 、 … 、 焚 奖 我 D 肉 辩 p i t i’�V它須. 
I ： t>fci| t i ‘ Ol ou^ JijrfLm.扣 fka m^x ojf^A "HaJI MM今 X^Kt 






fvuMwpwn Uvvci] 'wiv^ 'ftq :s 
•L f^ 务 V t^。)約 n & 如�n  I 纳-摊 h 鄉'^xHH对 
ojn HUw^ I丨巧本op�雜’！^兔^iMjti^^，…。巧 + 丨9)仍 
L Wht}'^^ ¥ \ ^M L机吻如斗、： I 
号?/碎《艰tj^l辟jfl^。?/胖r丨trit化IV;姊 
戈>姆11(吻、'如、ytlli+or^nci '飞》例ml •货 
'了找声J)如 1^ mm ’ I ti •• s 
ow ZO 
确哪,� 5 ^ | g / � .哪(^？银楚、 1 ^ � ; fc (I U 係色德 t � t J � c ^ 
•"巧大二紐 t . m t � i / e • … … b _ i v b v ^ � ^ ( W / v . l f九'尸兮 
fe錄体糾《、拟啦I小？-係;决裂I,'“丫务、……)热 
It艮？-蜂傳/与-权林^AmL 
啦 ， " k - H k 作补这 作紐(純 t 
Q4 MS2 
s： J j R 倾 邪 广 巧 确 傳 f 先 有 
二丨tt 产々复苟裏傳^"兑. 
1: 
S： “ 1 3 , 询 尔 k 甘 … … 
黎 I ^ ^ a U i l i ^ iM^ 2 傲 ci^ cpAi k 級 , 係 i i / v . 
. 133 
I : k礼拟M射約V,f考(I�崎ta 略过丨ikovU略T. 
� V 倾 llHoUvUVv^t 
I： 
s： 111] U 
L u t l _ � l a k 傳 作 ( 1 /色昨 i . … � ， 
I： &稱仔 
I： ^ l i W M i . 你 冷 号 丨 惟 辆 抖 印 
s : …b；^ U u M n 汰 > 〕 、她•吻, H y ! 鳴 
个 H 斜作•！IIU W 极 10 喬 ] 抖 . … . ， 
4 • . … . i i 1 $ f � � � , i L t “等 车树如二 例!•?、/么 
丨 ; 科 々 句 應 孫 〜 • 、 卜 得 � � ‘ I 々 线 
I : ' m ^ m ^ w , 
‘ 156 
s m m ^ i ^ ^ l i u i i V M i f：. m j ^ m M c , 
s:队、崎 Hi 黎 朱 ^ 伸 p a ^ ^ . i V ^ l ^ U 
Q5 MPl 
s： i l i i a 
J -UmM Yv\M\m, O^ VwTIA^ IAM I t ^ i j 1.«. 1 ^  
‘丫t f waajU M a t 一 I � … 4 bij 基 KNi 银好“1^1? Ih!与 
VvoiATir^“ (Kf 紅(rerUtv oUvWii/v从^^fiv 
,「所 W�一Mi^H] ^jliSfAl^T作、【傾作 ^ OUlAA'.KCWt 
^ba ^ 啦 .盼 � … … J & t 良 
r ^ c ^ i w w ^ a ^Pi^W 义 4 良Mfe 作 f i r科 
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山sw efJJXy-^H
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 义 =s 
「 柳 f l 细 4 % � \ 卜 … [ 相 〜 丨 A 久 , V ] 
s ： 胁 - 二 询 C " o ] + . ‘ > H 
J V V • 
I : i^ M {-] % 4 ； H IJi^i 力 k IX义一 I 二？ 
‘Sl汰作、/V车 i / 4 » ^ t 4 � f l j i l c _ < ' A �肿 v t . 
^ ！ m m f i n , 
s •  + f 作 ii�k 4 H , 擎 rv 樹 右 � f d ' i ) . � 作 … … 
I : 巾丨等。 t > . 
Q6MC&MI 
• •. l i u l h 係 tt]巧 _ t ‘ L 胁 
I'llc^A。][似 t f e ^ r 好躲 l i K i 
159 
S , {： � � 4 吃略 t i t , 如种。 , L 她成 t K i i 仇•戟係 J � 
！’ i 兩 倾 鄉 V 娘 种 丨 ( 、 彻 , 象 K 象 1 � � 
仆 I I 妝 , 碑 海 I 刚 咖 ] . 4 , � . + � � 姻 柯 崎 t … 少 K : 
^ ^ ^ A , I {�运 ft,吾中,I 
I :怀� t终 A 1騎良 
腿纯 t f ^巧 i U的请 ] I ? ?作— V k小 V i 4 ,，.吃、， 
I 兩 轉 怀 H 识 \ 躺 。 , ^ r ^ t i 子 y r p ' ^ V i - 颂 誠 抖 艰 ， 
丨知1彻、K；^争「这补躲、t每彳刊刺、時喷、'•而-
Sz^} U， 
I : 厂 f l !夺 f计M i少U i i 1 �体级 
s： I.? 
^v^ U oUvva lA^ U^O? 
1 6 1 
S : � l . 
I : v ] . 
S： 等 ' , 喊 u � 长 。 ！ t ^ X W l A . 
I : U : )U) iM i u u v u , "KS�4Vl . 
s： i ^ i�u>Low:w^�i^u 奶 1 如勾 3 f c D q 一 缘 峰 M i 
Q7 MP2 
I: 叫 匆 啊 / 
s： �fc个tkLo小iqui 碑将‘ t+H等一1 丨DjHl^^QtoA^ h w U + � f ^ 
I •  1 i n 合 ( u 八 I , 
1= ； f V i V 丨 I ? 
S： 1 扑 似 〔 作 姊 I 印 ) 与 卞 如 i V e ^ i 亡 〕 ] 
161 
% 
工 ： 哨 卜 「 々 . 作 � i -傾,邓：!、；!>, 1 
I:彳不伪「1 
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S : (i t CA^VW.UUvt (I召 句 tOrUr树OVid (_ ^ ！魂. 
s : l } . � . . U l M l , 鳴讨〕 I ^ I M � � … . ( L J 
s : w y 论 咖 M ' m f l ( ^ ( H M 消 而 、 9 f l f i ^ ^ M i . 
工 ： • 卞 化 . 
s : [ I糾m M時,马 l i f t ® ] 
164 
« 
s : H.^沾仏吻fr^D研 j rd i暮才 J p u t i ^ 
OoOloVWVvA/ut . 




ylogiiv k句 IX-i . 
Mouu�(^I ,协Mi lAd p u A v vul^听嚷 1 H i 知 以 
k 一 兩 糾’(知俾 I 饼 f ^ v l i . 吻 , 仏 U 4 L � ? c 
工：H i aAM , UIaWV. 
166 
工：UlM/vy. HMAA. 
s : T l ^ i ^ - - . 渴]K(MA, 
工:‘i jM/uo …jOJI 也 " h \ 





工 ： b t i i f � _ 9 � f � � 々 初 、 g i f t 响 补 卞 叫 i \ 2 
彻 i J . I 
I : 谈 
Q2 MS2-L0NG 
s : 改 … . c m f u fco � - . 时 漆 . 汉 , ^ n i , 1 斯 ) 旬 ， 
工： 
工： 
工 ： f ^ f i ^ O M f U 0 4tt] ^ . 
s : Uuwi , Hwvu. YWajW^ . 
I : ^ I k ^ f f j . . 
168 
工 ： 崎 吃 中 ( E H i备诛?,工1項i/vn L，, & ； 出 ? 命 
It] 
• 拟 u ) 油 朱 I 崎 S R 作 _ f l广 i也少如。 
〈、鳴 ulA^IL Vt'^lUcAiAViLM] 
I 
工 ： ^ t ^ l V ^ l l ^ L . 
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\ . A 
Protocols of subject B3 
(i) In the first interview: 
Q1 MSI 
S: Grey body. Is my voice loud enough ？ 
I f . I: O.K. 
6 [ 叫 b o 外 哼 . [ 閲 辩 - 次 ] ^ j V s f e i a ！u. S: Grey body, hum read the whole question for one time] let Bbe……[write 
. . , U 《 作 A 亀 椟 . 吕 ] 1 
the beginning let statements, then read the question again] 
付、体秦 m 食 雄 D \ ‘ 
I: Which words are you reading? 
S: [point to heterozygous grey body] Here, 
WiALYvyiAfi^m ariM biMiy ij'f^t.lf.'b 
I: Heterozygous grey body, wnat does that mean ？ 
钉诛， W h0(A\A令係純骑， 
s： That means, thfe gfey body is not pure, [write down grey body's genotype , 
make the cross and finish the cross of Bb X bb] 
跟 5 ^ � 1 | 你 係 1 | 丨 1 時 制 係 倾 A ， I ) � 叫 ？ ' 雙 、 k 
I: Where do you see it's ebony ？ [point to "ebony bb" in subject's answer] How 
1 7 3 
do you know whether this one [grey body] is big B small b ？ 
® W t l - f ^ ^ ^ ^ I I avtu h o d Y ^ u m ^ i ^ 
S: Because here it said that, at the beginning that grey body was not pure 
breeding, that should be, hum, k big letter B and a small letter b. 
哨於長V/H失I乏裝平一傾B紹b对i,叫？^外-傾略？ 
I: So you think that one is big B small b. Then, how about the other one? 
S: Ai, the other are, I, guess. Hum... then, just guess, Ha. 
I: Why do you make such a guess ？ 
S: Ai, it said this grey color, is the main color. That is belonged to the main. 
Is k main ？ That is, dominant! Yes, it's dominant. Then I guess it's so. [I] 
make a guess [and] suppose it is a smSl letter b(s). But by no mean do I read 
係 译 r 办 辦 — 眷 純 辞 such statement from the question. 
4 . 4 . 艰 傾 I 彻 & 係 一 倾 统 骑 伯 你 • 秘 森 逢 I ! 糾 巨 係 
I： Hum, hum. You guess its a pure breeding. But base on what do you make this 
guess ？ 
R 私係躲槐个条寧-行 t 考 q r e ^ bo叫作OUm抓a t 
S: I base on the 1st line, it said grey mdy is doAiinance. 
Q2MC 174 
—�n叫Ih丨卩丨i•傲eS坊键dt^jj^f 
LwnteJ……then,., small leder f..... be white, [after finish the beginning let 
[ 均 电 縣 9 一吹1 
statements, read the question again] 
I: What are you looking for ？ 
二 am loolang at something like the result, then, I will read [it] more^carefiilly 
% 7 . 1 E B t i A t A & \ 點 i l l 礙 , 
Ahmk* about how it should be, how it is produced. 
I: You mean you would study attentively when reading something like result. 
印z备,與係吓,mMiki上条上ifc. s年bt mmh 
S丄 Yes, yes, that is, I think again, then deduce the top from the bottom, see how 
It should be. 
I: You mean [you] think from Fl upwards ？ / 
s: Yes, then, read these from the very beginning，then, think about which 2 
[parents] carry out reproduction. 
fe�tvpl^i场)tM拟7係统ill卑你�i广pi几歉Mti^轮. 
I: Then you read the former part, you mean, you usually glance once then do it 
after that ？ 




I: I see. 
S: [write the parents genotype and perform the cross] then...then it's 2 pink 
piXic i l O V i U �.、干太下嘆下， t r 0 ff乙你竭不 1 
lower...this is big letter F big letter F.•…then this is toe Fl [finish the cross]. 
Then, decide their ratio [write] then it is, it is, it is a red, a white, 2 pink, [read 
[時奴鶴§ , lipkxvto-iupi] 
the question again, then write aown the phenotype of FL] 
I: Red to white is 3 to 1 ? 
S: Yes, because, Ai, this one, take thb pink into the red, becaues it has one big 
大？皆I, 
letter F, wmch is aommant. 
I: Why do you take pink as red ？ 
S: Ai, because, Ai, I，take [red] as a dominant. 
裝t解你 >、人鳥係 ‘mfwmt也飞 I： Why do you think it's dominant ？ S. Because look at this, 5 white, 5 red and 10 pink, then, red plus white and you 
' m ^ h j � 1 l f e 4 4 中 各 - 产 广 袍 
為 11 iVs pink Then its' [ratio is] 1 to 2 to 1. Then, thinkmg back,.then, 
I: O.K., let's continue. 
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Q3 MSI 
S: Brown hair is recessive, then it means black hair is dominant ……brown hair 
KiU人 rvuuv WDmo^ w bl^ vck 它化 man married a woman, black hair is heterozygous [write the let statements] then, 
It hasn t stated whether it s pure or hybrid, so take it as pure. 
崎< 4. I: Hum, hum. 
^^(Am VTL-tio 时 u M l S: [finishthe cross] then, show their ratio..[write conclusion] then it should 
^ i H i biack (人• ^ . 一傾 bh)UJK Wo^^K , be 1 black hair to 1 brown hair [finish the question]. 
r That means, when you study the question. When you think it has not indicate 
wnether it's pure or not, you usually take it as pure. 
S: Yes. 
I： That means, sometimes you make a guess, to determine the parents. 
如象伍I mvOri对UiH^D甘紅 fef尔"SvvU：，雅缚， s- If it has a result, then, [I will] deduce from the result. But, if it hasn t state, 
伐廿。化钱係normoJl b f e , vvomjU 
like, for ex^ple, it said a normal, normal man or normal woman, then, I take 
队 备 i J D m c w r v 妖紅億個,絲t>4t娘. it as pure. 
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I: 0，I see, let's continue. 
Q4 MS2 
LMJL e^ ^ivc tm^Pinwfl ci (Kbo^ K^ q u^WH r^ibVH io b k c l c . ^ t l l 
S: One orthe five offspring; of a) pair of white rabbit is black, then, that is 5 with 
l i i i ^ l W'M 乂、！ , tpti i r f ^ l t E ^hdoyy^^^ 4 white and 1 olack, then, that is white is it's dominant character. 
i仰秘E丨复令毛-哼乏你杖撤募台W尔《艮oUu她vet I: That means, you find that it has 4 white and 1 black, then you tnink white is 
(XjSYdOcJLY. the dominant character. 
伤、崎！ 
S: Yes. 
I: I see. 
S: Because it has a larger ratio. 
I： I see What are you doing now 7 
S: Ai, explaining. 
I： You are writing what you have just told me. 
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S: Yes, [write answer 4(a)]...then, it is [write parents' phenotypd and the cross] 
men, parent is 2, white with white 
Hi^ vn.-HiA^ vvi^ . I: Hum, hum. 
S: Then, it should be, both 2, are not pure, because there is 1，tney pfoduce one 
一梦I发i!《崎。， baby wmcn is black. 
倘 [I g ^ i 如 f ：! I: From what resources do you know that parents are white ？ 
fi^ifeiti a p^ '^A-q uaxv'ti r^ibb丨I)轻?"托、巧：一巧 
S: Because it said, a pair of white rabbits……[write conclusion] then, it has 3 
white, 1，hum, is black. 
Q5 MPl 
S: Tongue rolling, ptoduce a big R. Both two can, both two can roll [ttieir] 
tongue. They produced with 2 [progenies] , both 2 can roll their tongub. The 
I)运hi：、、、他<)!)、。偏1就…一，个9欣hoi'朱……良I厂 2 [progeny] can .... then ... state and explain ... parent, then ... the ....me 
射 保 - 悄 重 一 竭 树 h f � i M 如 拟 , 明 I . ” . 
[individual] 1 ... the ratio is .... the 2 [parents] have genes ... both are, a big R 
and a small r, that means they are not pure. Yes. 
Hiavw, M u m . I: Hum, Hum. 
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咖 S: [write her answer] 
一。？、你V^^lQt^P•、办？巧丨辦、”？ I: You think that genotype of [individual] 1 is a big R and a small r ？ 
、卞 S: Yes. 
I: Why do you make such a guess ？ 
iS fe,让 l ifLil 丨勝夸—)請一 H t e f S 樣?HI; ‘萄 ! % # � t 糾!难， S: Because, [progenies] she produced with 1 cannot roll tongue, 2 can roll 
by g i L rv/ij^ t 4 州 社 i v i r t 为，1少肿谓, 1、^，絲 
ton命e. That means, roller has larger ratio than non-roller. If both 2 [parentsi 
议议 4 1 k 作 论 ir 寸 I • 敬 这 竹 
are pure, every person [they produced] will be roller. That means there should 
be a non-^ller, not pure, mat is both7 [parents] are not pure. Both 2 [parentsJ 
哲‘魏(：^約—•尋；扮备得种视. are not pure, so [they] will be able to pmduce a non-roller. 
I- If 1 and 2 t)rocfuce 4, the non-roller, only. What will you conclude ？ 1 antl 2 
记 14，二：如 1 作 ( 主 一 • ' I 妹 、 押 . 
only produce one [progeny], they stop to Mve baby 甜er having 4 ？ 
h ^ m 略 4 H . S： Then Hum .1 don't know. 
g t王 1脾 ]4 ,尔；制 l ^ t )雖,雄啦？ 
I： You need the [typical ^ r6gemes ] ratio ？ 
S: Yes. 
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I： You can t get the answer when there is no [typical progemes'] ratio. 
S: Yes. 
I: I see. You may continue with your work. 
I 也 D ' l i A K b t c / ^ i A a - . ] 她 - 0 , i M m t j V l 
S: Then, explain .. because .... ratio ... is the roller [finish part a]. Then 
mdjyidualslS and 4, they are ... [I] guess 3 and 4 are, their, they both are pure. 
缺感钱ik财I . I: Why do you think that 4 is pure ？ 
S. Ai, because^e, produces a, roller. That means, ms .... Ai ... Hum. Ya, 
Looking back at [individual^ 1 and 2，follow [the pedigree] downward, 
M赚绅,隼•得t^!納树偏涛4丨‘句隼H冬、取詩、傳版_11 
[individuals] 4 is at the bottom [of the pedigree], a non-rolter, that means, it's, 
should be 2 small r. • 
Huam.HIAWA . 
I: Hum, Hum. 
\ 堆細 t 1 i U W t lb? f c StMfl & 爪二�,, l ^ t W f i S. So [I] think she is pure. And [individuals] 3 is, 1 with hun, Ai, should 
m H t p p b ' t 丨 m ’ , 装 , 減 t 叶 also be iiure. If he is not [pure],Their progeny Will. That is after reproduction, 
竭 渐 辨 待 t n t , , 
should have a roller and a non-roller. 
I: But they have one [baby] only ！ 邓 1 8 1 
丨 I … … … i h S: Ha ！ then, Ai 
, t ) 綠 � … … u ' l -、、、化 1^奶1,係,�f)射厂Vfiv中予、 S： It Hum 3 is, 3 ... He may be, and may not be Ipiire]. 
Hum, but, from here, take it as [pure]. 
I: Well, [what is your decision ？] you think he may be, may not be [pure] or you 
you think he must be [pure] ？ 
氏 ,巧側 z 尔 q 係 b | lU ！I 口彻&丨轻% 
S: Ai, [3] may be and may not be [pure]. Because, Hum, I am not sure wnat ne 
係 i Q 細 H I - 、……[馬下稱^  ] 
is, as he only has one son [write down the explanation] 
點 _ 中 移 碍 ？ ⑥ t o / / , 厂 玄 ！ 卞 ！ 略 
I: Why don t you use cross in explaining the answer in question 5 ？ How is your 
method of thinking in this [kind of question] ？ 
S: I，that is, Ai, The question^ here [Ql to Q4], I will be easier to get the 
艰D � f c劣 k V J k S � ^ ^ �銜嗜略 
answer. But once meeting this [Q5], I willl^e, at a lost and do not know how to 
solve it. 
H _,独释何、略_吟,时：! 1 习 4 ) I: Hum, hum. Will you use the cross in thinking [about the answer] ？ 
S- Ai looking at, yes, yds. I will draw the cross in my brain. But, it s，[I] think 
there is differences between these [pedigree and the practiced problems]. 
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卜人你紅崎Im C ^ ^ S ^ I . H i 略 f t C HI D象丨车舉妥1%喝• I: So you don't use cross. You explain in words. 
吓 1 专 Ufi.(^V ^^  i p i m M ^ l CnM { i S: Yes, but men, Ai, II] find it difficult to solve. However, [when thinking 
t 杳 黎 , • 鴻 H 糾 滿 银 .., 
about] drawing cross, [1] don't know how to express. [I] have a sense that it s 
very incomplete. 
I: [You] mean it's an incomplete cross, so you can t draw / 
i t , 
S: [I] mean, it's an incomplete answer 
坤 . I: O.K. 
S. [t\ think what the cross is) that is, think about them, a pure and a hybride, ai， 
忍iat厂s iJroduM^StSe, two, one is abig R and a small r, and one is 2 small r. 
組 ” 1 昏釣591�il 态丨ih P^^amu % M Then! [compare] with those produced whdi both are pure. Are there 
V d 你 J 樣？砂哨1 五係 ^ c r l M v ^ i U l m 久色t� differences between them ？ If she is a roller, that meai^, she will have a big R 
这 係 - 竭 大 - 傾 摊 崎 and a small r. 
I： Why don't you write anything ？ 
s： I don't know how to express 1 
I： Hum, rium. O.K. [Let's do] the next part. 
. « 
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S: Ai, this [question] again 
饰;I K^ �「緣 D。：[''/)。& 7 I: What are you thinking about ？ 
S: [I] guess, ne, he should be... He can be a pure or a nybnde. Because, Ai, 
倾崎 f朴 . ®�a係、外.中艮 a终 1 V ' S , !：到緣勞 
When I look at [indWidual] 1，I guess it should be, he sliould be one, hybride. 
Tnat means, she[l] produces 2 hybride, she produces 1 pure, 2 has 3, that is, Ai, 
係 狄 我 % m tt f x 裔 - 佛 u 糾 K 傳 妒 one IS pure and can roll toiigue, the other 2 are hybride andean roll tongue. And 
l i L毛 I辦小躲 .好 f w广 ]传寻仍離“？料 ^ ^ , 我 . now, r, that is, Ai, these 2 are rollers, that is tfie one in the middle ai^ 5 are 
i im匆鳩势！^以 r t制今钉？:帥幻响反料补 (卞资机1书 rollers. Then, I am not sure wnether'he's pure or not. 
？� f / C中• H i傳崎M :种邮… 
I： Hum, Hum. What does the question ask you ？ 
Probo^ bil'-iM. S: Probability] 
I: Yes. It asks about probability, ngHt 7 
吼 似 目 仗 , 妒 ( 、 系 ； 赂 ! . H A � Q 
S. Well it's probability, Ai, I believe, should be high. Because he, looking at 
^hikntm^.黎、押 D 糾 ; " I 衫 f i ^ . 
the progenies he prodSced after marriage are all rollers. 
I： He's probability is high for what ？ 




I: Hum, hum. But now it asks about what kind of probability? 
S: Hybride. ^ “ 
得 t f v r t g l � -伙系私响 7 I: You think his progenies is also significant, do you ？ 
s 細 . 
Q6 MC&MI 
吨.冲 4‘&如 t i l t找—齒 W — 〒 同 s： Hum.. • has one... that way, tW ,way. That means, the wkn with blood group 
i t ^ m bioD diamAb > ’ la 
A and tfe womaA with blood group B, sWld be, both are not, pure. Because 
罗慈&错急y邊dilfeJent 备。。言'^犷。—. 
I: Because the 4 [progenies] are of different blood groups, 
s 
u t )呼係 . 3 %柳 I H縱拽忌係 A f d �樂？玲恥灿 f i H . , , , 
gr^upL O^Nb\ [I] mean, two of them, one child is [blood] group A, one child 
is [blood] group B. 
+ I!. I: Hum, Hum. 
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S: Then, Ai, then, that means they should, if I let the dominant be B, big letter 
t / K v ^ M^rp.^Pfe: r m w v ^ a H , a a Y j ^ J ^ L i * 
B, and small letter b is recessive. Then blood group A should be 2 big letter B, 
b i k p . ! & \ m - m m b D 
and blood group B should be 2 small letter b, and AB should be a big letter B 
and a small letter b. 
H i a M. hlAAAA. 
I: Hum, Hum. 
S: [I] try to draw the diagram now.I [finish the cross] 
I: Why do blood' groUp A and bloocr group B haVe the same kina of genotype ？ 
Huim,…�W七���,,Ti]略、肠,节略�vl:|, 略盼 
S: Hum, .... Then . . … I haven't thought about that, I can't think about that ... 
I: Just try ！ 
4。、上…,略如]. 
S: Ha .... La.... I can't solve. 
Q7 MP2 
[ 嫩 E ] 丨)书時丄®、议，在,知:b侦 
S： [after reading the question] Then, it should be，Hum, should be, that normal 
is the dominant character. Because, their 4 children, Ai, all normal. ‘ 186 
I: Which 4 are you talking about ？ 
e )�"�).少A” ,係傳冲如孙敞》坊扮 < ‘ i k；係 i l�f e辉汽 d 
S: 1，2，3, 4, Al, yes, yes. That means, the 2 children are normkl. So it should 
[be dominant] and this one is, that is, short sighted is hybride. 
NOnWICUL係、oU似丨l/vCU/vt? I: Normal is dominant ？ 
、厂卜 I M i ,际 I够丨找针 _ i d视, S: Yes, because their 2 children are normal. 
\f.t械怀喷、繁如M.地y K惨M号t I: Why do you think that short sightfed is hybride ？ 
S： ^cause^e^Ai,' he r e^ i t l l i ^point to the word "heredity" in the question]. 
I： This is heredity. It medns character that can be pass to progeny. So ？ 
？V�ft \M3MM W 1 ^ oUvv^ vlA^UA .^ S: I think normal is dominant. 
I： Why do you think normal is dominant ？ 
S. Al [answering part a] •. look at thfeir, the 2 children^are normal, so, then, 
亡I, lAOMMOl I成哼 伯;f�Hiik钟戏 I fW^f I;乍 级 � 4 � Ai I guess, this normal, take S as a pure, then, Ai, Ai if I take it as a pure 
S i 膽 S ! 纖 細 寧 ' t e 鄉 
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譽，^閱』吹〔丨。]!.、也ik.议‘ 4 伯 f e , 幼 （ 丨 小 t � -
� ] t h e n , Al, [I] guefes [that] she, Ai, 1 and. For 1，I guess she is, that is, not 
pure. Because [I] can see from her daddy and mommy'^THenTlook at, Ai, What 
v^ovwv^i j時袖賊爛 I异找彻主年{钟 I I v m ^ M y ^ U she produce with [individual] 2, the children aS, well, with one is ihort sighted. 
突 ⑷ 办 ’ 巧 沖 料 1 V i 贴 的 啤 、 观 t 
I guess [individual] 2Hs also hybride. Then it is possible to produce, Ai, one 
I: Hum, Hum. 
S: ....[write down the answer] 
Q8 MCT 
S: [read the question once] That means, [I] guess it,如ess it, Ai, both 2 [flower 
斩作辨现作V � �；！糾 I虽C �呼崎� k / L z � t r m傾4 m :八O ^ 4 1 are not pure, that is both of them are nybride, then, P [wntmg the answer] 
钱侍4嗨•丨Vt l浙 f l rmw"私膨汰係SU+k 
then, Ai, [I] guess their dominant character is high, and the recessive [character] 
敝 舉卞评時哲 f q ? 十 - i l l ! M/vW^iiA’说 snould be short. That is [observed] from the, the result given, and also, 11 
啦 tJEf询丨?L 羋/�1丨9 吃係妙 I f 啦 
intermediate in height, [so I] guess they are, that is, they, as both 2 are not pure. 
That IS, there should produce, Ai, a pure tall, a pure short and with 2 [of them] 
are, not pure. 
T ^ n w . c p j I： That means whatTancfof dominance is this ？ 188 
, h . . . � r 联 H 馬 ! 衫 各 … 
S: Am,……I guess it should be ... 
I: Hum, Hum. 
S: I, I guess, Al, because one tall [gene] one short [gene], they [have] mix 
ti錄?I略,各‘科'浏 
[phenotype]. I guess that is, they are, that is, mixing, the mixing type. 
玲奇叫丨喊(丨•零 i . l^L ^ Oto^ ； ？ 
I: The mixing type, then, that type, Ai, Can't [you] remember what is the kind 
of dominant I called ？ 
S: I can't remember. Ha, Ha. 
I： 胃 l i ^A丄 l p l g l f s1 ’A f slie has written "seed" to represent 
the parents in the cross] 
权 u H �、、、丨而糊 
S: Ai, I guess ... Both 2 [parents] are tall. 
I: Then, pure or hybride ？ 
S: Hybride. Well, if [they] are not hybride, it is impossible toliave short, that 
m l a ^ I ^ e s s lo^^o^ liem^rl^talfr [she then rub off "seed" and replaces with 
the word "tall"] 
1 8 9 
KiA^vii Kuma.. I: Hum, Hum. 




I: Don't be afraid! 
r • 
S: Hum, terminal flower is recessive to , this, "something" flower, then [a 
very long pause] 
I： Where are you reading ？ 
S: Here. 
I: I see. 
S. - r e M t e c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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I: Hum. 
b哲 I 到竹 U a.…、、改、、一 I S: Then, it is known at the beginning, Ai .... Ai； both 2 tlowets are pure U a ^ M . ( ^ t i . ^ i I ^ t Ptt l i U i B t U ^ v ^ l w i i Muu t^Y^ . l ^ i bPc breeding J then, that is pure breeding, that means they are, and terminal flower 
调 L ^ Ifl^lt^cuMW^如個晚:Fum�"^�牛-倾嗜傳太,_丨1)料 
IS, let me see [read the question again] Is this, recessive to this, flower ？ One 
of tnem will be big, 2 big R. The other will be 2 small r. 
I: Hum, which is the big one ？ 
M VLUWx^IH …， S: Ai....recessive to .... should be... terminal flower is 2 small r. Then, the 
other is, should be 2 big R. Then, Can I write it down ？ • f . 
r t寫t你If/r导繁離丸 I: You may write it down if you can. 
S: I see, then, one is, this flower, it is 2 big R, this with 2 small r. Then it gets 
l iC杰 R smaller p roc^c^E^ l ! " Thisfs p^ent!^' 'lus 
Ht個 Uif^vrnj. ^cimi^ M A i i ^ imt,叶技 H 斯 is G. Then,\triey do it by themselves, then, it is both .... ‘ 
I ： 欲 韵 夢 t f e 4her one is ？ 
1 9 1 
S: It's a big R and a small r. 
I: It's [writing this way] O.K., you don't need to .. 
时fK玛、•” i%⑵幼2l�J)射出R，倾拔"v^外-
S: Then, it, again .... this way, it gives a big R a small r, the other side is the 
^ e . . . big R..small r, then, again, one another, this way....then its tZ 
Produced. Then, look at their phenotype and genotype got J Fl isj.. Ai) tne 
phenotype is, o i ^ one，that is should be, this one [[point tp the axialj na. 
叫(I�冲 wA, m i l a 的 “i � 
I: Ho, axial. 
\，tDq_hru 協 ] t l , M 「 办 齡 m ^ ^ ^ V i c M h ^ 
S- and 去enotyjjd [writing the conclusion] a bigR and a small r. For F2, the, the 
phenot^e is, 3 axial, and, have, one terminal.^ Then, forgenotyp, it is, is 2 big 
ft, to, i^big R and a small r, to, 2 small r, equal to 1 to 2 to 1. Yes, it is. 
Q2 MS2-L0NG 
S- Then it's red ^ e fruit fiy cross to fruit flyVith white eye.�That is red and 
I: ？ a . red eyed. 
s: 費 總 
1 9 2 
iruitv agairi. J That is F2 generatidn, there are 178 red eyed fruit flies arid I'SO 
l ^ f 伙Cc.PUbX…呼…唤才包这 tl闷”" 
white eyed fruit flies. Inlthis way J. iium ... let see ... that means, we can see, 
L H ^ I ^ see all^pr fed^^^ei^yeli^ so I V ^ ' ^ i ^ n f ^ d c ^ r 
K, Pl,批doWvVVJLKi 倾 O^^U+^t 畔ll^係 should be red eyed. Then it should be red eyed [answering ！2(a)] .. . and becau^ 
I % ( K M % ^ ( f i . ' h ^ I t ) I b D ^ l l r t A - m ^ [幼 in Fl, all 60 generation, are rea eyed ... [answering 2(a)] .... Then, men in F2, 
^ct]观它k:條Tvofl碰C问吟孙VI兔、略l^lpl]. 
it can be seen that , Ai, 178 [are] red eyed, [yes it] is red, 180 are white eyed. 
That is，gudss about the parents flies .... [rdad the question] then w is, because 
… 縣 § ] ^ k ® h o ^ i ^ - l LW>ycii\<^{AL 
red, which I guess is dominant character, then it will, Ai, yes ？ Hum it 
作 U i , iv^l, ……H . m M - ^ o D ^ t n d ^ ^ 
will, I guess, one of them, [I] guess [giej red eyed, may be a, shoulff, Ai .... 
pure. 
HiAvw, 1 各、1% pa^dM M 111,Vy 7 I: Are you talking abdut the parent ？ 
i g M . fe m m m m ^ ^ S. Yes because, if^both of them are pure,.then it will produce, may be, a big R 
- 印 ? ： 鴻 缺 卜 啦 I 绅 H i y ' g 均 H . 
and a small r, and then again, it ... 
I： You mean, Fl is a big R and a small r. 
S: Yes, yes. 
I： M y (io « t h a t F l is a big R and a small r ？ 
s： Because ittaid it said in Fl generatiW, all are red eyed. And then, I said 
1 9 3 
� 7 脉 紅 躲 、 位 o U a v a c A C . V ^uW 
red eyed is a domm^t character, then, [I] think it is [a] big R and [a] small r. 
I: Tnen, you can continue. 
�pcftfe作尊同能,吸納系H…�J�® I角丨i吟妹… S:Then, with white again, that means ... Ye .... then white again, produce .... 
冲沐'谷…吨古Vti 
K L啦， 
that means ... better to complete Fl first. 
I: O.K., O.K., you may solve Fl first. 
T-i p t i b m J i p 射 i 唯 , 咖 E 也 初 、 H , 观 马 S： F1 is, then, Fl this way. Then it produces these 2’ then, after that, it 
、奇WV七 tiAc crosses with\white eyed again, may be .... 
l i t 憐 叶 6 倾 傳 % % 伐 ^ Pi'^ I: Why do you think that this is 2 big R ？ 
� ® fei…々崎尔,a.,长-伸〕智艺^汝;f�'•均、， S： Ai, because it if it is, Ai, a big R and a small r, then, with white eyed 
wv仏 cvic 叶6、州a丨4倘 则7玛。bfw"〒威li, again, will produce white eyed. 
I: That means, a big R and a small r will produce white eyed ？ 
4 , 例 ， S: Yes, it is. 
I: Then, why do you think this one is a big R and a small r ？ 
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。 、 & 、 、 ， 、 ！ V f o i t j i i 均樣咖 f 4� 1 奴:J 尊 S: Ai .... because, because, Ai, because, Ai , it does this again. In F2, with the 
lift,化钩 輝彻I 沖 , V ^ i 
white again, then, if I take this as a big R and a small r, then it produces, will 
fit into this result .... Ye .. [make F2 cross] then it is •... F2 ……let me 
b它各f二…Ti�…時 
SGG • •.• 
伐 U 4 颂 、 彻 解 ） I: What are you thinking now ？ 
A ？ 
S: What ？ 
I： Why do you read the question again ？ 
S: Because, I find out that, may be, something is wrong, Ha. 
I: Ho, what's wrong ？ 
s： Bemuse h e r e \ thai isNiim.big R. one wJth 2 big R and 3 with big R 
small r, then, normally it should be more red than white. 
I： You mtm both, 2 big R, and a big R a small r, ke red. 
係 咏 叱 4 , m ^ f c ^ . I 宅象一”号f�，. 
S: Yes, then. Ha, there is some differences, it is. Because here …and the oiher 
is 180. 
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I: So when you look back, you feel that something is wrong. 
S: Yes ...tiook at the question and think again 
I: What are you thinking now, whicngeneration ？ 
S: [I] am thinking [of], this one. 
I: I see. 
S: Then ..." 
(MY朱fi佈時知T^�浙术 
I: You are thinking about Fl ？ 
S: Yes, then thinking back. 
r Hum hum* ::. Why do you say in Fl there is, a big R small r, and, a 2 big 
R? 
、；ft倾 i ^ ^ g ^ w V F c S 运乂与u. 
S: This one, 2 big R, is white. 
I： Then, how about this one ？ 
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S: This is here. 
I: You mean as you think this has 2 possibilities, so, you make 2 cross to study. 
S: Yes, it is. 
I 冲汰”1 h'M 暴汝-跟 _ "(vvu-樣3 
I: Then, [you think] adding up [the number of progenies in] these 2 crosses 
should be the same [as the result in this question]. 
S: Then, now I know that I have made a wrong guess. 
I: Ha, w a t IS wrong ？ 
m V f c ' l ^ t 敌 , ^ ^ P ^ M ll'fcMti b l U ^ I印 f 故 V 崎 S: I guess, here it is, Ai, this white eyed, I take it as [a] big R an(^[a] small r. 
ii<l.t^lUlR)% iQ W i l m i^/ABfc；^形也秘 I视扎 Tfien, now, if I take if as 2 small r, deducing downward, then it should fit in that 
b 电 々 肩 z 亡 例 姻 I one. 
I: So you are doing it again now. 
r If you feel rubbing offis more convenient, jusfrub it off and do it again, as 
time IS precious, Ha. 
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s： Ha ..….[make another cross] ... then, this is一..！^、"、 
齒(补 t e歧 B•似！^今例 r i / q � k l灿狄朴 t去略 L 
hY Usually after you have finished, you look at the ratio of the tesult. You will 
deduce upwards when you feel something wrong. 
S: Yes, yes. 
b i � k • I: Hum. 
〈：  ....?、’ˉ  this should be both are pure, then, it produces Fl with a big?q ? 、’ˉ  a 
极 h ^ m m p i m f V h i j 111 m t . , � 
small r, then after that, it does with white again, m F2 .... 
r Hum, hum. You can just do it after this cross, just a little bit further inward, 
V?少•丨付.步幻； 〉“  show It s different. S. then here, it produces a big R? 、’ˉ  a small? 〕,  and? 〉々ˇ  proc^ce only 
妄傳ii卜询糾• 权i虹拉壬？。女，丨只t惱，御呼 
k sm i l , F2 will have a big R an^ a small, r, Ya with a , 2 small r, then it 
\^啦。冲' t i f j传n ,例 t丨各 t 4 傳 傳 n ? � 喊 叶 will with a similar ratio, because it is one 178 and the other 180. 
- 1 贼 肌 
I: About how mucn 7 
S： About 1?〉“  1. So its' what produced. 
« 
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》：^^  ^ ^^ause If It IS a big R and a small r, things will happen as I jusi said, 
和明宵对 1純、跟. It produces white. 
T 參ifc力评f ；；饿係 1: What alDOut the white, why do you think it's 2 small r now ？ 
,i自馬女脅、它丨長係大扮红;句中,办9产彻⑷ S: Because, if take it as a h ig^ and a small r. ft will produce a different ratio. 
V.fitinVlffFAfti 
I： How about'this, what color is it f ^ ^ ' 
S: This IS red. 
I: You write it [red] next to it. 
S: Yes. 
I: You write its pnenotype nefe also ,�...So, it is. 
S: The 3ra question. 




Inen, it said, red flower and white flower, that means pure, inTl it is , it gets 
pink. 
I: Does It tell you it s pure y 
S: Yes, It stated out... and then, the pmk flower then, kross] among themselves 
能 I沐’冲各;^鄉u 4对‘筋 u丄。间吞 i l ^ i e l f t ^ 
again, Ai, produces red flower, white flower and pink flower. The ratio is 1 to 
1 to 2 
I: Hum, hum, 
S: That is, because it said that its' pure, then let its'^dominant be, Ai, big R, and 
0 i . , � i A a v v 4 p L f ^ l ^ i I � 切 姻 " (祐9： …,.b甘……吸 
the recessive be'small r，... then ...Ya. 
\ ? f 
I: Why do you say "YA" ？ 
S. [I've made a] wrong spelling .... then, suppose, Ai, red flower and white 
wm^i ‘ -他驗社,係大 F � i j i ^ H i面' '卞 1?�丨，推拔 flower are pure. One is big, 2 big, is big R. The other is 2 small r, then... 
I: I observ^ that you read the qfuestion after writing the let statement, is it true 
7 
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\ �>^!, H i t . ^^ T^ ”、？V ？“ _ ^：像紅;L 、"冲衫 
S: I don't know, may be it's my habit, so I don't notice it.... one is, red ... and 
1 guess red is, take it as dominant, because it gives out pink. That is, should 
� ? i ; i 4 钱 l . f -他女_ -他她、 1 『効一母… w 哲竭 
nave a Dig R and a small r, should be, half halt ... then this is pink, then after 
that, It said pink with pink, gives out ... it gives a big R [and] a small r, and the 
〈今t询tRi-1弥iVSH冲边Sc讨、hV払少它《々⑶'仏仆内—J other side is the same. Then, it said in F2, there is red, white and pink flower 
丄 哗 崎 曉 吼 J 习 得 t 椒 乏 ： 队 ？ t 它 v ^ K ...then .. then it s.. the ratio is, 1, red to white and to pink, is, 1 to 1 to 2. 1 
� � � \ t z i rV 可付询 r v 來 1 W i rv^ 
said 2 big R is red, that�means it produce only one red, it has 2, Ai, big R and 
small r, that is pink, and this 2 small r is white. That means, Ai, fits the ratio. 
1 切 、 左 — 恥 細 1 甸 7 明 面 础 说 A 啦 ‘ 丨 胁 互 That means it, Ai, is right. 
V 媒 巧 印 M i •改.均t 咖 ⑷ 剛 i ^ n 化 ‘ 
〜 總 � ' t y H , ？ 
I: nlve^ou fimsiiec ？ • 
S: Yes. 
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Protocols of subject R1 
(i) In the first interview: 
Ql MSI 
S: , ^ r ^ M Co lo\AV 1 \ oU m； Vv^nt < ^^  
\)�0\1：^6(吨1争ti丨fdfk；丨却椒,印z^b! - 4 “技-々知 
e 
I : 对十叫 




l / � f 到啦, cp cu c 啦 , b t A t ^ ^ i y ^ ^ ( f | f t > i ] i � i , 
十 … 、 U k C W O + t ^ p • … 0 ： ^ …？良啦 1 面 
工： k (AlA/V, H IaAAA . 
Q3 MSI 
s： 1 知碑节碰⑷rt碎十鳴？ gm j >Wu、， a i i _C i U w A ^ y t ^ 
^ \)m^wWa�wv^w^�bv^uAA lA^^'^reuvUi/x 椒. 
力。先……vmH 艮 ] "仏对 i … 
^^woVi^]) e �tR碑、、)句 K d^mman.]，訂 f H a t k Ia久；八 
Q4 MS2 
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( t t l J I 艰 I 係啦, " u w i / e felt紐 h吨 k Di^Y錄二 
^ I务、1 (1 • 、 有 付 I 一 调 七 勒 1 机 帥 印 ; I i - 、 
二、不躲I啦.义1V肩啦,I均li P. 2 捧 s 的 ， 轉 ] … … 
b^C'^^VQ i M i . t & T 5 i d o “ t v j ^ t i U l i W i l 
叶 d f e Vdasow.. owe c q ] - 廿 购 � I P 
\AJI\ ” … � 7 u J 
工： la t傳2广、如、丨i 尽樣i^i釣1与件请地iv) 
丨“ (如、 A � H i X ' h - ^ h h y ^ V l i 
n … … ] 小 ^ , 又 崎 A , 良 代 啦 L % 
i 4 ]…〜；义务拟戊‘产^^ “乱等�Hi, ^；、丨導丨t ,丨志。一 t , 
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S o 纯 i � 难 I，极.缘 n ^ i U l ' f c ^ 
一 询 後 V I HH i i l永4糾 i ^ v ]斯伤 f的协响•叶 I t吟P c”4 ！ I 
B T b l ' i ^ i ！ ^  .,,服 i t U o ^ b G w u r l v x l I^^HJI VUU 
一 、 叫 面 奋啤 - � ^ 丨主出Hiil�w|li 丨 II�『吹、 
-^WXUii 感 H 义 z �1 均 二 ） 5 丸 ‘ 4 躲先 
lUf^ll Cvx)/^]崎,士与如编、节_構4作如二…， 
r cMcv , 
tew^M /OlMV JMAO. •—哲i^T作、一ft〈'象吼〕』萄""^、 
工：仔缺也噪絮|，1•间干、�V? 
奶作純转 I ? � 2 丫 t炳V ^ z t純輯 捐 f � 糾 
輪晚叫！！丨契卒 r 1 勒知 v m m ^ 嘴；仏导丄 
n i l考 1 �吟、 I姑紛-屯.吸他艮,、干渊彻很剛不 
2 0 6 
傲 中 3 1 % \ 艰 , 歧 t i v 老 崎 I 
工 ： 私 — 針 t i 彩 b ! 1 l Y i 拟 t 辟 吟 . 
工：艰， 
0 f 
S : 七树中 I 对 
Q6 MC&MI 
I , 喊 u � M , 0>它 m 0%H ^lA _ I,、、料®. 
时祸U 4左、U ^ AlVolovi^iiAo^a a i u ^ , t y v t o^v^h A 
vux“ i V t � c ^ , � v 1) 。屯 水,4'和 玄 
傷 也 化 如 朽 - 认 州 V i ) 终 吼 、 4 、 
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Q7 MP2 
出 ： K O A i A A O i u r o m ^ 
ynihyv^dd O � M (才Ulifloloi/vViWMvt�补…. 
海袍d氣lA^ A 4 阁 啦 . _ _ Vvo/^认I补、、容计 
l i y ) , 來 冬 嗜 V 斜 伐 ( 般 、 t l u 条 t 
\ 
工 ： m 
s : l ^ l g、、才 c i r l ] � V v o � v w U !主兩侦料作 lul 
玲 A V ' F E F K . H O S - M O L HOA-VWUI I ^VYVMXL 厂 1 � L 
&現、UoAVwall^l^'r^l^M W^wod 
啦， 
工 ： L C o w t U ® wo八vwd 
s： 聲 作 丨 法 — 4 丨 1 考 身 钱 女 " r ^ Z f � - 询 
同 v u w v w x j l 現 州 I ' M , 备 1知；分.一lil/^•认 
fe l \ 1 « � _ t f e � � � f � “ � �唤 O H o^^j.^ 一、二， 
‘ 4 ^ , u a w v c y A t ^ ^ ^ I t l d i o ^ r ^ v v v 
工： 
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叫、0 如 -iVi'U付代/^i ^ A i ^ ^ i t L 
Q8 MCT 
t ^ u m i i c t y ^ i A r v i ( �•'和各吻H V U下， 
也傾 t a U l � ] � U 4 I'd? 4(UA - £•、‘ko/vA ‘ r ] 一'ftft 
lil f i ^ l ^ l t o j ^ y 
v v i i M i , 么、 ^ T O W 命 M t ^ m ^ - ^ b t c H 
It . 11•、村ifj, fcl：)辦！椒昨祝务'务 
la 丘A分《(^凡h叫 iy if^bv^vv^qJMM/^ ^U 
何一兮札：爸 " f e冲1 � 1邓迪1 ，/lti自 
q g M M / ^ 严秘'〜 — I询 f r � , 4 
工 ： . 
s： 4 � . P q iPK^e^Lvi M l bUk oH l l ^ 
戎喝ui：^ ^fc 4 fc.fi诛tR. K ^ ^ v t 
R � R r b书 ^ t t l W t L i l % ® p / v^]，V J V V ®撒碑,U 
如 专 他 約 z ^ J l � 补 外 鸦 片 
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(ii) In the second interview: 
Q1 MSl-LONG 
s : UvYwiw^jp t^ �T一。J 
ouiyM ocL U v v w � w a l^t 撒 ' ( f t 响,t®入 �讨 
il<\t He, ^Iavc WiUuA.Vv^ vii^u 
I : 你 啦 t o i i l l l ^ Y ， 
S ： ！ tv 购 H 巧.命叫(k>cioJ、丫 
工：I承' 
I 
， M ferU s u m i A l 知 
vvt)wv Lr^h^ CiYi tolled(2cA ScUIa. lAdi/v ^ ^ ^ 
Wue^pUAd也.傳、今mwwa — r t u “ � ' v f , 
urns!丄 k 晰 任 l ^ l l � 扑 碑 姐 ^ 
i L 丨刃L 0 从 H U 帅 黎 l ^ M 禪 教 i V 劣 孤 视 ， 
H a � : p i ^ i k M wu/e K f l ^ a w 
i)技 t 再 I 伸 § ] s u l o H j u 丨犯i �f二认、—�• I 二 





工： t R t R f i x t ^ � … � 
s 
工 ： i ^ l V ^ M . i V . . 
I : 体 . 
s： b i j 针 吞 焚 叙 
u o V e v , 树彻 拟 P � " 
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w,宝 WlH 路 [ 吻 if) k 
工：。化 f y嘲 f W K ^ i卜 
s： ‘ 
工 : 吨 叫 z 年 梅 i i U 如 艰 . 
^bqoJ^iDioo ^^^, V l ^ c ^ o ^M fc. ！l-^Ji t t . Rvl^  I k . & l< 
1^�11可 n t Vn悄 t “ 躺 f 句 4 t R 
I： Kuia/V. 
它Vvo’ jK ( pUlvO+V| [K。？t c1 汝,H(UVl …， 
1: 7 欣 幡 他 
s : 作 
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工：艰 . 
Uol^ev Vk l�'奏的 I .叱树 fe^ 鴻、 1 % 1 � 7 
Q2 MS2-L0NG 
s ： f - f u I I i c m 例 feft fc'^i^l 
；tv^i i i . U U U 叫 , 係 t a 咏 冲 郝 視 避 
1 � 考 i 叱 • 丄 成 I � 减 P 赃 I K 1 1 紅 咏 吻 d i P 
购 ： 义 方 i l l f e . 么 w ? � 浮 攝 丨 复 紅 咏 a 竹 1 i 运 
l^UCk CM欣tkV.崎， 
i j ^ l ' . a 气 〒 义 z 至 H 料 紅 眼 咖 峰 " A 
® ] I 十念了 9 [I 崎料出 ％ 1 % I e f i 甘, 
I ^ H i 1 . . il^^i/'^^-yjM. 
、>： |^.J冲銜火B順U … > f , 卜 n c K i y SA：係 
M ! 嚇 I . 
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S: a^^OMOlbY, (XncA t k i . \\(KWI. 0vv<z , ^ ^ M e 
a ^ t (?�0Vl丨贴功I 91, i丨》1丨$ ii;黎衫卜係杰工 
咏 I彻,I�射 V f b k f j 改 I 故 f U o w o M i A t 4 ^ iK . • , 
V知《> 所v^々犹YL g f t作艰, f ^ ^ 啦 , 姊 等 乂 … 
IAC.MS boU '戈崎 j^a^mi 4M、蜀 
k丫 i大 R 大忽Sh卞 
工：ViiAm. 




I： i / r丨勺嫂丧 
V ( V » - ^ 一 ^ / ‘ » 




一务 P c f e 打娘 I M o U i y 1 “伙、氏-
i y [ 4 � ] 々 产 ( . I I 汰 丰 a , 施 ' 咖 两 
SUxxt]. 
工： u t i bxc^uu 
s： ^ i i m h , 
s : \嚷,…々力,味朽丨平4 々件雄、4丨I娘. 
工 ： p t 七 家 ， 
S:仔e日卧矜f奶辟Hi水， 
工：痛；叫？ 
工：你估 I 邓上丨 




� S ： 4 �% ；?P、州！^、艰 V 义 , 
工 自 作 , 小 七 
工：HiaWI. 
s ：冲体良七 t i ,细 h今 i S ^ i q W v l l 汝 f e 询 。 锋 时 
工：咏,•妆. 
工H , 
s . K . 
工：M iawk 
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UcAoVw;iAa4A(J. O o c b w U W X M ^ , (X piAM I H U O I W ^ AJ^ CA l^lOUilv 
m v d CK)M U1"H/vCL hlAH lS\^ ：H ‘ U)rK. ^ i ^ ^ o w n -
OUAU , 技 r t t U)olowxlwu . y ftodA"Fl l o l o v j u 
plciwliX^fi u o M b^lvoiun ^UvwUlv/^^ sjcA 
m l l f U-i t R W o l - ^ A l i ' iL^Wwv . I M t i u h ^ i 
工： UIAVVV U i ama . 
s： . ^ . ^ v ^ J l ^ k l ' i u W W :^1010£�,�々气广"、4叫,l7iAV(u/Vv:k 
. ^lovPJtv p l ^ t 少句楊•fc ‘ P妇 T.'fc t气 
产 心 仏 Mwks'^^ll^y � < � f 争、溶 f v m t 
. 二 H e . , l i i i f c . ； f树啦 t 找 R , 
I �译命 i k f ^ ^ ^ m t ^ m ； 代 沙 、 t � . 1 ! 广 i � ^ ^ 寸和 r j 丨 i ] 
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工• lA晰. 
4 c , h ^fc .IUKCKOM HawAuii/M, k?^乂” 
]l7\n[)0l“U 
racK jL^^^um , 十 , r k H a .^CMoli^ni 
�‘&t々，RR lrVttU$.�i 卜 rht凡 h卞 t U 嘴 J？々  1 � } H c l 力 
I 
工： fiiAm. 
工 ： 丨 ， 实 ， 
218 邓 
Protocols of subject R2 
(i) In the first interview: 
Q1 MSI 
6\ULU , t?^ ^ich\v\AiNuvX^i^l^g. 
S: [Reading the question.] Grey body color, that is dominant. Ebony color that 
is....generation of hetero^ous grey body is croSs amoi^ themselves, that is 
Ikmma (iiOM boolw "o^h^t.^, ^ d t l l ^ ^ a i 
[writing the solution.] grty ..tMs is grey, and this is ebdny/.[the 
c -fes^s'^n^iSi^^d phenoty^s ar?^e3ermined.] 
« 
I: Why do you write *Gg" ？ 
[ i V ^ t Irv t+mUACUW)] . 
S: Well, I see this word [point to heterozygote] mars it. 
HiA纳艰良架、vr幼 
I: Are these all grey [point to GG and Gg in the Fl genotype as subject's answer 
is not very clear.] ？ 
S: Yes. 




dlDiotv i A ^ d- uvu^ VoAAiuA bvi (k pj^K s： [Reading the question.] flower color of iplant is controlled by a pair M aijele, 
(OA大mp)'至倾0^�"^ “ 山 水 务 附 傾 吵 大 , 
pink(streS) flower plant, found in Fl generation!..that is... ^ 
pOV^t ^！“^！^^^…！^！，糾“^姊‘、、祷叙。 
I: What are you minking about ？ 
®、談,竭 啦 膽 p ^ ^ ^ j f c A l i S: I am thinking: What should the parents be ？'The parent, should be, I am not 
作 、 , 玲 少 始 略 、 下 t … sure, [let mej think about it 
I: what do you base on when thinking about the parent ？ 
SI：.‘唤辩 ® U)0b_�K/XVvUl7雄、 S: The question itself ！ It s codominance ！ 
I: That means [findingJ the key words [which] gives you the hints ？ 
料丨. 
S: Yes [a very long pause] 
I: Can you think a little further ？ 
S: A little bit. 
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略、 V I 咖妒 I: What can you think about ？ 
UolomaWXvux K取. S: Codominance. ‘ 
/妒繁丨评 to t i—z/ iH t . . 
I： Do you tnmk it gives you some information ？ 
S: Yes, it does. 
I:書3 else ？ 
秣 i t 的'時+麥'^fcFl^i/Vil w o M uifWprwlc i> hlM 
S: Then... .look at this了 a plant with pii& flower is self pollinated. Ha, there 
. I习啦1 购 . , .V 艰愧热抓+ §eems to be some differences.,., that s a plant with pink flowers. That means 
�i^T 傳、、… 
[Write the genotype and made the cross for the problem] 
Ifjl辦你崎昨樣1%唤？ I: Why do you solve it this way ？ 
矜考、研！吟 I崎 I S: I don't know, Ha! Ha! ' 
I: You don't Imow ！ . 
S: It's codominance, and then, it said that a plant with pink lowers, k produces 
big R ana small r. No. Pink plant, that is/yes, red and white, that means 
having both two genes. Yes ！ That means it eontams these 2 genes. 
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I: Hum, hum, O.K. so you do it. 
S: [Look at the question toTind Fl phenotype for c6pying 
你 � I 格 k � l ! P 隊 I 各 i 後 
I: You have to find it (phenotype) for copying. 
S: Yes [writing]. 
m QM^ ^fc I.体义 i f 补3 係研!D [卞\) ^ ] ？ I： Whdt about the parents! You haven't written it [phenotype] ？ 
碍 I W h . 
S: O! yes [writing the parent's phenotype]. 
I: Hum, hum. 
S: Is it correct ？ 
I: Ha? 
S: Is it right or wrong ？ 
代\扮t 你雕咬吃吃复$預取_衫錄 f e 略、 I 
I: Ha! I won't tell you whether it's correct or not. As I want to loiow your own 
opinion. 
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S: But adually, it's different, [perforniance] depends on whetfiEr you have or 
haven't revised it. 
I: Ha. 
s . S: There is a big difference if you haven't revised it before doing the exercise. 
I: Yes, but, what I want to see...you just keep on trying and that's O.K. I'l 
know". 
Q3 MSI 
^ t ' l l uaMivj?, … u u m o w 
S: [Read] brown hair is recessive, brown hair ... married woman.... black 
hair....O.K. The woman is，black hair [write paints, black hair], and then fliis 
m m 
man, is, brown hair [write brown and also write bb under brown hair] 
I： You immediately write bb for brown hair ？ . 
bhJioi^ U u a 格 KCjLM Vi VV^Ii I S: Because, that s it, because brown hair is recessive ！ • 
D 冬 I: Hum, hum. 
3 3 3 
S: And then, tms black hair must have B and b . •.. [continue to finish the cross] 
Anything wrong / 
I: Nothing. 
s： [doing the solution] Ha, yes, I made a mistake [she has given 2 b genes for bb. 
liie m^'it^ffl^ife^c^nt^ues the c激 敢 l i f e 镇 彻 l ^ ^ n g 
phenotype by recalling] Iliis is brown hair, this one, is black hair, I guess. This 
u ^ v ’ i f w i t � I 也的 i l H ^ a , i ^ h . is genes. This is Fl. [read the next question] 
访 V f i 么 D改 b i 榭】. I： You have to fill this in [the rubbed off part]. 
i l H ^ 寄n?酵、… 
S: It's [the correction fluid] still wet. The 4th question.... 
Q4 MS2 
实1 疋錄对i. (7V\ji ol'-HvJ Jkvx ^ t v ^wz ] ^ 6] 
S: 4ih question now. One of the five offsprings Of a pair�…“ 
你略『緣D哗①b科崎？ I: What are you thinking or ？ S: I am thinking about the meaning oi the question. 
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T / ^ ( ！ ^ 唤 1 略 疾 主 I , 
I: Are you reading the questions one by one ？ 
S: No, I think of the meaning of the question first. 
^W^^ilM I 
I: What are you reading ？ 
• • a 培• S: The question. 
4. I: Hum, hum. 
躲 4 • 融 母 憐 料 . S: Do I have to read out loud while I am reading the question? 
r • 
I； If you can, it'll be good, so that I know where you are reading. This line ？ 
S: Yes, I am thinking, a pair of white, then it a^ks me about the dominant. 
I: And what do you grasp from that line ？ 
/b吻赞略令�1吼•時冬今、 i呼 . (V沟 t w . S: Not mucn, let me read it one more tune. One of the five (bffsprmgsl oi a pair 
Q i h A h yCLh\)^ bl(Xck-作 C^ oyv^ x 
of wmte rabbit is black. Then, the dominant character is, white [her voice is 
loud and firm] ！ 
I: Is that what you get ？ 
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S: Let me think about it again. 
I： I am not saying that you are wrong. I just want to reconfirm your answer. 
S- No, let me think again, otie of the five. Five offsprings, ond of them is，no, 
一H Ife環兮fe梦设吧、叶cll^l，聊辦崎.体(丨而它fe 
two while fatbits, 0，no, what is it writing aboUt? Ye, 2 white rabbitj 笠e black, 
of a pair of white ,'whafs that Ha, one of them, one of the offsprings, no, 5 
offsprings and bne df them is black. They were bom by 2 white . Yes ！ So it 
is white. 
I： Hum, why you think it should be white ？ 
S. As it has only one. Only one out of the five Yes, and their mother is white, 
H ^ i / i 艮 亞 變 … 愤 4 I m t . \ 4 c t) a B ] . tx w 
SieiJlE)ai*ent:t：…fwrite down the answer for 4(a) and read question 4(b)] big W 
lo V G J ^ l^hl^UK ^H a]M Mr^ a V.�方fe颂久irOi 
small w...state and expfein briefW tie feenoty^e..丫Firid genotype of tlie parent 
vVi u t W ⑵、V至 ,对子人、• w，small w small w. Yes ！ 
I: It asks you about genotypfe and wfiat else ？ • 
S: Nothing else. Only ekplain bribfly th^ genotype ！ 
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時 " F i t 足尔 oojwt^ i句 I t 崎”?n I: Let's see, explain, so why it's like that ？ 
f i t碼 I. ® , lH ll^tYt UK^ j^l k\(uk�资 11 
S: Why ！….because, because they are both white and produce black ！ 
I: They are white and produce black, so you think they are big W small w ？ 
S: t^ts^tt'is. 
Hi i u u 机 f l W 博 r ^ ^ ^ 
I: Then look kt ms; why do you think it this way 7 [point t6 Fl'] Hd)W about 
orogeny, why do you make such a decision ？ 
S: Why, because parents have 2 gene. J 
T mUl, W f e ^ ^ r w . , I f A H r v ^ / ..你作…吟想 I: That means, as they are hetoo^gqius, with big W small w, so you.. .Then, 
、！丨牛 § U ^ c k I 
which of the 4 progeny is white, whicn is black ！ 
联 係 
S: I write it down, under nere. 
I: O.K. 
S: Do I have to explain it ？ 
I: Write it down, here, [the student has finished the solution] 
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Q5 MPl 
S: The fifth question. Tongue rolling .... dominant gene ... Yes, tongue rolling 
rou^vv^^ , ^fCi'^Mcl^ll (M)yv^^,氏妃 1, (XwA f U is the dominant gene. Then, state and explain the genotype of individual 1 & 2. 
ojtMoMAu ^ K 1 , & t衝 V 系 J ^ a i M nrU:叫， 
[1] have TO read the question again. Tongue rolling, determind by the presfent of 
olo/ki^ m/iiM： bq "H/^  ] ) … O t OLObrvuuuM 仁 u甘今 a dominant genfe big iR thkt way It aski about the genotyge of 1. 
艰……哪A'HHw彻f^i 1 义 吵 來 , 够 嗜 I . 略 询 辉 Then, it would be, this,khis big'R small r... [write the answer]. 
倾响 d大隨 a k�4i , fe 3 t m ^ v . I: Why ？ 
S: Because, because [1 cross] with another parent produce one [progeny] that 
cannot roll tongue, that is non-roller., 
I: Mother parent ？ 
S: No, another one, the female. 
无 lEig：^， I: [You] mean [individual] 2. 
苟 二 丨 主 , 灯 • I i 评 係 n j l A M 喊 b t 体 命 免 吐 S: Yes, 1 and 2 proaube, that is produce one non-roller, Yi, No, no. I make a 
嫩 略 • 
mistake. 
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I: Why ？ 
� f e i k i l i ^ M ^ R j H o v n ； w / u d - 倾 大 R -S: Because it state that the big R is dominant. That is； if Tone has] a big R a 
^ 、？:f、悔、I^T %'Kp^i v y i 崎作喷.作 smaller, [he is] also a roller. So two small r No, it is, it is, is big R and 
I: You have to explain. Here [stated that] sbte and explain. 
I路 Uc^^iAo ] i ^ l M i ] I同"^？，!^、冲寸t , s: [write down the explaination]. [read the question] 3 and 4，That way, 
I 长,係,Vu)W- M)IAXV , Yi, 3 is non-roller. 
I: 4 married 3’ what are 3 and 4 ？ 
� l i ^ l , l ^ ^ T ^ l , 2 k 哼 係 、 … … 1 | 广 d H i S： Husband and wife. Let me see, now 4 is small r small r, 3 will be It 
i i … 、 、 • 下 t i … … 务 , 吹 良 f i m略,义侏 should be ……[let me] think about it ..... [let me] think about it ..... Yi, here 
' t ^ M , a t i � 4 � U i 息左丨 丨 "Lpf i^�杯 
[they] produce a roller, then ... R is dominant, that means, Hi, [let me] answer 
4. ".[write the answer of 4 ] “ … 4 is small r smallr. What about 3，should be, 
[I] don't know. 
I: Why you don't know ？ 
S: Yi, What should [I] do as she has two possibility ？ 
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I: Why Ido you thihk that]'she have two possibility ？ 
S: R ^ ] ^ f'smaJ^^ feen, s^l^c^^stiU ' 
_ 麵 斷 t e & i M 舰 铺 托 嚇 ) . 
I: You can write down both possibility, draw both 2 diagram as well. 
S: Diagram ？ 
作 few尋臂精水,他Ho.. 
I: Yes, you have to explain, [It requires you to] state and explain. 
S: .....[write the answer] Then it should be like this. 
I: So [you believe] there is two possibility. 
傳、� , 1 $ ’ ^降 f S: Yes, [I try] problem (ii) now. 
I: But here they have only one [progeny] ？ 
z；^务 f匆驚—I/�甘 f d t 吼沙 m 崎 ^ ' ^ k 
S: They have only one [progeny], it is this one [point to one of the Fl in her 
digram], well, it's just because they don't produce. They can produce more. 
係、. I: O.K. 
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S: What do that mean ？ 
I: You may continue. 
S: what is individual 5, Yi, this one is, what does mat mean / 
I： [read the question statement] What is the probability that individual 5 is 
TVvjO^…(AMO^  6 lA lAi^mi i ia heterozygote. ^ � « 
S: Then I have to draw the diagram ？ 
fl. I: It's O.K. 
S: Let me see, 1，1 is with 2，then it is. Take 2 as big R small r. That means 
贪 
big R small r, big R small r .... smlll r small r [finish the cross which is correct] 
have ... have 1/2. 
I: m y [it is] 1/2? 
S: They nave 4，with 2 of tnem is [heterozygous]. • 
I ? 农 I: I see. 
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Q6 MC&MI 
。 ( k w m Ui-H^ - l^ HoDO^ AtpH). A numiiuA UplK^  S: Tnen, a man with blood group Afenaqied a woman with blood group B, then 
iVfc, ；Imtio H a , [they] ha\e 4 qhildren, blood group AB, show the,.... ffa Ha, 
、、刚(xV树G). 
I: What make you Said "Ya Ha" ？ 
i J t i l f e c • 气 t 一 如 》 4 � … 4 知 , 像 ， S: That means, there are also "o" in their genes. And Yi Yi, 
I: what are you thinking about ？ What make you said Yi ？ 
S: [My brain is] empty, let me try ... Could it be, Would mere be ml)re than 2 
gene ？ Is that possible ？ 
I: Is that possible You guess. It's you who have to think about it. 
S: I guess, there is [such possibility] ！ 
I: Why do you th i^ so ？ 
S: It may not nas such possibility. 
I: Then, what is your reason for has [such possibility] ？ 
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S: Because there is a [person'with blood group] O. 
p 枕;I 伪 I： Then, what is your reason for not having [such possibility] ？ 
S: The reason for not having [such possibility] , may be there are only A and B. 
THat means .. [I am] not sure, [I'll try to] do it first. 
1\；揪你臂！^妹OL, H阐大In組b^i?. 
I： Why do you think that one is big A small a, and [the other] one is big B small 
b ？ • 
S: It is not so ？ 
！駄 r ^ H i z 树缺 p 每 i W f � 及 / Q t 縱钱“ 
I： Why it is not ？ Why are you rubbing it ! I am not saying that you are wrong 
! 
S: Because I think that it is wrong. 
T 俯 i H r l f f f t f e z t f 丨I 钱 ？ I: Why do you think that it is wrong ？ 
l i备妙等」竭词-傾大!吼料“， i m .、.、項 4捲 
S: Because, if a b ^ A and a big B, then, it still .... [try to make the cros 幻..... 
麵 & f L 
a [blood group] A and a [blood group] B .... 
I: What are you doing now ？ 
r 
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兴 永 I s ^ ^ 口 、 � … � " . . . … . n , 又 、 吃 S: I am doing, [I] don't know, I also don't know Ha! It s correct' 
响. • 
I: Yes ？ Why you think it's correct ？ 
S: Then, addii^ them [together], then this one will have blood A, this one is 
blood 0，this one is blood AB, Ha! It's wonderful [she have given a correct 
answer] ！ 
I: Why did you say tnat [the person with] small ab is blood O ？ 
运 ftio _ v^oKi # . S: They both are, both of them are not dominant. 
崎 i ^ T t i ,外覺吟愧 R C A W W f 在 斗 宅 - 脅 臂 作 0 i^f 
I: That means, you tnink O appear when there拉e two recessive genes. J • 
…… 略、…、、束脅。！項广BO S: It is not. Let me think [about it] think ……how to think [about it] ？ 
綠、iz^ LI切] 
WillJthere be an gene O ？ [write another cross] Yi, It's also O.K.! 
i C t辆 嗜外 H i b W x ) � 7 
I: Why do you think that AO is blood [group] A ？ 
S: A is dominant. 
h 叶CJ \ I: What about B ？ 
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oLoifvuiMXKi . 
S: Also dominant. O is recessive [gene]. 
I: Then [how about] this ？ This [blood, group] AB ？ 
S: AB, they both are [dominant]. It also seems riot [possible]. There seems no 
such way. 
艰.裔拟•办 f ? I: Ha, Ha. Is there such possibility ？ 
女s佩广D碑你”人•架紗兮碑,係I;甘喷•、！^终係 S: There seems no, there also seems to have [such possibility]. Ya, that is it, it's 
势 崎 , 吸 书 戌 ， o x 
that way. It will somehow has such possibility ！ Ya, take it as [the answer]! 
O.K. ！? 
Q7 MP2 
IK iM/uw, < � ( 姊讨 v l f o ,艰•科 M � � T . + h 二 S: Question 7, in human, Yi, [I] have done this before, Yi short A 
M U v t l 妹 , U ^ U w v ^ w . 弯 / M ^ t normal woman, married a short sight man. Let me see, [those] having shaded 
g咖？fcD 辟 响 . m m i t p ^ oil「\ line are shorn sight. These are normal. It should be ...... normal is the CteWiiW^Ki, dominant. 
I f j s ' ^ lV fo? I: Why ？ 
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S: Because, vmsii they produce are all normal. 
I: Wnat is the number of their progenies ？ 
« 
S: 2. 
KT K i i v u 1 r^ vvoNm^ 辟 4 , 
I： So you think it's [the dominant gene] normal. 
S: Yes, I think so. 
I: What will you do if they have only one progeny ？ 
•>�斜1iw�/^…01�辟结1Eli補、：>斜t丨 S: One progeny ？ It's still normal. [As] their progeny is normal. 
\^甘如b幕科y^ f l ^傳面,叫你時?• 
I： Then, what if it has only this part ？ [left only the part with two normal parents 
and one short sight progeny] 
S: They both carry gene that are Aot normal, I mean, ishori sight. 
I: Which is the dominant ？ 
軟H仇赞 i / U + J L傳 t 3 WONYV^aJl i S l r . h 
S: I still think that it's the white [symbols]. That is the normal .... [write the 
answer] How to explain ？ Let me see, think about it, Could it be .... LmaKe 
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cn)^^] / 丨知生吻 J 等取 4 卞钉电，夕 d 丄兮 W l i the cross] .. Yi, so strange, better finish reading the question first Then tms 
、々？i 一 HH扑‘？1它導‘尸咖巧。考^狗叫Lu ®备叶。/义*T， 
must be big R small r, then, [I have to] explain, because.... because Could [I] 
巧从叶ftp裝 ® [傲 m ] t u w ^ t ^ a i i t c r o / ^ ] 
explain this way Because there is the gdnotypejof 1 Yi, Yi. It is 
如、mmtA 务來中z冬丨pif,係？4丨t•卞. 
not so, He only has this .... 
\？年 17、7 
I: m a t ? ' " 
S: Yes, Yes. 
f m ^ i v , I: Why ？ S: Because, if it is , if that is ’ they couldn't have this [progeny with rr]. 
4.丨 I: Hum, hum. 
ao/V) • S: So! [she has answered Q7] 
Q8 MCT 
〈係I实駄、M^aoi. b « i W m l/v^u/义[m S： Then it fo l lows, 21 seed. It was folind that 6 of them have tall stem, 11 are 
《十wv，1认 im Wri i rmickai l (M/vA 4 u\�4k一rK^iurn, 
. stem with intermediate hight and 4 with short stefti. Then, [I have to] explain 
them, [1] {lave tJ draw, first of all, first of all, they have 6 tall, 11 intermediate, 
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4 are short. That means, parents are, should be, big L and small 1, is that so, yes 
糾 吃 係 崎 [ t J i 每 礼 r 辨 f 
[complete the cross] ... [finish the solution]� � 
I j c 伪 f e r n 随 n 彻 丄 浙 ' 坊 I : 尔 崎 V 紅 的 令 A 货 本 fhbn {his one, mis one will be short! Is it this way ？ It seems not correct ？ 
咖 I 
I： Why do [you] think that's wrong ？ 
s： I am not sure which of them is dominant, may be tall, may be short. 
HiaWv L树(.喷)• J^hf明吻。l^ Pc^ 
I： kum, You write big L small 1 for toe parents, what ard their phpnotype ？ 
s： Phenotypi ？ Should be, should be intermediate. 
I： Why do you think they should be intermediate ？ 
S： Because, because tney produce 11 intermediate, 6 tall, 4 short. 
I: What do we call this kind of dominance ？ 
l，^吧,�(1v呼ifjH崎？ imm �I辨孰 h e 
S: Ya! Will it be this ？ Is it so ？ [she point to the word intermediate in the 
question] 
HOl,傳味崎？ I: Is it? 
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、縣 Q —)欠]IJWU IA VU A Hvi ^ 
S: [read the question again] What is the name of tftie land of dominance. I don't 
擒⑴辦1雜姆 
know, I only know that [intermediate]. 
灯 1如 i m作 巡 《 ？ ； 
I： You can't remenber the name / 
S: Will it be that [intermediate] ？ 
I： You can't remenber the name 7 will you remenber the characteristic of that V ？ 
[kind of dominance] ？ 
科昨!璃气,ft, r t fc^ 子V 4 ^lA吃'長… s： I can't rement/er. It's, It's. I can't, really don't know. 
li 十丄約 I： Why do you say tnat big L small 1 is intermediate ？ 
S： Because, because it's like [crossing] red flfower wiSi white flower produce pink 
[flower]. 
(ii) In the second interview: 
Q1 MSl-LONG 
5n mdv^pUK, U r r v un o S i m u , 如 ？ 矜 好 S: In garden pea, terminal flower, recessive to what, Ai, what's that ？ Lei me 七书 o i y o t r , OLpuKibmoUiA^ pl^uM： ujffk Ixrm/iKvW see, terminal flower, a pure breeding^ plant with terminal Ho! Then tne 
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UvjUUJM m i A i i L n f A O J f L o^t uUtUM,口它年un/v<uv seeds result from this cross are collected. [It appears] that way. When this plants 
^^^Ab j)l{Wt Ko a / i Mtrvotr^IWm^ (kvt<>LAA 
lave flowers, they are self Ho! pollinated. [It appears] that way. The seed are 
collected and shown again and this ate F2. Then [I have to] draw diagram, [I 
to draw, I draw diagram ？ 
T -km, B ^ 
I: Hum, Hum. 
S: uo write the] let [statement] ？ 
I: As you like. 
S: mi l t l ^wwf t io^Ltlie M (Ibk驳I自 feme^sNet 礼ilr鉴’!^�题： 
盟 隱 驗 一 te縣總姊碟,d 
_ . 爐 。 微 & I M t f e 雄 % ) 丄 with] themselves 
again, it will be. They [cross with] themselves again ！? 
Hura. I: Hum. 
S: [May] I draw beside it ？ 
f 
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1 树 w v ? S: Is it really so ？ 
H i m I: Hum. • 
s： 4 您 " 丄 德 揺 a ’ i r y i | A ^ A f ^ ^ g f t 
0-, ' ' p ^ 辨;I® (X k - . T i , 社 … , ， men tms is big AA, this is big A small a, this is big A small a, this is small [a 
吃 \ 係，命 、、妨礼 i | ii r i ？ 
and] small a, these areJF2. After that it ask .r... What's that ？ Is the genotype 
..Ho, no! [May I] write it here ？ . I I: It^s O.K. 
S: ...... Yi .... I have nothing to say. 
I: Why ？ 
S: Well, I am just writing all this down. 
咏. I: I see. 
S: Do [we] have to pause it [the recorder] ？ 
I: No need, there's lot of tape. 
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W H O L ' h 鄉 r “ � � 丨 i 胁 刷 她 、 、 也 逾 S: ... IntheFl g^eration, is Aa? and this F2 generation, isjYi, AA, Aa and tljis 
VV, f\(U致叶蜀敝,係啦,脉啦'1如‘似极、. 
a^ Yes, then,Ti, Ho No! 
I: What [made you say] Ho No ？ 
f d ® 间叶。•令今 r d i t 唯 . I 崎！ I [代饿崎 
s： Hi, what are the different of these two ？ II] can't remenber... Ha! I remenber 
now, no, it's not correct, no, I mixed them up. 
kiAm. HlAlM., I: Hum, Hum. 
S: .. F2 is, this one affl tffis one. Is that so ？ 
吃！乂h你 f4•、奶？对V务? 
I： Ha! Ha! You like to ask "Is that so ？ 
S: Well, [1] have to think about it. 
I : 徵 M I M 總 & 鮮 
S: Yes. 
I: I see. 
s： Th&i it follow Ho，it's O.K., fiAish Ql. 
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Q2 MS2-L0NG 
S: [I do] question 2 ？ 
H崎. I: O.K. 
S: [Please] don't look at me while I am solving [the problem] ！ [I will be] 
nervous ！ 
I： It doesn't matter! ... You will Be more carefull then. 
S: I am very careful. 
丨 ‘ I: Really. 
i\rLAi}Mi kvMHHit � n ) " b (Lj^wu] X\M up^ -U ufWU L M ‘ 艰 ， 
S: A red eye fhiit fly is cross to a fruit fly with white eye, then it follow, [itj 
discover, 60 imit fly, are all red eyed, m the F2 generation, 178 red eyed, 
‘ I B 紅 &喷, I树 咏 紅 1 | 倾 
f80 are white eyed, [they] were [the progenies] produced. Which is the dominant 
？ Are [you] recording ？ 
I: Yes. 
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衝 萄 ？ 、 ， 等 I 呼外Ifu. odX Ha H^ 化 S: Which is the dominant ？ Wa! U t^ me see, all the 60 fruit fly iii Fl generation At^r仏.……tvii. K l l A kiMl . S M ^ ^ } ^ ] O.K., do the let [statement] first..... fmit fly .!. explain..because， 
OoU-Hot t o )ry\AA\ VUM \M[\M. dv^^d^f^. because,入i，all the 60 fruit fij in thdTl generation ..) red eyed. 
I p 9 3 bl Svjmlxrt/),艮 ouacA ^^ , CitxU 
s： [read the question] b! using symbols, R and r, state and explain bribfly the 
genotype of the parek flies, thd flies in Fl^and theAies iji F2, Hum, symbols R 
ylA mi 
and r ... that is, ik me think about it. Red eyed fruit flies, all, Ai, Ya，let me 
hinkabout it,... this way, this way, this way, this one, all, this one is white, that 
oju, o w u . m l ' F o , ^ 吻丨 I膝终係’ "^x fu i^ ‘ is, let me tKink about it. This one should be big R big R, red eyed, Hum, big 
ud fiiA i. KiMvi^  t R糾 h f c付3 ^,大 W 卜 f••冲 ^ ^ l ^ i f H i 
R small r, this is the gene, Fl is big R small r, then all are red eyed. Then, the 
Fl generation is cross to the White eyed fruit flies again. That means this wg R, 
n^u 、 寸 c • 下 i r 叫 竭 •【广H： UU^A UAh Ms FI, this big R. Then, white eyed [fruit fly] will, Ai Ya, then it's F2, this big 
gy力、々吧 D 它 I T i , f c u a t R絲 n 对d�自 ^pi r . 梦 R small r, this small [r] small r, then, it asks, the genotype of the parent flies. 
p j t l i ^ i f e t � 句 吹 尔 p a v o ^ / t Iritis, It's big R bigK) smallJt smdll r. teere, [it4s required] to explain briefly 
伐大仪R减紐M>i�fV象e^WvWmvv��咏•!)久ui/vh . . 0 ! parents is big R sfnall r, big R Small r. U that so ？ [turn to look 
. \^极、t [ I f l m t v ^ u ' A ' t 啦寧,-鶴. at previous solution] Yes, finish question 2. 
1} ^  ' M m Q 
I: In question 2，I observed, you are, is that you go through t&e whole question 
first ？ 
e 係巧. S: Yes. 
闺時妙 I W UKIHDU^ VOI |WV4 odA I： But, find out, after that, you study "it was found that all the 60 fruit flies in 
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the Fl generation are red eyed" again. Why t 
• F l時‘农观作 I f � t、；它 P舉伯不 3 D係视？垃, 
S: Well, I have to Imow what this is, Ai； well, if it has some white, then, there 
may be a small r gene. J 
K _ , w卞H V I 他 時 乞 例 啊 消 % ’ e 1 ‘ 作 i i - t I： Hum, so after first glance, when you have to decide what the r6d eyed [fruit 
吞 為 i l l 号 F l [phenotype] again ？ 
S: Yes. 
I: I see. I see. 
S: It's like that. Question 3. 
Q3 MC-LONG 
U)ln ^(LbicukH , cMwrt ^dbC^^i^Q OXhiAK , U/U'cCkii, S: The flower color of a plant, control by a pair of kllele, which is, codominant! 
in inheritance pattern. When a pure breed[ing] red flower plant, is cross, with 
otDxotr pl/xM , fo cro/A, UT+UOs. Wuchw\ l/ufh WrvDiM b\OMA (OiA 
a pure breeding white flower plarlt, all the Fl plant are pifak! flower, the pmk 
Ha Tn V o^n bi-vxk I llrw^u, -Hot bii^ V： �\(nAm dicua/^  f I U ^ flower plint is cross between thfemselves .....；……Then, shoW the phenotype and 
tn)M> bi-VuDJLXi^tUwv^avu Hot bUIAP^IK ^ , genotype of the parents, Fl and F2. O ！ [I have to] draw agaui, how ？ J [Let mej 
_ � W i w q VW 饥vOo 4 � � � … � r 
各ad one morfe time^ Yi [start to write answer] let the red, Yi, gene of 
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red flower be RR It's correct. This white floWer is small r small r. 
I)之对LMl 竭 'hi、各 a(�ioir, 
I: Hum, Hum. 
S: As for the parent, let me think abouf it, that is. [The one] with the big R big 
R is the red [The one] with the small r small r is the white [eyed fruit fly]. 
I: Hum, Hum. 
S: [There] is a big R a small r,Jthis are the genes. Theh, this big^R small r 
they [cross] again, among 
themselves. 
HiAm,. 
I: Hum, Hum. 
S: Yi, then, there are genes, this genes are, big R small r, big R small r, big R 
t x H t R . t R ^ J i h % r.、各任 r^Mu、？(c^^il ^ - c f l r t A f y i i ^ bigR, small r small r. This is red, this is pink, this is white f This is F2. I have 
b,VV [ K l f •咱叙似⑴丨对 i . shown all [the answer]. 
係 v^t 响、/f I: Finish ？ 
YfhP�. S: Yes. 
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I: Yes. When you are doing the let [statement], you seems to be thinking. What 
are you thinking of ？ 
祝 • 一 卜 ( 句 的 ， .M S: I am thinking about what symbols are the most suitable. 
H''寿丨 P^�《，It�關、？奢 V 'v! 畔？ I： What are you doing when you said "let me see" ？ 
4 奴 命 . 
S: Read [the question] one more time. 
I： You will read it one more time. O! Will that help ？ 
S: I am not reading. I look at the beginning and start to write. Well, [I] have 
崎辟hI本 
to be sure., 
I: I see. It's O. K. 
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Protocols of subject R3 
(i) In the first interview: 
Q1 MS I 
s： boolM a ) l 0 A ( U m i A d ^ i •卷 ‘ j i ^ r d i o u a | 
嫂 一 ( 气 、 … … S H ^ U � � … , b ’ 作 响 竭 M (ifi 
• ( 料 、 仏 







S: flolA)lV cMoV . _ bl/j “�pO/iX (f：!… 
兩 偷 , 糾 f 象 , 均 才 L � � � U " i H ^ | ) i > k � � � （ l A f 
仁Ip漏1々银哨颂,姻'咱,七z^吼作AJt从: 
tvR, M i uoioi^v 1%\^ 51|11土 项 





s : b 妇作 t i 有丨 U p M ： 似、【有丨¥11丨>旧救few阪缚fb^ i, 
遗_战艰啦帅 1 年％ 黎啦……令 t 崎祥 � , � r f � i ] 隊 
I：你Ifr)陆f 块 j l fM^iRvOb&^l? 
S : 级 爲 扑 、 4 谈 H 妳 爲 兩 倾 < 、 彻 面 射 係 
、項 ft — 蜀 ( 说 紅 色 . 
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Q3 MS I 
s : h^rVLJVllAaJ^rtu(A：|/c fv 入, bloxt IA^-入係 Ok^m^uM 
啦H i , Moxk l/ux^f�啦,b貼 i j i； b払丨Hb作uav (k)l&下M, 
• 妹 b U o k r t 十 1 颂 轴 b ^ l ^ f H p . 
工：吃+ . 
� 
s : t ^ l l - t i l l ^ ^ H M i i l t E ) , 如 t v 冬渐 r t 蜀 b l ^ ^ i H ® 
；^胁饭對 . I , 射和 p c . ^ m t A W t . . ,凑 1，它 l i i f i i i 
一瑜fck係苟 bl^ Ldc ku、丨— 自brDuvuluUA 刚。. 
工：® • bllUJc,疆愤 bvDUK^ 
fc傾 ‘1^1'胁 访 i 
Q4 MS2 
s： O^vjp tk^i^vn ofi^ A '^iACj^  o[j 义 pG入… i J l v h rAt>bi七, 
-竭,-料, 1 尸h -！才 出 t-i.窄 i ^ l 
I : 4 . 
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•专}’ WMH] 广4鳴A辨、如：工 
C-�-、鄉 n' h 构、?/IT 1•广 明 q 
Vt 艮’。•卫，十一 ¥ - ‘、卜一, (i(W5�•  、仍 
？iif^n^x�糾〜S,拟丄〜产咏?;、^ 
mm 
L [V礼、哨如i阳t由iiy : I 
？/1； 1ft)髮‘？, 11 ^ 4.寺、4！^' ao • s 會 . 
Q5 M P l 
s： 
o^HA 財 係 啦 科 , � f , ^ f " � M � 扮 t i i k 
life瑪尔•彳I彳也?. 
s ： i ^ u 确 似 e u 、象州 ‘ p t u ^ f i i t iH fI-,頌 
工• b"^�, Y0\^ � fe Q^ojoAakii I 11 \ 




' c ^ h i i i i m b i ^ i i i i v / ：工 
w ^ o p ^ l i ? •墙。》!!咬、：u如件V如: t斗射 t i竹飞Mf :s 









*^^^ ';、。如、松A ‘！例 U+3 ^ -(j^jtu^ if^Jtv 
c II丨卜?'付 




s： n �^ f m h w ^ iH t a 均 i ^ i . 
Q6 MC&iy[工 
s : - 1因ft 艮 L I 引 i •辟。 … … , 吻 , � f e f i f � < V 足叫 i . " 地 
/ii- ^ rft^g ft H i , 0 啦 , 崎 i m i 
O ^ V l ^ i , ll�!V作/U), bo, IQ 岛,0 办"、丨"io 係 reu … 丁 ， 
m ^ b甘令t 沙丨银J令Afc, AO,BO. 00 ‘i^ "^ AO, 
(\丨 &0訂 hy^ 
� 1%�丨)似 eivt. 
I 
Q7 MP2 
s : S V t • -倾it‘�)f ,I�#(：〒淵 德调 CU似 
.叫倾,� I n O M \^0^v\^cd,,… 
I : 駄 稱 。 洲 a l 也:！ 
工：財 蜀 m Ti 係 _ v v u a ,所 
olom.iVxA.iA't. 2 5 5 
s : …�念啦 .15]•卜良。…、义^ …、？It卞： 
I： b i t a v , ! ^時作O l o v w i K O v t �你 f尔？卞 f | �時 
工：务\ l l确 l/u)華(^ fi 0loiAMUa^t�(l). 
S： )久mLt 冲'�!•令才r乙卞A i f c^o^�心取. 
I 
s： 丨初umoJU I勺〒WUUU 竹M丨如妨 1 � | ] R 
OLov^ MW^O/ D i知,!k等义l^t],,神有 D仇 
工：明尸二 . 
s : ( 
工 ： \ 
% B I l 版• 明义4 4 CWo/d , 4氛 iA^广U 
广 2 5 6 . 
Mu. L ^ l-： m ] 
I : I鳴Cr攝 ifo) 
s： 
K取,丨冲劝H•係大NfeSi丨: 
“ iS ^ N ^ , oiolAA^WAKt � 
� o . 
工：刚 I f e购中 
s : 大 N , , � 身 t i i i … I 々 叱 . K i a M 崎,崎 
ioj^X時f釣…時下、L係个i 時?^ ,昨 
1 知倾 t ' } S . lQ l ^/ l % CUM ； . <;Uoa.4 
作兩竭料SS. l ^H廿碑1竭M的列m-依係WoNvwd 
I 议 沖 灯 1 V海颂 1 " i i 4 \ “ t j I f^Wi^'f-'l^^〔代M1Vvo陶以 
鄉 塊 , 辆 奶 作 、 糾 各 N L t M ^ 作 付 叱 
抖.丨⑷fe汰係H5啦.ir‘缘和+>fc-咽•⑷一朱m 
体％-作、(抄i 納条..ri如KT 碎 。 h 咬 I 
� u ^ 十喊。,州知紧询 ( f t 射电穷颂 s s m 
工:「年化计丨i^ i阁贫守昨il 本 1喝；|思、z/务、. 
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I： 科,如‘年 s—iirt. 
s： I ^ K巧喊私 r t料跨祝.孤作不找"^面斜畔冉少、 I 
个身絮、KtNS n 的 V d 約 OX)的 1 …炉崎、—iflNN.di^NSl^^f 
k卞、tl; , 1 )射 1 5伪斗 I & 9 � M ] b f t 艰 傾 � 
一茅才^^^  I t i 瑪 T-i 時： 
s : V v ^ � ^ ‘ - f/务、&他 It^、口 Cv^m]叶c调 
Q8 MCT 
(;W.艮T作、tt戈% 1 V � 十 以 此 q _ � | � � 
g e m V i o ( ^ � 明 " 1 1 胁 - 拖 灿嫂广号 
D w ^ v M M 外舉々甘?\； 衫传,姻吼久 r … t ' 
衫 t t 钩 辩 § ] … 斜 站 高 H I?了 p ^Kea巧 
工：zie j樣係右講 
s . 吃 V b 象 p c ^ 係七狐 H i f l 像十組 i ^ l j T . 1)礼、-伍 
• 1 似 鄉 吃 、 • 水 械 f i 条 T S … … I 冲 体 , 
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I ： 糾 
s ： ^SIaM 假 INX^ ML bl t M I o kA … … 
S: • 印 j a l 级 1 偏 才 l T � T 一 卧 _ 
Lx I^^CrDMj ifcl•(兔 I K . 0 p ^ f u p x ] f t U A l ^ t l ^ , 
… ( f t 收 ! 力 寸 
wiiiS] M i u i M i A f r印人各 i K l % 
b ； ^ ^ ^ ^U kKH ^ / a：, 
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Q1 MSl-LONG z 
Od IU)U3JIV 作、OlolMO^Ot 4 面'广口 U^y^l^'ltviUfr^iU-i ^ 
以L 崎 LU)U)xr rt^-^ .Hrmruoi. }UUm 




s： w u ^ f 4 1 ^v ^ p i lb f l , m i l . v n ^ i ^ i ^ , 
《沒咏收 颂 浪 ( 化 知 务 全 先 ！ ^ 艮 攻 务 
‘ ' t 站 敌 Hd 科轉,只从nvviE 雕.、It ^Lck ^ 
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K U W U l r 
I : “ (AV\A,VI \/WlA. 
工：klMAA.i^ iMM . 
工：iAl/UM. HIaW. 
s ： 时 u n T i (岡一 1i|| U U e dMji “ S ) n ^ ^ E - 背 也 吸 
i t 俯 孙 、 々 站 t l l l i ^ ^ f l . ' ^^札资 McOio, 
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S: r u XboUUr CQlok 61 (K 力O^vvA ^ ^^ 0- ？ O d / j A i 
uaviLkIV 柏 i … f t ;！ 
1 V有 M^^oa^^o,传-(弯:一脅吏卞空'令d、礼、WxiK ^  (nm . 
Waoi^Kj ULOL 午(jouuk CirouficA inH/^a k t c ^ ^M iA^k jlel^ 外 
1�\�HuL.OJUFiUmc l ^ k }\J0W、！!？係！h冬、必灿 
工： HIA/IAA. HiMAA . 
[%] KjLd >low at ' ^R t ^ f f p iAOv^k p u m 《；:、,兩付 
3 6 3 
tf^ytam, I , _七〕系1 •峰巾下� i i f l i吃资 i丨狂啦. 
l i l f ^ 丨4 “ 丨 9 > (UMACU^I Vh 。位•崎 左弘 
工：hlAM HiA-M, 
工 ： U u m a -
s ： ^ ^ / i M j ^ 计1 奪 V 拟 》 兮 ifel " ^ m ^ u ^ 
M L amtu 
^ I jvolA丨⑷从 /^(iH软-竭 to礼 
i , 喊 , 兩 颂 t 椒 V ^ 丨气2 ‘ 吻 � t 扣 V L,丨啦D 
�11 f — 才年 KKo 
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